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FOREWORD
The national park service is delighted to have the opportunity to

present to the bird-loving public this popular narrative from the pen

of Florence Merriam Bailey, noted authority on western birds.

In Among the Birds in the Grand Canyon Country, Mrs. Bailey has

written of the canyon bird life in an intimate and friendly way, seeing the

birds as a visitor might see them and answering the questions a visitor

might ask should he have the good fortune to meet her along the trail.

Through the pages of the book it is believed that persons visiting the

Grand Canyon will gain an unusual insight into the habits and personalities

of birds as sketched by this well-known ornithologist.

Arno B. Cammerer, Director.
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INTRODUCTION
This account of our summer in camps and cabins of the canyon and its

immediate vicinity pictures the bird life as I found it grouped at dif-

ferent levels and in desert or forest setting, where observing visitors may
duplicate my experiences.

At the lowest level, at Phantom Ranch in the Canyon of the Bright

Angel, in May, it was a keen pleasure to welcome the incoming birds on

their way north. But my stay was short, and it has remained for bird

banders and others interested in detailed routes of migration and stops

along the way to add to the number of migrants to be found in spring and

fall in different parts of the bottom of the canyon. To my account of

birds grouped at other levels and under desert or forest conditions students

of ecology should add reliable observations that will increase our scant

knowledge of the distribution of plant and animal life in relation to their

environment, exhibited in this almost unparalleled gash in the earth's

surface, where zonal problems—in the compressed vertical section from

the bottom of the canyon to the two rims and on to the top of the San

Francisco Mountains—have attained their classical illustration.

For the growing number of laymen interested in bird banding and in

attracting birds about their homes, the success of the canyon feeding and

banding stations and the part played in them and at rain tanks in this

arid region may suggest interesting problems to be solved.

But whatever one's especial or scientific interest may be in the birds of

the canyon country, there is much more. In telling the story of our

enriching summer, my hope has been not only that old interests be quick-

ened and the pleasures of the way be enhanced but that to those with

seeing eyes and listening ears may come the deeper satisfactions underlying

bird study in the inspiring setting of the Grand Canyon.

Florence Merriam Bailey

Washington, D. C, October 1937.
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Grant Photo.

Figure 7.

—

view of the grand canyon from the kaibab trail below yaki point, the

PATRIARCHAL JUNIPER, TWISTED AND SCARRED, TELLS THE STORY OF ITS AGE-LONG

CONQUESTS; AS DO THE CITADELS AND "TEMPLES" IN THE CANYON BELOW.



AMONG THE BIRDS IN THE
GRAND CANYON COUNTRY

Chapter I.—Between Views on the South Rim

THE amazing views of the Grand Canyon naturally dominate and

absorb the attention of the hurried visitor to the canyon rims, but

between views the bird-minded may hear arresting songs and catch

glimpses of feathered passers-by that will add intimate pleasures to the

memories of the "great abyss."

After a night in El Tovar Hotel the familiar song of the western robin

may be heard on awakening, followed by the happy song of the rosy house

finch well associated with the sunshine of the Southwest. Then perhaps

will come the coarse croak of an American raven, adding a grateful bass

note to the morning chorus. And when starting to follow the rim trail, in

passing the cactus garden of El Tovar, if enough of the big silken flowers

are in bloom to attract them, busy hummingbirds may be caught sight of

humming around the blossoms or, if it is later in the season, may be seen

flashing around the beautiful pink flower clusters of the shrubby locusts on

the rim. Nearby, perhaps leaning over a garden faucet, a handsome long-

crested jay with the rich blue of his clan may be seen quenching his arid-

land thirst.

Here, too, among the flower beds, is found the western robin of the

morning song as familiar as the beloved bird of the East, building his nest

on convenient hotel cornices and patronizing food boxes visited by chestnut-

backed bluebirds, English sparrows, and passers-by such as fawn-colored

crested cedar waxwings and black-headed Rocky Mountain grosbeaks.

After the nesting season the bluebirds frequent the adjoining telephone wires

and in winter a flock of the large northern relatives of the cedar waxwings,

Bohemian waxwings, rare distinguished birds, have been discovered in

the vicinity of the hotel and may possibly be found again by privileged

winter visitors. In the fall migration, on the rim near El Tovar, a canyon

towhee with rufous crown has been seen by the Park Naturalist. But,

forgetful of other seasons, let us listen now. Joyfully the robin sings, as

well he may, for an El Tovar robin in this dry, stony, canyon country has

1



Among the Birds in the Grand Canyon Country

especial reason to be happy with the hotel fountain playing on green grass

and with earthworms under the soft sod to be had for the pulling.

As we reach the rim seats overlooking the canyon, the castellated forms

of which at different hours change from glowing reds to hazy purples, the

reds accented as the sun climbs by dark shadows projected from their

turrets, perhaps a hurrying bird may pitch headlong into the depths below.

And as we gaze after its vanished form, just under the rim in the protecting

trees a red-shafted flicker, a common bird of both rims, may fly out dis-

closing its big white rump patch and affording flashes of salmon from under

its wings that distinguish it from the yellow-shafted eastern flicker. Here,

too, we may find the large American raven.

During the nesting season of our visit we occasionally saw solitary ravens

silently flying to and fro from the wooded camps of Grand Canyon Village,

where food could be found, across to the canyon wall, presumably to

undisturbed nesting sites in niches of rim rock or bare cliff. In a strong

wind they flew down into the canyon with feet hanging as if for better

balance. One that I watched finally slowed down to a small nut pine,

croaking as he alighted. Early one windy morning when the light was

coming into the dark side canyons, on stopping in front of Bright Angel

Lodge to look over the rim I discovered first one and then another black

form below. What was the game? Were they toying with the air cur-

rents? As I watched in amusement, from deep down below they would

let the morning upcurrent lift them to the height that pleased them, then

break away, circle about, fly down, and drift up again like children at

play. Sometimes at the lowest point of their descent I could not tell them

from their shadows laid on the ground by the rising sun.

Later in the season when the long-crested jays had raised their broods

in the pine woods above, several were discovered under the rim flying

about the white cliffs squalling and chasing each other, showing the blue

of their short, round wings and long tails (Fig. 67).

But the birds most in evidence along the South Rim, whether about El

Tovar Hotel, Bright Angel Lodge, the Yavapai Observation Station, or

the many outlook points along the rim road, were the spectacular black-

bellied white-throated swifts well named Aeronautes saxatalis, being indeed

both aeronauts and rock dwellers. The name Aeronautes seemed to suit

them superlatively, feathers looking to be small part of such perfected sky

planes except for the hint of white feather patches that shone out strikingly

as they swerved and turned with the air currents. On long, bony, pointed

wings, with wing power that never ceased to be a wonder, the arrowhead

fliers sped along, now high above, now down below the rim of the canyon,
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now rushing by to disappear out in space, their gay chittering lost in the

distance. Two seen one afternoon in air over the Bright Angel mule train

returning from the bottom of the canyon might well have excited the envy

of weary riders still nervously clutching their saddlehorns.

But this phenomenal speed had proved the undoing of at least one of

the aeronauts. Apparently attempting to make a short cut through the

windows of the Yavapai Observation Station when under tremendous

velocity, it crashed into the heavy plate glass with fatal result. Three

other birds that have been deceived by the clarity of the glass—-a red-

shafted flicker, a rufous hummingbird, and a Townsend's solitaire—have

struck with only force enough to stun them; but strangely enough a bird of

moderate flight, a Shufeldt's junco, has killed itself by the impact. On
examination the junco proved to be a winter migrant, which, by an odd

coincidence, had been banded at the Yavapai Bird-Banding Station close

by a year before, its band being dated November 16, 1932; its death

occurring on November 17, 1933.

Nests of the white-throats are hard to discover, but a swift has been

seen by Ranger Laws going into a crack in the white wall of Transept

Canyon near Grand Canyon Lodge, several have been seen by the Park

Naturalist flying into crevices of joints in Coconino sandstone along the

Bright Angel Trail, and others have been seen by the Young Orni-

thologist going in and out of a cliff on the North Rim. In Hermit Basin

at an elevation of 5,200 feet three swifts were seen by Technician Grater

on March 27, "when mating activities were noted." On the South Rim,

in the Yaki Point section of the Kaibab Trail, under an overhanging ledge

of the red wall, one nest has actually been located by the Park Naturalist.

Like that of the chimney swift, it was made of twigs and feathers glued

together.

Once when the white-throats were watched from the South Rim by my
companion, the keen-eyed Young Observer, she reported that one pointed

head down and with wings outspread dropped below. In the Yosemite

previously she had watched the old birds feeding their young in midair,

the young trailing along behind and catching up to take food; and here at

the canyon she thought that with much chittering they were doing the same

thing.

Along the rim with the swifts, flying now above, now below, were often

seen violet-green swallows. How could the two be told apart? Different

enough in the hand from the white-throated black-bellied swifts were

the swallows with their wholly white undersurface and their astonishing

green and purple top colors. But when passing rapidly by they needed to

27960°—39 2 $



Among the Birds in the Grand Canyon Country

be distinguished carefully, for then only rarely could one catch a gleam of

green and it was noteworthy when a glimpse of violet was to be had. Of

course, if seen fairly low, as once near sunset when a flock passed over the

heads of a group of tourists at Bright Angel Camp, it was easy to see that

they lacked the black belly. But in the sky the main differences were

those of form and flight, the broader wings of the swallow contrasting with

the narrower, bony ones of the swift, whose flight was correspondingly

bolder and more spectacular.

In striking contrast to these swiftly darting insect pursuers were the slow,

smoothly sailing carrion-feeding turkey vultures occasionally seen hunting

down inside the canyon or up above its walls.

Many other interesting birds may be seen from the sidewalks and trails

along the South Rim by tourists whose overfed minds can take in no more

views, however grand or beautiful, but who must wait for the return of friends

making the mule trip to the Colorado River. For the hours drag slowly

as they focus their glasses on the trail 3,000 feet below to follow dots that

are mules moving down the green patches of Indian Gardens or disappearing

over the edge of the inner gorge of the canyon; after a long interval start-

ing back on the laborious climb from the Colorado River in the bottom

to the top of the South Rim. Some of the most pleasant bird acquaint-

ances in the canyon country may be seen by the tourist in such hours

spent along the rim between the two hotels.

One morning late in June we started out from Bright Angel Lodge at

8 o'clock, and after glancing down into the canyon, as had come to be

our habit, we lingered to enjoy the way the morning light lay on the flat

tops of the horseshoe-shaped amphitheaters, making them stand out in strik-

ing contrast to their shadow-filled depths; a picture whose high lights

changed later till red-sided temples dominated the shadowy spaces. Pass-

ing slowly on along the rim walk toward El Tovar, we were soon arrested

by the familiar tones of many bird voices and on gazing down into an em-
bayment were delighted to find one of the large talkative flocks of our old

western friends, the blue, shorttailed pifion jays, hunting over the canyon

walls. Some were clambering about the rocks, perhaps feeding on grass-

hoppers, acceptable substitutes for pifion nuts when such nuts are not to

be had. Other sections of the big flock were trailing across the hazy

width below calling pinyone pinyone in the sweet musical tones that, once

heard, always remain cherished memories.

Up over the rim came a violet-green swallow, too far away for us to

catch its exquisite colors. Then a Raven, too far away to more than
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Grant Photo.

Figure 2.—isis temple from the yavapai museum, showing strata from the inner

GORGE TO THE TOP OF THE CANYON.
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From, Handbook of Western

Birds.

Figure 3.—towhee (Pipilo

erythrophthalmus erythro-

phthalmus).

guess the beautiful purplish blue and green burnishing of its black plum-

age, crossed the gulch below us, feet held up out of sight, there being no

wind to require careful balancing. Close below us under the rim a black

headed and coated spurred towhee was singing in low tones his sweet

home song, well befitting the warm sunny morning;

not given from the top of a bush or tree as is his

habit but from the ground among the serviceberry

and sage bushes near his favorite oaks. Here

among the dead leaves whose color his brown

sides outdid, the Young Observer reported, "He
scratches a little, then sings a little, " all being

done with a pretty air of content as of one happy

in the sunshine under the protecting rim with no

knotty problems of geologic ages to puzzle his small

brain. Nearby, little striped Gila chipmunks and

a large fat rock squirrel were running about, they,

too, well satisfied with their small worlds, micro-

scopic circles in the great abyss.

A low schrit-schrit from a serviceberry bush led to the grateful discovery

of a family of the tiny lead-colored bush-tits heard before and eagerly

looked for along the rim. Here they were at last. And what busy parents

!

Carrying food, announced my keen-eyed comrade, inferring from the

surprising absence of clamor that the nestlings were not long out of the

shell. Their home could not have been far from

the passers-by between the hotels. Teasing mem-
ories of long pocket nests of related bush-tits found

in southern California made me sorry to have

missed theirs, but when the ardent Young Ob-
server proposed climbing over the parapet to look

for it, I pointed firmly to the warning sign, over-

looking a narrow ledge above the abyss—"Do
Not Climb Over the Rim." Although the bush-

tits have been reported mainly from the South

Rim in summer they have also been found occa-

sionally in suitable parts of the North Rim.
But when cold weather comes they descend. Late in November when

snow covered the ground on the South Rim a flock of about 25 was found
by Technician Grater down the trail at an elevation of about 5,500 feet,

two other large flocks having been found about as low as 3,300 feet.

From Handbook of Western

Birds.

Figure 4.— grosbeak (Hedy-

meles melanocephalus)
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Figure 5.—BUSH-TITS AT their pocket nest.
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Another bird that nests in suitable places on both sides of the canyon, the

musical Rocky Mountain grosbeak (fig. 4), was seen so often in June close

under the South Rim that it may have nested not far below. Between

Bright Angel Lodge and the Harvey dining hall a few rods beyond, when

going to breakfast, 1 sometimes had the keen pleasure of detecting its pres-

ence by its characteristic ick, or better still of listening to snatches of its

lovely rolling song; at other times catching sight of it just below the rim out

of the wind in bushes warmed by the first morning sunshine. Once it flew

from a tree on the rim to disappear down inside the canyon. To a nest?

Possibly, but as I soon realized, it was not safe to infer a nest from the pres-

ence of a bird in the protecting trees under the rim at breakfast time. If a

male, he might well have roosted in such shelter while his mate brooded

her eggs or young, especially where close under the rim there were tall

Douglas spruces with their dense foliage in which to hide. In both June

and August the early mornings showed many small birds flying hurriedly

up over the rim and back across the woods as if to their homes or accustomed

feeding grounds.

One morning at 8:40, when watching the last stragglers flying rapidly

back from the sun-topped wooded gulches below Yavapai Trail, I dis-

covered a delightful loiterer. Stopping in a dead pine on the rim high

above Indian Gardens, he obligingly answered my responses to his familiar

conversational pit''-ic pit'-ic until with the field glass I was able to bring

him close enough to distinguish the scarlet face and yellow front of the

western tanager, a gorgeously feathered bird and withal a modest, musical

one to be enjoyed at each encounter. But soon he too was gone and, with a

long look out over the rim where the purple haze filling the upper reaches

warmed to the ruddy glow of the red rock below, I regretfully followed in

his wake.

Late in August when birds, free from the cares of the nesting season, were

wandering about at will until time to start on their southward migration,

we were surprised by a visit from a mother and a young western tanager, as

we inferred by their actions and slight differences in the green and yellowish

plumage that was safely Quakerish compared with the conspicuous red,

yellow, and black of the head of the family. For 2 days we had the pleasure

of watching them, a pleasure that we gratefully attributed to the friendly

protection of the national park. Most of that time they were to be found

in front of Bright Angel Lodge in a wild currant bush standing just outside

the guarding rim fence. Astonished by their tameness, as we went and

came we stopped to see them. When first discovered, a brown-streaked

female Rocky Mountain grosbeak was sharing the feast with them, her

8
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powerful bill crushing the dark red currants, seeds and all. Inside the

green, thickly leafed bush the greenish tanagers would have easily passed

undiscovered had they not moved about. But caught by a sunbeam the

yellowish green head of the young one was prettily lit up and again the

fine indistinct streaking of its back was revealed. Quite unafraid, it

picked off the red currants and carefully ate their pulp less than a yard

away from us. When I talked to it quietly it stood looking up at me with

winsome trustfulness.

Once it actually came out in plain sight on the lower rail of the rim

guard to eat one of the sweet berries.

When it made itself too conspicuous, its mother, more worldly-wise,

seemed uneasy and apparently tried to lead it away by flying to a bush lower

under the rim; but it was slow to take unpleasant suggestions. The two

small newcomers were detected by some of the broad-hatted guides who,

between trail trips, were sitting on the top rail of the guarding fence a few

yards away, their high cowboy heels hooked over the rail below. Some of

the tourists on the seats also saw them. One boy exclaimed excitedly, "A
bird came close up! I think I could get it with my camera," and ran off

eagerly to bring his camera. During the 2 days that the tanagers were in

the bush the supply of currants gradually diminished and on the third day,

to my disappointment, neither mother nor little one was to be found. The
following morning, however, I was glad to discover the friendly youngster

in its sunny bush again. But so few of the red berries were left that its

guardian must have come to take it to fresh fields, for that was the last I

saw of either of them before they started on their long journey, perhaps to

Central America.

They were gone, but there were many other early morning pleasures.

First of all was the look off over the canyon. And what a rare privilege

it was to stop on the way to breakfast and dinner to find the great abyss,

filled with a complex of side canyons, amphitheaters and "temples" out-

spread before us! Morning and evening gave the most subtle, beautiful

effects of light and shadow, color and form, with the greatest depths of

haze, gray and purple. Late one morning when I was walking home along

the rim trail, cloud shadows were patching the canyon and one temple still

stood out dark against the pale pink of approaching noon. But under the

full disillusioning vertical sun of noonday the spell of enchantment was lost.

At night, when the curtain had fallen upon the dramatic shifting scenes of

day in the canyon, the quiet stars appeared. Above the North Rim the

Big Dipper and Cassiopeia pointed from opposite sides to the North Star.

Then beneath, on the North Rim the lights of the lodge shone out and 10
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miles across the dark depths of the abyss were distinguished by eager El

Tovar visitors. Friendly brother hostelries, their points of light, each on

its own side, interrupted the otherwise unbroken darkness of the long-wind-

ing North and South Rims of the Grand Canyon.

Between such enlarging views we came back with new zest to our daily

pleasures of discovery. On the Bright Angel rim where the tanagers had

appeared, various small migrants were welcomed at breakfast time. Once

the note of a sweet-voiced goldfinch greeted me and one flew by close below

the fence; again, a harsh chack

#% attracted my attention to a dis-

appearing dull yellowish bird, pre-

sumably a female western yellow-

throat, others being seen in the

neighborhood. Another fortunate

day started with a glimpse of one

or another form of the yellow war-

bler, many of whose relatives were

found in the bottom of the canyon

in the nesting season. Other wan-

derers that we missed had been

found on the South Rim long be-

fore. More than 40 years previ-

ous, in 1889, a migrating Town-
send's warbler, one of the hand-

somest, most richly colored of all

the warbler band, had been col-

lected by Dr. C. Hart Merriam.

He had also secured specimens of

migrating Lincoln's sparrows near

the brink of the canyon and had

seen many more.

During our stay, late in August,

a notable bird, a wandering prairie falcon, only a few of which have

been recorded from the canyon, was seen by the Mammalogist from near

Bright Angel Lodge. And another hawk, the sharp-shinned, found occa-

sionally from the rims to the bottom of the canyon, was seen by the Park

Naturalist near El Tovar.

A few days after the western tanagers had left we were greatly surprised

and excited by a visit from two of the handsome acorn-storing Mearns'

woodpeckers, white-faced, red-crowned, with glossy greenish-black backs,

Courtesy of the Cooper Ornithological (Fuertes)

Club.

Figure 6. PRAIRIE FALCON. THE SUCCESSFUL

HUNTER LOOKS UP AT HIS MATE IN THE SKY.

10



Between Views on the South Rim

first cousins of the California woodpeckers that make merry on the Stan-

ford campus. In July we had found a few of them at water tanks in the

pine woods many miles away. In August two came to our very door. On
our way to breakfast they were discovered. First one was seen on a small

nut pine only 6 or 8 feet below the rim rail; then a second flew up beside

it with an acorn in its bill, and after a little talk the two pitched down to a

pine tree where they kept on talking in pleasant accents using the familiar

phrases, ja' -cob,ja' -cob , krit'-terah, krit'-terah. After that as we went and came

they were seen at work storing acorns

many times during the day. They

were still at work one evening after 7

o'clock and the next morning by half

past 7 had already begun their day's

work. One was seen on the nearest

cliff indicating that perhaps it was stor-

ing its acorns in a crack or pocket there.

But generally when flying down from

the oaks on the rim they curved down
to pifion pines so far below that even

with field glasses we could only sur-

mise they were storing under loose

pieces of bark.

As they flew up and down, the three

white patches on rump and outspread

wings showed strikingly; and once,

when one came up straight toward me
with rapidly beating wings, the whirl

of the white wing patches suggested

points of light in a revolving torch.

Another time, coming rapidly to the

trees on the rim, one almost collided

with a chipmunk, at whose cry of

terror the startled bird turned tail and

dropped back into the canyon. A few

moments later, however, when the

frightened chipmunk had had time to disappear, the jerking of oak leaves

in front of me announced the storer's return for the acorns he had forgotten
in his excitement.

When not in too much of a hurry the trustful woodpeckers would come
first to the small nut pine opposite the rim seats and sit there pecking quietly

From Biological Survey.

Figure 7. CALIFORNIA WOODPECKERS
(Balanosphyra formicivora bairdi). first

COUSINS OF THE ACORN - STORERS,

MEARNS' WOODPECKERS, WITH RED
NAPE AND GLOSSY GREEN BACK, FOUND
GATHERING ACORNS FROM THE OAKS
AT BRIGHT ANGEL LODGE.

11
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at the bark or taking a restful sunbath before going to work. As one sat

with its back to me it was easy to see the red cap, white rump patch, and

the "W" of the pointed woodpecker tail feathers with which he braces

himself on the side of a tree trunk. Storing in the canyon so far below was

real work and at times it became important to take not only rest but a little

nourishment. At such a moment one of the birds after picking off a green

acorn carried it with him to a comfortable seat in the curve of a branch,

where he laid it down and pecked it

open ; as he pecked, his red cap glistened

and his white eye showed clearly.

When most of the acorns on our small

oaks had been stored, several times as I

sat watching, one of the birds flew up

into a thin little oak bush still well sup-

plied, so close in front of me that the

storer seemed timidly conscious of my
presence. In any case it swung down
under an acorn-laden twig so that only

its white underbody was visible. During

the long hours that the woodpeckers

worked, from the canyon below came
their familiar reiterated ja'-cobja'-cob—
from which we dubbed them Jacobs

—

and their soft, repeated krit'-terah kril'-

terah that called up many pleasant

memories.

Two years later when we returned to

Bright Angel for a few days' work, it was

an intense pleasure to look down into the

canyon once more. My first view of it,

long years before, had left me awed and

speechless. Now I could enjoy its every detail. The first day, when indoors

between visits to old bird haunts, I could hardly keep from the window with its

views of the red-sided temples and the deeply eroded fissure of Bright Angel

Canyon leading back to the Kaibab Plateau. Each high light and glowing sec-

tion ofwall was greeted withjoyful reminiscence, intensified by absence. After

a superb sunset in which the temple sides were aglow above the shadowed

abyss and high along the North Rim a great roll of white cloud lay extended

above the dark forest, producing a feeling of remoteness and quiet, the sun

became obscured and all the canyon was darkened, only the crowning

Figure

From Biological Survey.

YELLOW PINE STOREHOUSE OF

MEARNS'S WOODPECKER
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Between Views on the South Rim

From Biological Survey.

Figure 9.—red-breasted nuthatches.
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Photograph by E. D. McKee.

Figure 70.—the yavapai observation station, here white-throated swifts dart past

DURING LECTURE HOURS AND MIGRATING BIRDS STOP FOR WATER IN THE BIRD BASINS.

upraised heads of the temples catching the light. Soon the shadows of

night seemed brooding over all. But while I lingered at the window, sud-

denly the obscuring western clouds dissolved, and a wave of rich color

spread from the red upraised heads down over the sides of the great temples.

For the moment the canyon was re-illumined—exultant, joyous life had

returned.

The few September days of our second visit held much ornithological

enjoyment. One of our pleasant surprises came when walking along the

Yavapai Trail near sunset. On a projecting point ahead of us stood a large

Woodhouse's jay (fig. 99), a rare bird on the rim, leaning down and rising

up, again and again, to drink from a small rain-water pocket left by a

thunderstorm. When he had flown, a red-breasted nuthatch, an uncom-

mon autumn visitor to the South Rim, showing the black and white lines

on the side of its head and its reddish breast, came to drink from the small

wayside pool, and a mountain chickadee, common to both rims, was dis-

covered nearby. How far had they come? In these days of drought, what

a boon the diminutive rain-water pocket was to them. Another pleasant

surprise was in meeting the friendly little common rock wren, this time

not on remote sandstone ledges within the canyon but at various places on

top, as in a village corral and near Hopi House opposite El Tovar Hotel.

Once I actually heard it from my Bright Angel Lodge window.

14



Between Views on the South Rim

From Handbook of Western Birds {Fuertes).

Figure 11.—road-runner, the clown of the desert but also a delightful camp

MASCOT.

Between views, some of the birds seen in the Bright Angel region were also

found in various parts of the South Rim. At the Yavapai Observation Sta-

tion, where a lecturer interrupted himself one afternoon to point out a passing

desert sparrow hawk, the attention of bird-wise listeners occasionally lapsed

as white-throated swifts raced past, hurling themselves down into the canyon

below.

From Yavapai Point a number of birds, some notable ones, seen in

passing have been recorded by the Park Naturalist and may be found again.

In April two spring migrants, the black-throated gray warbler and the

violet-green swallow, were seen, perhaps returning to the canyon to nest.

In May a western lark sparrow came by. In August a large flock of migrat-

ing pihon jays stopped to feed on pifion nuts, and prairie falcons were seen

and heard almost daily for some time below both Yavapai and Yaki Points

(near Yaki Point in January three green-backed goldfinches were noted in a

large flock ofjuncos.) In September a pigeon hawk was seen below Yavapai

Point. In December two California purple finches were collected at this

15
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point, two of the rare western crows and a Natalie sapsucker were recorded,

and a roadrunner, with few canyon records, was seen on a ledge directly

under the rim at the Yavapai Observation Station.

Other noteworthy regional occurrences have been reported from the

vicinity of Desert View—a horned lark, of undetermined subspecies, an

American coot, recorded also as a casual visitant from the North Rim and

the bottom of the canyon, and the American osprey, rarely seen in the

semiarid Grand Canyon country, but found here by the Park Naturalist and

seen twice in the canyon in 1889 by Dr. C. Hart Merriam. Also, north of

Desert View at the Great Bend of the Colorado, a duck was seen by the

Park Naturalist, not previously recorded from the Grand Canyon or the

plateau region to the north—the handsome hooded merganser with a striking

white patch on its widespread fanlike crest.

But while the presence of these unusual birds enriches the canyon expe-

rience of the bird student, one cannot forget the famed exquisite desert view

that attracts the tourists, the wide beautiful outlook across the Painted

Desert, clothed in soft rainbow colors.

On the road to Hermit Rest, to which we made an early morning trip

ahead of the tourist busses that stop at all the outlooks for views of the

canyon, we were glad to have quiet moments at the Powell Monument, a

simple fitting tribute to the great explorer of the Colorado River. From the

point projecting over the canyon, as the sun climbed, the western walls of the

ridges were seen drowsing in dusky shadow, the eastern smiling broadly in

the sunshine. Between shadow and sunshine stood the bronze figure of the

dauntless pioneer whose vision and heroic courage had opened to the light

the dark, closed book of the canyon.

Returning to everyday realities, far below against a background of red

wall, the hurrying form of a swift was seen; in the middle distance, the black

back of a passing raven and the blue form of a jay; while high overhead two

red-tailed hawks circled silently. Previously, on the Hermit Rim Drive,

Dr. Charles W. Townsend had had the rare good fortune to see a black rosy

finch, a hardy mountaineer that nests in Idaho, northern Utah, and

Wyoming.

At Grand View, with its sweeping panorama, we looked first toward the

Palisades of the Desert, below which the terrible river for the moment
flows mildly over flats between widely separated walls, letting the eye pass

up to the dark forest band of the North Rim; then we faced in the opposite

direction to look down the canyon on the confusion of hazily pink forms

above the narrowed inner gorge, a gorge that forces the great river to run
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Between Views on the South Rim

the gauntlet, writhing over endless rapids and whirlpools. At our safe dis-

tance, between views, our attention was attracted by passing birds. Once

again the characteristic canyon birds were seen. As we looked, up over the

rim came a white-throated swift and a violet-green swallow, and as we gazed

into the depths below we caught the handsome blue of the outspread wings

of a long-crested jay. The familiar rattle of a passing broad-tailed hum-

mingbird sounded appropriate enough, when across a cold side gulch we

saw the tops of white-barked firs with their upstanding green cones and

heard an Audubon's warbler, another

bird of the upper levels, singing his

characteristic song.

High on the side of the gorge we were

interested to see trees marked by por-

cupine gnawings. Not far away a

surprised young cottontail rabbit, no

longer than my hand, scurried past,

dodging and scooting. Pleasant inti-

mate touches were given when a white-

throated swift passed so close overhead

that it cast its shadow over the ground

near us; a violet-green followed quietly,

and a western red-tailed hawk circled

above, near enough for us to distinguish

its distinctive black wrist marks and

wing tips.

Here at Grand View during a fall

migration two notable birds have since

been found, the famous songster, the

Townsend's solitaire, and the striking

hermit warbler with head largely bright

yellow, the only one so far recorded

from the canyon. On Grandeur Point, during a snowstorm on March 20,

strangely enough the Park Naturalist discovered a spurred towhee. Another

year, on March 25, he recorded the white-throated swift, a week earlier

than all previous records.

When we stopped at Mohave Wall, three of the ever-present white-throats

flew out over the abyss, a turkey vulture and the canyon airplane appeared

in the sky at the same time, and a small falcon perched on a point of rock in

front of us. He, too, was observing the occupants of the landscape. At
Mohave Point a green-backed goldfinch was subsequently seen on its

spring migration. A majestic southern bald eagle with snow-white head and

From Biological Survey {Robert Ridgway).

Figure 12.—bald eagle, our nation-

al EMBLEM, TO BE PROTECTED WITH IN-

TELLIGENT VIGILANCE.
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tail had already been reported and later one was found by the Park Natural-

ist bathing in the narrow, lonely depths of Hance Canyon.

Below Hermit Rest, before the busses came, it was so quiet that although

we were some 4,300 feet above the bottom of the gorge, the quick-eared

Young Observer exclaimed, "I can hear the roar of the river!" As we

looked down, in long stretches the morning shadows laid dark scallops

over the water and in places white tongues of foaming rapids could be dis-

cerned. As we overlooked the canyon,

amphitheater walls worn to knife-

blade ridges could be distinguished,

marking a striking chapter in this

marvelous history of the work of erosion.

Bringing us back to the present, down
above us a white-throated swift came

rushing with sharp, strident notes;

two short-tailed pinon jays flew along;

and a bullet-headed, blue-coated, and

heavy-bodied falcon passed across. In

the bushes bordering the trail a hungry

brood of gray titmice with short crests

fluttered their wings in telling appeal

to their parents.

At Hermit Camp, below Hermit Rest,

two geologists have since spent part of a

winter. Two days before the first big

snow of the season, the day before

Thanksgiving, a small band of western

robins appeared in the cottonwood

grove surrounding their camp, as if

warned by nature to seek shelter from

the oncoming storm. The "bottom fastnesses of Hermit Creek," the geolo-

gists were surprised to find, were shared by an Audubon's hermit thrush and

two water ouzels, whose power of song they enthusiastically celebrated.

Our peaceful hour at Hermit Rest passed all too soon, and by 10 o'clock,

when we left, the canyon was filling with purple haze above the shadowed

amphitheaters.

Early one June morning, when all was quiet and the great abyss was

dreamy with haze—not yet awakened—along the rim trail a still dreaming

child, as in Pippa Passes, went singing happily by—not yet awakened—all

unaware of the big problems of life and the universe to be read by the wise

men in this vast open book of the ages.

From Biological Survey (Fucrles).

Figure 13.—red-tailed hawk (Buteo

borealis borealis). the efficient friend

OF THE RODENT-PLAGUED RANCHMAN

TOO OFTEN SUFFERS FROM CONFUSION

WITH REAL ROBBERS OF THE ROOST.
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Chapter II.—From the Top to the Bottom of the Canyon 3

The kaibab trail, which connects the South Rim with the North Rim,

starts at Yaki Point on the South Rim, pleasantly associated by the bird

student with a variety of birds found by the Park Naturalist, notably a

summer resident of the canyon country, a Rocky Mountain grosbeak, the

widely distributed long-eared owl, and a northern visitor, a silver tongued

hermit thrush; also a Batchelder's woodpecker, one of the small downy

group found in the pines to the east.

At Yaki Point saddled mules were waiting for us and when the cinches

were safely tightened we started on our descent—by sharp zigzags down

the nearly vertical face of the 300-foot Coconino sandstone cliff and over

the great Redwall with its sheer drop of 500 feet, varied by gentle grades

across talus slopes, so making the drop of 4,750 feet from the top to the

bottom of the Grand Canyon.

A little below Yaki Point at times the scarlet buglers or pentstemons are

so abundant that they attract numbers of hummingbirds—the pink-

throated broad-tailed and the flame-throated rufous—which, whizzing

around the flowers, make a charming animated picture, well worth watch-

ing for. On one of his trips down the Kaibab Trail into the canyon, the

Park Naturalist when near the Redwall was fortunate enough to discover

a horned lark far from home. And along the trail under the South Rim
he has since seen the dull-colored green and yellow orange-crowned

warbler. As we rode slowly down the trail accompanied by the Park

Naturalist he read us the geological history of the fossiliferous strata shown

in varied colors on the canyon walls and discussed the age of the canyon.

Computed by the radioactive scale, it took approximately 345 million

years to pile layer upon layer from the top of the metamorphic inner gorge

of the Colorado River up to the coral and shell-bearing limestone cliffs

at the top of the canyon.

On one step of the geological staircase, in the Permian shale of Cedar

Ridge, we dismounted at what is known as White's fern quarry, named in

honor of the late Dr. David White, the eminent paleobotanist, who obtained

from this quarry many of the fossil plants described in his monograph,

The Flora of the Hermit Shale. Here we paused, as Dr. John C. Merriam

3 An interesting historical account of the 11 trails zigzagging down into the canyon is given by the Park Natural-

list in Grand Canyon Nature Notes, vol. 8, Nos. 5, 6, and 11, August and September 1933 and February 1934.

See also Yesterdays on the Kaibab Trail and Phantom Ranch, by H. H. Waesche, ibid. November 1933.
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says, "to lift with reverent fingers the trace of a fern that for years in untold

millions has rested on the bank." 4 At another step of the staircase we

halted while workmen below us stood by to exhibit proudly a slab of

fossil footprints they were preparing to take up to the Yavapai Museum

on the rim, one of the 37 kinds of fossil footprints recorded by Dr. Charles

Gilmore from the Grand Canyon.

Along the trail many typical desert plants and three kinds of cactus that

were added to the Park Naturalist's collection gave the mules a coveted

opportunity to botanize on their own accounts, sometimes characteristically

over the brink.

A few birds were eagerly listened to or pointed out by the way. Rock

wrens, appropriately enough, were heard in the rocky fastnesses, white-

throated swifts, two long-tailed Woodhouse's jays, and two flocks of short-

tailed pinon jays were seen, and a golden eagle, showing the white tail

base of immaturity, was watched flying over a turret. The much sought

Scott's sparrow of the Southwest was not found, however, and strangely

enough has been recorded but 3 times in the canyon. The first time, in

September 1889, both adults and young were collected by Dr. C. Hart

Merriam, who found them common from an altitude of 4,000 feet down-

ward. The second time, nearly 43 years later, on April 4, 1932, one was

seen on the Tonto Platform near Indian Gardens by the Park Naturalist.

The third time, four years later, on May 8, 1936, one was seen on the

Kaibab Trail "just below the tip-off from the Tonto Platform" by Tech-

nician Grater. Future observers should bear this in mind and watch

carefully for the obscure little sparrow below 4,000 feet, as it might easily

be overlooked. Many small birds that might have been discovered by

quiet bird-minded hikers were doubtless missed by us on the noisy descent

of our mule train.

While the naturalists loitered along the way, studying geology and

botany and noting zonal changes from conifers to cactus, for one long,

never-to-be-forgotten length I walked down the trail ahead of them

—

alone in the great solitudes, a least speck in that vast abyss, awed by the

amazing handiwork of nature wrought through the long ages.

Late in the day, at the foot of the last zigzag, we rode through the tunnel

that pierces the thick wall of the inner gorge leading to the suspension

bridge over the Colorado River—the grim terrible Colorado with its

destroying floods and its tragic death toll of those who have lightly meas-

ured man's strength with that of this, Nature's mighty master-carver of

canyons. Beyond, housing the Government men on guard to protect

* Merriam, John Campbell, The Living Past, p. 90, 1930
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Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 14.—suspension bridge over the Colorado river above the mouth of bright

ANGEL CREEK WHICH, WHITE WITH FOAM, FLOWS INTO THE BROWN COLORADO.
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those down river from devastating floods, was the small stone Government

house placarded "United States Geological Survey, Water Resources

Branch." There it stood at the bottom of the great abyss, with its young

United States flag bravely flying, looked down upon by dark sun-touched

crags, the sentinels of the ages.
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Chapter III.—In the Canyon of the Bright Angel

1. BIRDS OF THE CACTUS AND MESQUITE

Behind us in the Grand Canyon lay the dark-walled inner gorge of the

Colorado River, brown with its heavy burden of silt and rock, the grinding

tools of the ages. In this inner gorge, in 1869, the brave little band of

explorers led by the dauntless Major Powell, having worked their boats

through menacing canyons all the way from Wyoming, fought for their

lives between these narrowed imprisoning walls. Here they rode the

brown turbulent river whose waters "wheel and roll and boil" obstructed

by rapids from some of which an ominous roar arises and over which, as

Major Powell wrote, "the rushing waters break into great waves on the

rocks and lash themselves into a mad white foam." On the boats swept

among the death traps, carried by the resistless current that threatened to

dash them against towering cliffs and spun them around helplessly in

whirlpools.

When, worn by the long weeks of strain and peril, from the chocolate-

colored grim Colorado they came unexpectedly to "a clear beautiful

creek coming down through a gorgeous red canyon" they landed and

camped on a sand bank above its mouth, under the shelter of a great, over-

spreading tree. 5 With the horrid memory of brown waters still upon them,

they named the singing, white-foamed stream, Bright Angel Creek. And
so it has remained, its song supplying the restful undertone of nature's

music to peaceful days spent along its borders.

Following the creek, our trail, the Kaibab Trail that connects the South

and North Rims, passed appropriately through a gateway of high willow

and arrowweed leading to the oasis of Phantom Ranch, now a convenient

stopping place for tourists between rims. Its fields and trees made the

green patch we had looked down upon from the Yavapai Observation Sta-

tion on the arid South Rim, 4,440 feet above. Outside this oasis of man's

making were the sands and rocks, the thorny desert bushes, cactus and

agave of the hot bottom of the canyon.

What a contrast to the cool, conifer-clad plateau top from which we had

descended. But the "geologic gash" more than a mile in depth, cut through

the plateau during the long ages in which the canyon was forming, has

resulted not only in a geologic staircase of strata deposited layer on layer

5 Exploration of the Colorado River of the West and its Tributaries, Report of Major Powell, p. 86. Wash-
ington: Government Printing Office, 1875.
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Grant Photo.

Figure 15.—the inner gorge of the Colorado river, showing boulder bar at the
MOUTH OF BRIGHT ANGEL CREEK.
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from the bottom to the top of the canyon, but in a vertical succession of

temperature zones correlated with biological changes in flora and fauna.

The hot Lower Sonoran Zone cactus bottom and the blackbrush of the Tonto

Platform are succeeded above by the Upper Sonoran Zone nut pines and

junipers; above that by the Transition Zone pines; and higher still on the

North Rim by the cool Canadian Zone spruces and firs of the great Kaibab

Plateau. These zonal differences are best shown in the plants and mam-
mals. But although the birds can cross canyons and surmount vertical

barriers, the general law of temperature control also holds them in bounds,

certain sets of birds nesting at certain temperature levels.

Here in the bottom of Bright Angel Canyon instead of the pines and firs

of the canyon rims, with their crested jays and various j uncos, there were

cactus, mesquite, and catsclaw, with warmth-loving western mockingbirds

and hummingbirds. The change was so striking that I looked about

eagerly to find what other birds were there.

Behind a row of tent houses, two of which became ours, on a stony mes-

quite and cactus slope lived a number of those companionable birds of the

desert region, the Gambel's quail, which it was good to find again. When
treated with respect, not intruded upon suddenly, they afforded many a

delightful picture as they went about their own pleasant affairs. Close

behind our tent house my first Gambel was seen. A handsome cock with

black topknot curved forward over his black face, he was walking care-

fully up the stony slope calling softly where, where, and as he crossed a

patch of sunshine his rufous cap glowed brightly. Another time, when
discovered by his soft call, the rotund father of the family was seen perched

on top of a round boulder. Here he made not only a most attractive

picture but an enlightening one to the student of protective coloration,

for the contrasting horizontal sections of his color pattern—black face,

gray chest, buffy breast, and black belly patch—at a little distance by

"secant coloration" cut his bird form disguisingly. On this stony slope, he

was sometimes seen picking silently about in the sun under a bare thorn

bush. Under the shadow of a leafy mesquite, where his white-streaked

rufous side patches doubtless served their own protective purpose, he kept

up his conversational quare, quare, whether I answered him or not.

From various points along the rock and cactus slope other members of the

covey were met whirring by, apparently on their way to or from the waters

of Bright Angel Creek or its irrigation ditches, often near the tent houses.

Once one crossed the Kaibab Trail from the arrowweed creek border, a

high sage-green hedge with pleasantly bitter smell. Another was seen

mounted on top of the stone wall bordering the ranch alfalfa field below,
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 16.—two handsome cocks, with black face, rufous crown, and brown-streaked

sides, posed in characteristic desert setting, while the less conspicuous hen

crouches in the bushes.

then with long crest back, flying across its green width to the rocky slope

above. Once two walked calmly down the trail ahead of us until they

reached the bottom, when they flew at each other like veritable fighting

cocks.

Although we found the quail so much at home at Phantom Ranch in 1929,

the original stock of 12 birds was brought there in 1923 by Earl Shirley,

Superintendent of Transportation at Grand Canyon, who got them from a

rancher near Hackberry, Ariz. Their history is interesting. When released

they did well and increased to about a hundred birds, a few wandering up

the creek as far as Cottonwood Camp, 8 miles away. Then they started to

decrease and finally disappeared about 1929, when we saw a few of them

at Phantom. As Chief Ranger Brooks explains, "bobcat, skunk, and ring-
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tail are numerous in the area" and the general opinion is that the birds were

killed off by predators. The same seems true of 6 pairs of Gambel's quail

introduced by Mr. Shirley at Hermit Gamp in 1918, for they did well and

increased but "gradually kept disappearing until they were gone from the

area." A small covey, possibly some of the offspring from the 1918 plant

at Hermit Camp, ranged back and forth between Crystal Creek and the

Slate Creek area. In 1929 Ranger Brooks saw a few in the vicinity of

Crystal Creek, and in 1928 and 1930 a few on the Tonto in the vicinity of

Slate Creek. Recently they have been reported by the Forest Service as

being "numerous" near Ryan and below on the west side of the Kaibab

Plateau.

This history is repeated in the case of 4 pairs of ring-necked pheasants

obtained from the State Game Department by Mr. Shirley and introduced

at Phantom and Hermit in 1923. They remained in the vicinity for some

months but finally disappeared.

More favorable conditions have saved the Gambel's quail of the Supai

Village on Havasu Creek, where they have been for many years. The

initial stock, Ranger Brooks says, is supposed to have come from some ranch

country at the headwaters of Cataract Creek and it is assumed that restock-

ing of the Indian village area still goes on from the Cataract. As the

Indians do not kill or molest these birds but do keep down the predators by

hunting and trapping, Ranger Brooks says, "It is possible that the combina-

tion of the two, the control of predators and the restock from the upper

Cataract, are the means whereby this family have survived."

In Havasu Canyon, June 19-23, 1929, the Mammalogist found the quail

in pairs near water, calling and crowing. A pair found with 14 small

young was encouraging.

At Phantom Ranch, where we saw perhaps the last covey of quail in the

region, on the stony slopes above the tent houses, the hot desert feeling of

the bottom of the canyon was given by a variety of cacti, a small barrel

form, large pincushion kinds, and, most conspicuous, the pale-green tuni

pads, flat ovals with large silken yellow or deep-pink blossoms. These were

tightly closed during the long sunless hours of morning. For when the sun

had risen so high above the South Rim that it illumined the pale vertical

cliffs of the Kaibab on the opposite North Rim, Bright Angel Canyon
thousands of feet below, a narrow slit between enclosing rock walls, still

slumbered in darkness. But though the dark nights were long in the bottom,

breaks in the walls of Bright Angel let in the slanting rays of the rising and
setting sun, touching up the tops of the highest crags and pinnacles. Once
as the morning hours passed and the sunlight finally reached the floor of
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3i

Photograph by Vernon Bailey.

Figure 77.—the phantom ranch har-
VEY DINING HALL IN THE BOTTOM OF THE

CANYON.

Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 18.—the flowering century
plant {Agave utahensis).

the canyon the yellow cactus flowers, whose slow opening was being regis-

tered by a patient photographer from Nature Magazine, became gorgeous

with the light full on their widespread satiny saucers. Then the humming-

birds gathered as if invited to a feast and swung around the shining blossoms

eagerly probing for insects and honey.

The pretty little black-chinned hummingbirds with white collars and

violet neckbands were common early in May together with much larger

green hummers, probably migrating broad-tailed Rocky Mountain birds,

many of which have been found on both rims of the canyon. As far back

as 1889, during the fall migration, some of these were collected by Dr.

Merriam inside the canyon and in 1929 an immature male was collected

near Big Springs by the Young Observer. One of the green females that

I watched near our tent house sat on the edge of a silky yellow petal, her

tiny claws tightly gripped as she leaned forward probing deep into the

middle of the flower.
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Hummingbirds were attracted not only by the tuni cactus blossoms but

also by the creamy yellow flower spikes of the tall agave or mescal with its

dagger-like basal leaves, in full bloom at the time and the most spectacular

plant of the region, individuals standing like solitary sentinels stationed at

their posts from the bottom to the top of Bright Angel Canyon. One posted

on the far bank of the white-foamed creek caught the full sun on its long

yellow spike, on its green stalk, and on the tips of its basal daggers. So many
black forms of big Carpenter Bees, moths, other insects, and hummingbirds

buzzed around the creamy flowers that at a little distance I often asked

myself, "Is it bird or insect?" A beautiful visitor was seen resting on the

mescal, one of the abundant black butterflies known as the pipe-vine

swallowtail, whose red spots and exquisite blue underwings showed in the

sunlight and whose large projected shadow was easily mistaken for a

bird.

But the greatest attraction of all to hungry birds in May was the blooming

mesquite with its fragrant yellow tassels buzzing with insects. A row of the

trees in front of our tent house and on up the trail attracted birds that were

returning for the summer to the hot canyon bottom as well as passing

migrants on their way to the cooler highlands to nest. Morning by morning

new travelers were discovered and eagerly welcomed.

The first, the dainty little Lucy's warbler, seen on May 9, the morning

after we reached Phantom, may have come before we did and had appar-

ently come home to nest. Such an inconspicuous grayish mite! It cer-

tainly was an interesting example of protective coloration in its desert setting.

How the thin-leafed mesquites it frequented could obscure its markings as

they did was hard to understand, but perhaps the finely cut compound

leaves produced a complex disguising pattern of light and shade. Seen

close at hand from our screened porch, that served well as a blind, the small

Lucy caught caterpillars and stopped to shake them before swallowing them,

its brown crown and uncolored breast being clearly seen. But when on its

usual frantic hunt for insects it was such a will-o'-the-wisp that I watched

many of its kind before actually seeing the brown rump patch uncovered

when I realized to my consolation that the patch is often hidden under

tightly closed wings. Found in front of our door in the same mesquite with

a dark, strongly marked Audubon's warbler on his way to the shaded forest

above where striking marks are needed, the little Lucy seemed more than

ever the pale and well-called elusive child of the desert. By the middle of

May two were heard singing, one apparently answering, and two were seen

in chase. A month later in Havasu Canyon families of young were found

by the Mammalogist in the thorny mesquite and catsclaw.
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Another small gray warbler with brown crown patch, the Virginia's, a

bird of the Rocky Mountain region and a rare summer resident of the

North Rim, was once caught sight of before our door, revealing its strikingly

unique marking, bright yellow patches both above and below the base of

the tail. Another bird of passage, a northern pileolated warbler, whose

brilliant yellow body is set off by its jet black cap, was seen hurrying about

catching insects in the blooming mesquite in front of our door, and after-

wards during a fall migration one was found at Indian Gardens.

But apparently the only warbler besides the Lucy's and the western

yellow-throat found later, that breeds in the canyon bottom and may have

nested at Phantom, was the bright yellow olive-backed yellow warbler,

presumably the Sonora, the southern form of the widely distributed group

of yellow warblers that are diagnostically streaked below with fine lines of

reddish brown. Seen first on May 10, its numbers increased until it became

the commonest warbler at Phantom, even more plentiful than the slender

gray Lucy with which it was often found. It frequented the blooming

mesquites, its colors harmonizing so well with the yellow tassels and delicate

green foliage that, but for its plump bird form, it might easily have passed

for a yellow tassel. In the willow, cottonwood, and mesquite bottoms of

Bright Angel Greek it was so often heard singing that it seemed to be at

home. While other migrant forms of the yellow warbler may be encountered,

especially on the South Rim, the breeding summer resident, lower Sonoran

form, is the Sonora.

Along Bright Angel during our 2-week stay in May, its light warbler song

was the dominant song, as the heavy calls of Gambel's quail and the ash-

throated flycatcher were the dominant calls. In its eager pursuit of insects,

darting around in the pale-green trees giving cheery outbursts of song and

flashes of bright yellow color, its presence added a charming bit of music and

sunshine to the bottoms between the dark rock walls of the canyon.

The birds that were on their way to more congenial nesting grounds were

mostly quiet. It was an event when one piped up in passing. Even the

usually loquacious western house wren and the long-tailed chat had little

or nothing to say. Two chats, whose relatives I found in the nesting season

1,500 feet higher, in the thickets of Indian Gardens, were discovered in our

mesquites a week apart on early mornings as if having come under the safe

cover of the night. One on whom the mesquite shadows fell so disguisingly

that its white face marks and yellow breast were revealed only by grace of a

sunbeam, went about flirting its long tail freely; but when crossing the trail

in plain sight, this alert passerby held its uptilted tail tightly closed and

motionless (fig. 110).
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From Handbook of Western

Birds (Fuertes).

Figure 19.—a western yel-

low-throat.

Two warblers, presumably on their way back to the Rocky Mountains,

were among the exciting discoveries from our screened porch, which not

only served as an admirable blind but a delightful resting place filled with

the delicious fragance of the yellow mesquite blossoms. One of the warblers

was a demure female Macgillivray's, western cousin of the eastern mourning

warbler with sharply contrasted gray foreparts

and yellow underbody, rousing memories of its

Taos Pueblo and Glacier Park nesting grounds.

When it clambered slowly over the mesquite

branches, quietly picking insects from the bark,

I could see the distinguishing white lines on its

eyelids. Surprisingly conspicuous and directive

as white usually is against a dark background, it

was especially useful in Macgillivray's case when
in its dark northern nesting thickets. The other

traveler, whose golden body was cut off by a

black-cap, the northern pileolated warbler, reviv-

ing Oregon and Glacier Park memories, was in a mesquite with a Sonora
yellow warbler, the two catching insects together regardless of their supposed

widely separated Sonoran and Canadian Zone destinations (fig. 107).

An old friend of the coniferous forests found on
the South Rim, a western tanager, in his hand-

some red, yellow, and black livery, was seen

several times in mesquites near the tent houses on

his way up the canyon.

Another old friend of the mountains of Arizona

and New Mexico, the green-tailed towhee, was

also warmly welcomed and then by offers of rolled

oats and a jelly sandwich, which was suggested to

me by one with a sweet tooth in the Santa Rita

Mountains, urged to prolong its stay in our neigh-

borhood. The lovely greentail with its usual ap-

pealing air of timidity, ran over the ground with round crest up and tail in

motion ready for flight, its deprecatory calls, mew-eep and whee-ah-wheep also

bespeaking its gentle timid nature. One seen under a thorn bush on the

cactus slope was scratching for food with a little jump forward and a little

kick back, as it did so showing the big white pearl at its throat. And
when it switched its tail the unusual green of its tail feathers showed

prettily (fig. 25.)

From Handbook of Western

Birds {Fuertes).

Figure 20.—macgillivray's

WARBLER.
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 21.—audubon's warbler.

In Bright Angel Canyon in a thick mesquite beyond the tent houses one

afternoon I discovered a dark object

that proved to be a small owl with

short ears, the rare nammulated screech

owl, then the only one recorded in

the canyon since the specimen collected

by Dr. C. Hart Merriam in 1889 ''while

climbing out of the canyon." Appar-

ently our little Phantom Ranch owl was

making the best of its time when unob-

served by small neighbors to take a peace-

ful nap. As its diet seems to be made up

ofsmall mammals, scorpions, beetles, and

other insects, it should never be broken of

its rest by suspicious neighbors. Some

wise, well-informed house finches and

bluebirds have been known to actually

nest in a tree trunk, one ofwhose old woodpecker holes the small owl occupied.

But although flammeolus seems to de-

serve well of his neighbors, he is not safe

from attack by the large predaceous

Cooper's hawk, as the feathers and bones

of a victim were found—and later iden-

tified by an expert— in the stomach of

a roving Cooper on the Berry Ranch.

Two screech owls, since described as the

Grand Canyon screech owl, were found

dead, having been struck by automo-

biles on the South Rim approach road.

Just at the end of the row of tent

houses were several clumps of blooming

thistles, discovered by a party of the at-

tractive little goldfinches. Two kinds

were in the company—the pale goldfinch,

lemon-yellow from black cap to black

tail, and the green-backed, olive-greenon

cheeks and back. The green-backed is

a fairly common permanent resident of

the South Rim and recorded by the Park

Naturalist from near theV T Ranch on
the Kaibab in flocks in late August.

From Handbook of Western Birdi

(Fuertes).

Figure 22. -PILEOLATED WARBLER.
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From Handbook of Western Birds {Fuertes).

Figure 23.—gambel's sparrow. Figure 24.—western Figure 25.—green-tailed

CHIPPING SPARROW.

One of the pale goldfinches was perching on a bare twig in convenient reach

of a thistle head, his lemon-yellow shining brightly in the sunshine, set off

by his contrastingjet-black markings. After picking at the thistle a little he

raised one foot to the top of the flower head to steady it and then tweaked

out the seeds with his orange-red bill. Meanwhile a brownish female,

whose call note sounded like his, fed from one and then another thistle top.

The male, perhaps more thorough, kept at work at his making the down fly

till the ragged top lost its shape, when he calmly flew down toward the

one where the female was at the moment—she, seeing him coming, meekly

flying away.

During this episode, in the mesquites in front of my screened porch I saw

two yellow warblers, strikingly rich yellow compared with the lemon-yellow

of the pale goldfinch, and also heard the flat chip of a Lucy's warbler and

the contrastingly sharp, snappy one of an Audubon's. It was a warm after-

noon and before it was over the goldfinches and some of the warblers were

going about with bills open, suggesting that the northerners would soon be

on their way to higher, cooler levels.

When following the trail up Bright Angel Creek the Mammalogist saw

the only sparrow hawks, well-called grasshopper hawks, that we found in

the bottom of the canyon, one alive but the other dead beside the trail

—

let us hope the prey of hungry beast rather than thoughtless or prejudiced

man (fig. 28).

The Kaibab Trail, although followed to the North Rim mainly by tourists

on mule back, was also traveled by some hardy hikers. Here one day we
met Emery Kolb, the canyon photographer, whose studio stands at the

head of Bright Angel Trail—one of the famous Kolb brothers who were the

first photographers to take moving pictures during the hazardous journey

down the Colorado River. He and his companion, a clergyman from Flag-
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 26.—screl^-i owls (Otus asio naevius). small rodents, lizards, snakes, scorpions,

GRASSHOPPERS, AND LOCUSTS MAKE UP A LARGE PART OF THE DIET OF THESE USEFUL LITTLE

SCREECH OWLS.

staff, were characteristically hiking from rim to rim in record time. But

resting near the foot of the trail we found a party of 30 or 40 young men and

women from the Flagstaff Teacher's College, who, having hiked down 4,400

feet from the South Rim, were quite satisfied to return without climbing

some 5,400 feet to the North Rim. A four-footed trail-follower, a doe with

two fawns, sometimes wandered down near our tent house at night, leaving

dainty pointed hoof marks to tell of the visits.

When not absorbed in watching birds along the trail, I was entertained

by the big scaly lizards of the canyon bottom. Unlike the numerous small

and sometimes beautiful lizards that disappeared ahead of us, their long

slim tails slipping away, leaving only tracks in the dust, these large scaly

fellows, on our approach, instead of running away proceeded to assert

their prior claims to our bailiwick. The feeling of ownership of the wall

was hardly to be wondered at as from its top Sceloperus magister looked down
with superiority upon all passers-by going to or returning from the North
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 27.—green-backed goldfinches.
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Rim, be they hikers, riders, or 30-mule pack trains, for none disputed his

sway. One big autocrat that forced himself on my attention, one of the

lords of rock walls, would arrogantly take his stand on the highest stone

of the wall in front of our house

wall that he was, standing on all

Then, dark, scaly, ugly master-of-the-

fours he would puff out his ultramarine

throat till it hung heavily and pump
himself up and down as if with ominous

portent. The psychology of his use of

this dance to impress us was interesting

as it proved to be also his nuptial dance,

moving pictures of which were taken by

both the nature photographers, William

Finley and Arthur Newton Pack. The

naturalist, William Finley, with con-

summate woodcraft, in order to put

himself on the lizard's level, lay down
on his stomach close by and talked to

the attentive master-of-the-wall in con-

fidential brotherly tones that any good

Sceloperus would surely understand.

Another big blackish lizard, a rough-

skinned chuckwalla, was sometimes seen

among the rocks. As it is eaten by the

Indians, the Mammalogist suggested

trying the meat of one that had been

taken for a specimen. Accordingly,

gathering a group of open-minded east-

erners after dark on a deserted part of

the trail, he made a miniature camp

fire, laid the skinned carcass on the coals and in due time passed around

roasted chuckwalla steak. Though some of the epicures tried to be enthu-

siastic, the experiment did not threaten the extermination of the race. A
live chuckwalla later brought up to the top of the canyon, for a few days

shared our windowsill with a horned toad, but after interrupting the routine

of the housemaid, mysteriously disappeared. The horned toad was not

left alone long, however. Failing to find her on the windowsill one morn-

ing, we looked on the floor. There she stood, surrounded by 18 tiny but

perfect images of herself, about as big as honey bees. A goodly family, it

From Biological Survey.

Figure 28.—sparrow hawk (Falco spar-

verms sparverius) A useful bird well
CALLED THE GRASSHOPPER HAWK.
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Photograph by Vernon Bailey.

Figure 29.—our horned toad with 7

OF HER 18 YOUNG.

Photograph by Vernon Bailey.

Figure 30.—chuckwalla, largest

LIZARD OF THE CANYON REGION.

seemed to us, but we learned later, rather a small one as horned toad

families go

!

2. BIRDS OF PHANTOM RANCH

The puzzling name, Phantom Ranch, has been in use only a compara-

tively short time. The first name, Rust Camp, was given in 1907 for Dave

Rust, one of a small company of Mormons who put the cable tram across

the Colorado to encourage tourist travel from rim to rim and who estab-

lished a camp near the mouth of Bright Angel Creek. He also planted

trees and began irrigating the ranch. In 1913 Theodore Roosevelt made
this camp his headquarters while on a hunting expedition, and from that

time until about 1925 Rust Camp was known as Roosevelt Camp. After

that the present name, Phantom Ranch, was adopted from its proximity to

Phantom Canyon, so named because a curiously shaped rock catches the

late afternoon sunlight in such a way that it suggests a ghostly figure, a

phantom. This strange appearance is so marked that the name "Phantom"
has been put on the Geological Survey map.

The tent houses, surrounded by cactus and mesquite, stood at the upper

end of the Phantom Ranch Harvey Camp concession. Between them and

the mouth of Bright Angel Creek at the Colorado River lay the irrigated

part of the ranch with its alfalfa field, peach orchard, and strawberry bed,

with its grove of Fremont cottonwoods that, vivid green in the sunshine,
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shaded the picturesque stone cabins and fanned the breezes with their

glossy leaves. Past the cabin doors ran the irrigation ditch like a clear

mountain brook, brightened in places by scarlet monkey-flowers visited by

passing hummingbirds. At the Harvey

dining hall the brook ran among rocks

peopled by numbers of droll little loud-

voiced toads, which the Naturalists

caught in order to examine the suction

disks that prevent their feet from slip-

ping on wet rocks. What a deafening

twilight chorus they and the tree-toads

set up ! In this irrigated part of the

ranch with its verdant setting many
birds were welcomed that had not been

found in the desert setting above.

One of the most individual of birds,

the ash-throated flycatcher, (fig. 40)

which nests in the bottom of the canyon,

was much in evidence and greatly

enjoyed. Here, too, a number of pass-

Western chipping sparrows, summer
residents of both the North and South Rims, and a western warbling vireo,

possibly on the way to the cooler V T Ranch where many were heard sing-

ing later, were discovered in the sunny cottonwoods; while on the ground

among the stone cabins both the

white-crowned and Gambel's spar-

rows, with handsomely striped black-

and-white crowns, were noted with

pleasure and missed when they left

for cooler heights. There, also, two

handsome Rocky Mountain gros-

beaks were seen, dull orange in the

shade, but of almost oriole brightness

in the strong sunshine; and best of all,

from the Harvey dining hall at break-

fast on May 14 was heard the chattering scold of a passing Bullock's oriole

that led to his discovery in a cottonwood. Five years later, lacking 4 days

—

on May 10—another Bullock was seen at Phantom by Mrs. Shields who
was in charge of the bird banding station. Three days after our visitor

appeared at the Harvey dining hall the Mammalogist, then at Kanab,

From Handbook of Western Birds (Fuertes).

Figure 37.—white-crowned sparrow.

ing spring migrants were found.

From Handbook of Western Birds (Fuertes).

Figure 32. BULLOCK'S ORIOLE.
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north of the Kaibab, found old oriole nests and singing Bullocks, singly or

in pairs. So perhaps our passer-by had joined a home group. In any case

he was the only oriole then recorded from the canyon, although a beautiful

lemon yellow and black Scott's oriole had been seen in May by the Park

Naturalist in the pifion pines of Slide Canyon on the Kaibab and one was

seen by the Mammalogist at Big Springs. Subsequently one was found on

the southeast boundary of the park by the Park Naturalist and Technician

Grater.

An interesting Slide Canyon record of the Myrtle Warbler, which re-

sembles the Audubon's warbler except for its white instead of yellow throat,

was made by the Park Naturalist on May 17, the same day that I recorded

one at Phantom Ranch. Two years later a Calaveras warbler, a rare

migrant in northern Arizona, was found by the Young Ornithologist in

the shrubbery along Bright Angel Creek. Another delightful bird was

added to the Phantom list by him when spending the night there. As he

wrote, he was awakened early "by the beautiful shrill call of the canyon

wren." About the same time he found many of them along the Thunder

River Trail and at Thunder River in the bottom of the canyon, near which

he also found a desert sparrow and a northern sage thrasher.

But our most surprising discovery in the canyon was an eastern kingbird

found near the orchard, so engrossed in beating and finally swallowing

what suggested a scorpion that it let us come near enough to note clearly

all the familiar earmarks—black crown, white underparts, and white-

tipped black tail.

Since then, more careful work having been done in the bottom of the

canyon, several migrants have been found there for the first time—the

mountain bluebird, killdeer, black-eared pygmy nuthatch, Lincoln's spar-

row, white-breasted woodpecker, and one of the forms of both crossbill

and red-winged blackbird.

One of the first spring migrants that I found along the Kaibab Trail

below Phantom was the strikingly marked western lark sparrow with

white head stripes and brown cheek blotches, a band of three keeping close

together with the air of strangers on their way. They hopped around

picking up seeds within a few feet of me, unafraid, letting me drive them

slowly up the trail and finally turning off to rest on a ledge of the sunny

canyon wall, leaving me with a warm friendly feeling for the trustful little

band. After that they were met with a number of times. Once seven

flew out of the arrowweed thicket. Ready feeding grounds were found

in the mule corrals where hay seed was scattered on the sandy floor. Here

when not in motion the birds' sand color sometimes made them invisible.
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From Handbook of Western Birds.

Figure 33.—canyon wrens, the side canyons afford congenial

HOMES FOR THESE MUSICAL BUGLERS.
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Down close beside the river in the national park corral where the trail-

maker's lonely black mule was full of nervous starts and terrors, I was

glad to find several of the gentle lark sparrows quietly picking up seeds,

and hoped that the big unhappy animal, like some historic prisoners,

might be glad of the presence of his small comrades.

Near the trail caretaker's house on May 11, I was surprised to see a

solitary blackbird about the size of a redwing, a Brewer's blackbird, the

first spring migrant of its kind known

from the canyon. Flying high up by

the water tank he stood out boldly as

the one black object in the landscape,

startling me into realizing how many
of the birds in the canyon harmonize

with the pale desert color of ground and

vegetation. Six years later, Technician

Grater tells us, a migrating band of

eight red-winged blackbirds reached

Phantom Ranch on March 5. A
solitary passer-by with a less con-

spicuous gray coat, a white-rumped

shrike, known as a rare summer resident

of the South Rim, was discovered by

me, quietly perching on a bush near

the mouth of Bright Angel Creek.

Near here previously a ranger-natur-

alist, Mr. Count, had noted a still more

interesting migrant, a Treganza's blue

heron. The great bird on being dis-

covered standing on the river's edge

had risen slowly, flapping off heavily down stream and around a bend. Up
the creek a wandering gull and another of our great birds, the common
Canada goose, had been seen by Park Superintendent Tillotson in the

April migration. The gull flushed from the side of the creek and flew up

the canyon. As the goose flushed there was a loud flapping of wings

accompanied by a resounding honk, but apparently it was not seriously

frightened, for when followed up the trail it was overtaken 7 times in the

course of a mile. Another gull was later seen in March by men working

near the Colorado suspension bridge. Since then, in February, a cinnamon

teal has been seen by Mrs. Shields at Phantom Ranch. During a fall

From Handbook of Western Birds (Fuertes).

Figure 34.- WFSTERN LARK SPARROW.
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Photograph by A. M. Bailey and R. J. Neidrach.

Figure 35.—treganza's heron, a distinguished north-bound visitor seen near

THE MOUTH OF BRIGHT ANGEI, CREEK.

migration the Park Naturalist has seen a mallard in Bright Angel Creek

above Phantom Ranch, and during a spring migration Technician Grater

has seen one in Bright Angel Canyon at approximately 3,800 feet altitude,

others having been seen at reservoirs in the pinon belt.

In spring the Technician has had the good fortune to see a black-crowned

night heron at Phantom Ranch and an Avocet, with long recurved bill,

white and cinnamon body and black wings, near the mouth of Bright Angel

Creek. In April the beautiful white Brewster's egret has been caught sight

of by the keen observer, Ranger R. E. Laws, and by H. Leak in charge of

the Colorado River Gauging Station. Alighting near the Kaibab Sus-

pension Bridge, it stood "perched on a rock for a moment, then flew up

the gorge." About a month later five were seen by Leak in about the

same locality. In the fall migration a GrinnelPs water thrush has been

collected at Phantom Ranch by the Park Naturalist. This list of unusually

interesting migrants already found in the bottom of the canyon makes one

eager to do intensive work there in both spring and fall. What might not

be found?
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Even to the casual visitor there is much to enjoy. One of the pleasures of

the late afternoon in Bright Angel Canyon was watching a flock of violet-

green swallows, summer residents of the forested rims of the canyon, that

apparently had come down for a last drink and meal of insects over the

water, possibly to roost in the willows of the bottom for the night. Back

and forth over the foaming green water of the creek and its border of wind-

blown willows they would race, sometimes singly, sometimes in squads,

showing their white rump patches, snowy underbodies, and occasionally

a glint of green from their backs. Often when their beat extended only a

few rods, at the turns by using the impetus from their rapid flight, they

would curve up and then from the advantage gained, with greater swiftness

than before swoop down and rush back over the water.

Sometimes, possibly because of a varying supply of insects, instead of

returning over the water they would fly back across the face of the canyon

wall, or, after being lost sight of, would be discovered hunting over a terrace

part way up the wall. Then, too, they were often seen above the wall.

Once in May a large swiftly moving kaleidoscopic flock was seen flying low

over the water, up over the cliffs, and high in air strikingly projected against

a background of white cumulus cloud.

Only a few violet-greens were seen along Bright Angel the evening after

the large flock had been there. Could the temperature of the previous

day—90°—have had anything to do with the disappearance of these birds

of the mountains? Or before scattering out for the nesting season, when

the tanks above were dry as in this year, did they come to water regardless

of temperature? There is much to learn of their canyon habits and migra-

tions. One early migrant reached Phantom Ranch on March 6. In a

flock seen during another spring migration, a single misguided barn

swallow was recognized by the Young Ornithologist, the first one ever re-

corded from the canyon, suggesting that other such accidental wanderers

as this and the bank swallow recorded by the Mammalogist should be

watched for in the flocks of violet-greens.

Although the flock that I watched was found in flood time hunting back

and forth near the white mouth of Bright Angel Creek, so far as seen it

made no essays out over the turbulent brown waters of the Colorado for

insects. A number of other birds were found feeding near the mouth of

the creek at this time. The black (and white) phoebe was seen hunting

insects close over the face of the creek and also over the rocks near its mouth

where later one was found nesting. Upstream a few bends I saw one light

on a rock in the middle of the creek where its black head and coat stood out
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 36.—the handsome black phoebe in congenial setting.
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conspicuously, surrounded by white foam. At a distance the white of its

underparts might easily have merged into the white of the foam, cutting

the bird form in two. Another black phoebe that I discovered in the

sunny top of a bare tree on a ledge of the Bright Angel wall was reiterating,

as a contented song, its thin rising and falling ka-whee, ka-whay, ka-whee,

ka-whay.

The brown Say's Phoebe, once found in the morning sunshine on the

sandy flat at the mouth of Bright Angel, was also seen perched on top of a

flower spike, spreading wide and dipping its distinguishing black tail; the

movement, comparable to the teetering of sandpipers and the bobbing of

rock wrens and water ouzels, helping to point it out. On rocky hillsides

but for this habit it might often be overlooked. Late in November 1934 it is

interesting to read in Nature Notes, when snow lay on the South Rim,

Technician Grater found one of the insect-eating Say's in the bottom of

Bright Angel Canyon.

At Phantom Ranch I often found another insect eater, the western

mockingbird, an uncommon transient visitant to the canyon bottom,

catching insects in the green alfalfa field where, down among the high

obstructing stems of alfalfa, it held its broad fan tail closed to an upright

rod. I also saw it at the mouth of Bright Angel when the flooding Colorado

was foaming and jumping, crowding up, invading the narrow channel of

the creek till only a tongue of frothing green was to be seen between brown

waters. But the acrobat, indifferent to all that did not concern him, went

on flycatching over the sand, wings and tail widely spread, showing their

spectacular white directive marks. Beside Thunder River, in the bottom of

the canyon, the Young Ornithologist found one appropriately singing in a

mesquite bush, and above our tent house one was seen perching on the tuni

cactus that bears the big yellow and red blossoms. Few other gay flowers

were discovered by us to attract the birds at Phantom, but up Bright Angel

Creek a yellow monkey flower brightened the waterways in some still

places.

Among other summer residents of the canyon, also found commonly on

the Kaibab Plateau, thirsty western mourning doves were met with along

Bright Angel, where they could easily get to water. The largest number I

saw had gathered in the mule corral at the foot of the canyon wall close to

the creek. A flock of about 20 was found one morning when the mules had

gone up the trail so that they had the corral to themselves, except for the

old white chore horse and a lark sparrow or two. At some unexplained

alarm a band would start up whirring, showing the white U of the spread tail,
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 37.—mockingbird (Mimus polyglottos polyglottos) singing his rap-
turous SONG.
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to take refuge on the dun-colored ledges above, where, with long tails closed,

they were almost invisible. But when their panic had passed, from the cliffs

they would drop down almost perpendicularly and silently till with a whir

they settled on the ground. A much easier way of life theirs seemed than

that of the rock squirrel, which I saw through the veiling spears of a yucca

standing on his hind legs looking down questioningly, for, wingless, much of

his time had to be spent running up and down steep canyon walls.

On leaving the corral one day it was a surprise and pleasure to be accosted

by the bright weech' -atahweech' -atahoia western yellow-throat (fig. 106) hidden

in the dense willow hedge bordering the creek. One of his relatives had

been spied before in a catsclaw near the mouth of the creek but here he

was singing in my very path. When I had gone down the trail and back,

at the same point his song again rang out gaily, and this time the merry

songster, perhaps to gratify his proverbial curiosity, came out to a low

branch of his willow thicket facing me, his yellow breast and black mask

revealed. Later, on May 27, the morning that we started up the canyon,

a pair were seen and they may well have nested in the bottom.

At the mouth of the creek in floodtime three of the sweet-voiced spotted

sandpipers were welcomed, and at other times they or their kind were caught

sight of flying swiftly up the creek, their long white wing stripe showing.

Slim-toed sandpiper tracks, sunk in the soft mud of the bank, made pretty

records. Would that they could have been preserved for future geologic

ages!

Other tracks, though not enriching our minds with the geological perspec-

tive afforded by saurian tracks, added intimate pleasures to our days with

their story of unseen neighbor beasties who went about their business along

our trail while we slept. Near the mouth of Bright Angel in the sand near

Boulder Bar, where the shade of a spreading tree was enjoyed by Major

Powell on his journey down the Colorado in 1869, small footprints attracted

the Mammalogist. Pointing them out he explained with lively interest that

they were the distinctive flat-footed, short-toed tracks of the daintily marked

spotted skunk. What was he hunting here? Another pretty beastie, a gray

fox, as its doglike footprints proved, often trotted back and forth along the

lower part of the Kaibab Trail, occasionally stopping to hunt by the way.

How the pictures they brought up enlivened our walks

!

Another story—a bird story this time—was happened on by the Mam-
malogist. In a sheer earth wall at the lower part of the creek, to his sur-

prise he discovered two large holes with flat-bottomed double-grooved exca-

vations, the characteristic grooves made by the belted kingfisher's peculiar

syndactyle foot in which "the outer and middle toes cohere" when going in
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Photograph by Gayle Pickwell.

Figure 38.—water ouzel, a parent at the mouth of a mine shaft, with, presumably,

A LIGHTNING BUG LARVA FOR THE NESTLING, WHOSE GAPING BILL SHOWS ABOVE ON THE

RIGHT.

and coming out of their nests. Convenient schools of suckers swam away

when the Mammalogist crossed the creek near the nest. Although none of

the big-headed blue and white birds were seen, they had previously been

found by the Chief Ranger at Phantom Ranch and in the winter of 1931-32

were reported as actually numerous along Bright Angel Creek.

Near here still another story—an ancient human story this time—was read

by the Mammalogist. By a steep climb from the Kaibab Trail to the top of

a ridge above Bright Angel Creek, he was greatly interested to come upon

some Indian relics. A cleared space as of an Indian altar, a metate or

grinding stone, and fragments of pottery with indications of old food caches

discovered in the walls similar to those found still in use in the walls of

Havasu Canyon, pictured vividly the refuge-seeking people finding sanc-

tuary for their homes and altars within the guarding fastnesses of the Grand

Canyon.

The present-day resident of the canyon that I discovered with the greatest

surprise and pleasure in the hot desert bottom was our little friend of cold

mountain streams, the gray short-tailed water ouzel or dipper. Here it was
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keeping cool by standing characteristically on a rock in the middle of the

creek. Who can say which of all the many prized western birds is his

favorite, the one he would be most glad to see after years of absence from

their home? This little fellow, so brave, so cheery, such an exuberant

songster, associated with such pure secluded mountain streams, is surely one

of the most heart-warming.

While standing spellbound I watched my Bright Angel dipper walk down
a streak of sunlit water, after which it came up and stood on a stone dipping

true to form. Here, after years of waiting in the East, my water ouzel had

come to me, the gift of the Bright Angel. Farther up the singing stream I

found it again, this time preening itself on a stone in the shade of the wil-

lows. Then, with its familiar and undeniably rather tinny rattling cry, it

flew down over the water.

Ten days later the Mammalogist discovered an ouzel's nest on the rocks

only 2 feet above the roaring creek. It looked so old and dilapidated that

his companion, the Park Naturalist, waded out to see if it were occupied.

To his surprise a sitting bird flew, revealing five white eggs. As the nest was

on the northwest side of an overhanging cliff where the sun never shone it

could not be photographed except by a long time exposure, so a stand of

rocks was built in the stream for the camera.

As the first picture was being taken, the owner of the nest came back ac-

companied apparently by a sympathizing sister or daughter from her nest

around the bend to help drive away the intruders, and the two stood side by

side on a big boulder in the middle of the creek bobbing and scolding while

the camera was being reloaded. Later two other water ouzels, presumably

the fathers of the families, were discovered about 2 miles below, hunting in

a shady part of the stream.

Just above the nest with eggs were two still more dilapidated nests seem-

ingly not in use unless perhaps by the males as sleeping quarters. A few

days before making these discoveries, on the Mammalogist' s way up to the

North Rim, while a fierce wind had been blowing, he had caught sight of

an ouzel crouched in a sheltering niche only about a foot from the nest with

eggs. It was late in the afternoon, and if it were the father of the family he

had probably finished his hunting and come back as nearly as possible to

his home and mate for the night.

It is good to know that these unique, delightful birds have already been

found not only on Bright Angel Greek but along Hermit Greek, Clear

Creek, and Thunder River in the Grand Canyon.

My most memorable hours spent wandering up and down the trail look-

ing for birds were near sunrise and sunset, when the canyon pictures were
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deep with shadow and radiant with high lights, often enriched by the spec-

tacular movements of glorious white clouds. One evening early in May I

watched the violet-green swallows coursing over the creek till the bottom of

our deep well, far below the still illuminated red crags of the rim, had lost

all its sunshine. Earlier one night, while above us the North Rim through

the haze was still rich with warm color and high lights, down in the bottom

of our darkened canyon one solitary little cottonwood still held the glad sun-

light. Still another sunset, when the swallows were high in the sky, one of

the superb white clouds that add glorified movement to the canyon crossed

over the wall above, and as I looked down through the canyon vista smaller

white clouds poured up over the rim, blowing off beyond.

Of the many beautiful moments of morning and evening associated with

birds, one evening was especially good to recall. While the eastern wall

was still lighted and the western already dark but for bright touches on

crags and pinnacles, in air between the inner walls of the gorge a large

red-tailed hawk, with its red fan widely outspread, serenely circled and

soared above the Colorado. Free to go and come, it sailed around at will,

while the grim river below, bound to its bed, groaned at its rock-grinding

task as through the long ages.

Above Phantom Ranch at sunset the anxious voice of Gambel's quail

cried quay-oh, quare, quare, where are' you* where are' you, where, as the covey

gathered for its nightly roost. With divided attention I listened to the

birds, with eyes on the upper canyon gateway, a gap in the Bright Angel

wall that let in the morning and evening light, a gap whose far-flung lines

by day held sky pictures now placid with blue sky, now darkly ominous with

thunder reverberating through the canyon; at times superb with white sun-

lit masses of cumulus cloud. Now that the day was nearly done, the great

gap was reflecting the progressive glories of sunset, its sky still brilliantly

illumined above, the canyon below obliterated by the dark shadow of

descending night.

After sunset, when most of the birds had gone to rest, our attention was

often claimed by the many bats—interesting flying mammals—that flew

around the high electric lights in front of the tents looking for insects. In

bright sunlight one day to my surprise one was seen fluttering about the

cottonwoods and then flying out in the open; but after its unpleasant essay

into glaring light it hung up in the shade on the cool face of a stone cabin.

At dusk one evening when walking up the trail beyond Phantom to look

for the bats, the Mammalogist discovered one of those mothlike birds of dusk

and dawn, a poor-will, ahead of him. Flushing, re-alighting, waiting until
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From Handbook of Western Birds (Fuertes).

Figure 39.—nuttall's poor-will, at our pipe creek camp two were heard answering

EACH OTHER BY MOONLIGHT, AND ONE AT EARLY DAYLIGHT GAVE HIS pOOr-will-loW FROM

THE CABIN STEPS.

closely approached, then flushing and re-alighting, at last it dropped be-

hind. The next day one was discovered near the Colorado River resting in

a wood-rat cave. That night one was again found up the trail, this time

more timid; the third night, when startled by a party of tourists on the trail,

it flew and did not return. At dusk a few evenings later a plump, squatty

object, suggesting a resting poor-will, was dimly discerned on the ridgepole

of the tent cottage next to ours, but when disturbed by visitors it dropped

away into the darkness and was seen no more.

Before we followed the birds up the canyon we had the enjoyment of

superb moonlight nights, when the soft, soothing songs of toads and crickets

intensified the stillness and the filmy mesquites were saturated with golden

light. The dark crags of the enclosing walls added majesty to the beautiful

scene, and high overhead the Great Dipper spanned the sky above the

canyon of the Bright Angel.
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Chapter IV.—The Harvey House Ash-Throat

The ash-throated flycatcher's notes were the most masterful of Phantom

Ranch, loud, fearless, imperative. Querp', here', ka-wheer'', he fairly

shouted across the canyon. But when silent, although a long-bodied bird

larger than his phoebe relatives, he was so well colored for the desert that,

when perched in profile on a bare catsclaw, his ashen and pale yellow under-

body toned in with the gray tree and the dull ground beyond so well that I

saw him only by John Burroughs' rule
—"press on hard with your eyes."

It took motion to reveal him—the jerk of his head and tail when expelling

his peremptory notes or the spread of his tail when stretching, that revealed

its concealed brown patches.

By the middle of May a pair were going around together looking for a

nesting site, answering each others' calls, sometimes in soft tones, from the

willow bottoms of Bright Angel, from down toward the Colorado bridge,

from around our tent house, and the walls of the canyon nearby. It seemed

hard to decide on the right spot. Once one of the pair was seen on the roof

of the electric powerhouse leaning down peering into a hole in the peak that

apparently went nowhere, as the baffled house hunter made no attempt to

enter.

A small orange-and-green bird box on the peak of the roof of the Harvey

dining hall, when discovered, attracted the birds strongly and they began

carrying in sticks before realizing that the pretty cabin, although well

suited to small wrens, was a misfit for such large long-tailed birds as they.

But when, supposing their unwise decision final, I had settled myself care-

fully in a good place to watch the roof box, one of the pair came with a bill-

ful of soft nest material, and much to my surprise, instead of carrying it to

the roof box, brought it down to a larger, gaudily painted box in the low

fork of a cottonwood, right in front of the dining hall, where parties of

tourists from the rims came for meals. Had the provider of the family

urged the high nest, easy to see and fly to from a distance, and had the mother

bird at the last moment taken matters into her own hands, deciding on a

nest box in which she could turn around? However that might have been,

Mother Ash-Throat, after craning her neck to look at me watching her

from the foot of a tree nearby, went into the box, deposited her material,
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and flew away. After waiting some time for her return, a shadow passing

over the ground made me look up, to discover her not at the nest box but

perched on a bare catsclaw beyond, holding a second billful.

Too much was going on at the Harvey House. She must take time to get

used to the strange sights and sounds now that she had cast her lot in their

midst. An enticing wheer from her mate on the cactus slope brought no

From Handbook of Western Birds (Fuertes).

Figure 40.—a sh-throated fly-

catcher. LIGHT BROWN ABOVE, ASHEN

AND PALE SULPHUR BELOW.

Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 41

.

—the ash-throat's adopted

response. She stood with the wad of material in her bill, wings drooping,

merely looking around. He kept calling; she, perching. The kitchen door

slammed, the gardener hosed the yard. It was a good place for flies. The

landlady had said she would like to have the birds nest there because they

would catch them. But how about the black hunter cat addicted to catch-

ing and playing with lizards? At 11 o'clock the daily airplane was heard,

slowly crossing the canyon under a white cloud. But what was that to the

ash-throat? No more worthy of attention than the whistles coming down
from Grand Canyon Village, 4,400 feet above, to mark the hours of 8, 12
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and 5 o'clock, hours that interested me, but did not concern her in the

least. It was important, however, that when she finally made up her mind

to go to her nest the gardener was working at the foot of her tree. With a

troubled note she flew off. But she quickly accepted the situation, even

ignoring a lizard climbing the tree trunk above her home. And although

we soon left for the top of the canyon and my urgent request that a tin

collar be put under the nest box to protect it from prowling cats was not

complied with, some weeks later, to my relief, I got word from below that a

brood had been successfully raised. Two years later I was pleased to hear

from the Young Ornithologist that an ash-throat, possibly one of the same

pair, was seen going in and out of the same bird box in front of the Harvey

House. Perhaps this was due to the park administration order that, for

the protection of wildlife, cats and dogs must be removed from the national

parks.

The Phantom Ranch neighborhood must have been especially attractive

to the ash-throats, for, since then, a pair have been seen starting to nest in a

stove pipe at the C. C. C. camp near the ranch.
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Chapter V.—Camping Under the Stars on the Way Up

Two weeks of May had been spent in the warm Lower Sonoran Zone

bottom of the canyon enjoying not only the blooming cactus and mesquite

but also the leafy cottonwoods that offered welcome feasts to wayfaring

spring migrants and attractive nesting sites to birds that cared to stay.

Now, before going back to the cool top of the canyon with its Upper

Sonoran nut pines and junipers and its Transition Zone yellow pines and

oaks, each with its special sets of birds and plants, we were to spend a few

days in Pipe Creek Canyon on the Tonto Platform to see what could be

found at that intermediate level at the junction of Upper and Lower

Sonoran Zones.

When the faithful old white pack mule, Queen, was packed with our

outfit, we started off, accompanied by the Park Naturalist who was going

with us as far as the cabin at Pipe Creek where we were to work. As we

passed along the trail from Phantom Ranch to the Colorado River, the way
was punctuated with pleasant memories of snatches of song and glimpses of

this or that old acquaintance in rare new setting. We looked up at the

solid suspension bridge with satisfaction and appreciation born of a knowl-

edge of the frail, swaying, one-mule-at-a-time structure it had superseded.

Hung from huge cables brought down the canyon on the shoulders of a

procession of Supai Indians and others, it now held a passing mule train

without a tremor. Here at the bridge Government engineers measured

the velocity of the river, its depth, width, silt content, and discharge. As

it was the danger season of melting snow in the mountains, flood-water

gaugers were measuring the silt four times a day for the information of

Boulder Dam engineers, and the height of the river once a day for the

information of residents below, to whom warning telegrams were sent when
dangerously high water was to be expected. 6 As we approached we saw

the men at their work, suspended, perilously enough it looked, in their

small cage underneath the bridge over the middle of the great rushing

river, whose tremendous eroding and carrying power affords amazing

statistics. About a million tons of sand and silt it carried past the gaugings

station every 24 hours, and after one series of heavy thunderstorms upstream

6 These dangerous floods have since been prevented by the completion of Boulder Dam.
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From Handbook of Western Birds.

Figure 42.—rock wren, making camp at pipe creek, we found a

BUSY LITTLE ROCK WREN THERE BEFORE US, AND IN OTHER SANDSTONE

SECTIONS LARGE FAMILIES OF IMPORTUNATE BOBBING YOUNGSTERS

ENTERTAINED US.
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actually carried by twenty-six million tons of sand and silt in one period of

24 hours. 7

In crossing the bridge it was interesting to remember the accounts of

2 deer from the tame South Rim herd that had come down to the river.

One the trail maker Newt Scheffer saw swim the Colorado where the wall

of the gorge came down so sheer that the deer could not go ashore. Real-

izing its danger Scheffer called to it, and the animal turned around and

came back, working hard in the rough water but swimming strongly with

head high. Another of the tame animals followed a woman through the

tunnel and across the bridge, later following another woman back across the

bridge and through the tunnel!

After crossing the bridge we started on our slow climb up the long 1,100-

foot zigzag trail to the top of the inner gorge. Once glancing up toward

the top we caught a glimpse of three riders above, so at the next prepared

passing place the Park Naturalist called a halt, reminding us of the wise

rule of the park authorities forbidding mule and pack trains passing on the

narrow trails. But as we waited, the travelers came out in clearer view and

to our surprise we discovered that instead of coming down they too were

going up

!

Interrupting the climb we stopped to lunch at the appropriately named

Panorama Point, giving old Queen a well-earned rest with packs off. As

we stood eating our sandwiches, white-throated swifts came darting down
past us, and we hurriedly leaned over the protecting stone parapet to watch

their descent, thrilled by the sight as our eyes followed them to sheer cliffs

below. A brown-striped female common house finch stopping a moment
on a rock close in front of us lent a surprising domestic touch to the big

landscape of complexly carved side canyons, cliffs, and turrets.

At the top of the 1,100-foot zigzag when climbing out of the inner gorge

onto the Tonto Platform, my first thought was of the black-throated desert

sparrow seen on the way down. As I looked eagerly about there he was

singing gaily from a bush, his favorite blackbrush, characteristic of the

platform.

Crossing the wide Tonto and taking a winding trail, the connecting link

between the Kaibab and Bright Angel trails, we headed gulch after gulch

until at a turn we looked into upper Pipe Creek Canyon, our destination.

What a picture ! A veritable gem of a small red-walled cirque, a natural

amphitheater, its red sides were banded with evergreen that added an

unusual touch of beauty.

7 Nature Notes, vol. 4, p. 77, September 1930.
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In the month of the canyon, well off the trail, flanked by sunny green cot-

tonwoods, stood the cabin for which we were bound, remote from tourist

travel, facing the compelling view—cabin and cirque ours—undisturbed

by the noise of the world far away. Overhead on the rim 3,500 feet above

us our nearest neighbor, the Yavapai Observation Station, though equipped

with a telescope for seeing fossil trilobites at our level, did not make us con-

scious of observation but served to emphasize our isolation and add to our

serene satisfaction in being a part of the quiet landscape.

Here the Park Naturalist left with the pack animals, admonishing us to

call up National Park Headquarters
-

by the cabin's emergency telephone

when wanting horses for the last lap of our climb to the top of the canyon.

How eagerly we went to work to make camp, our first real camp of the

season, stoning up a safe camp fire, gathering snakebush for a quick blaze

to cook by, bringing out cot beds left in the cabin for wayfarers, leveling

their feet with stones on the downside of the slope and rolling down our

sleeping bags—under the sky ! How good it seemed to have the heavens for

a roof once more

!

When ready to make ourselves at home we had a happy surprise. One of

our favorite birds, the friendly little rock wren of many camps in the arid,

rocky country of the West, came out unconcernedly from under the cabin

piazza as if it too were making itself at home—perhaps finding it good col-

lecting ground for insects for its brood. After a few housekeeping prelimi-

naries in the cabin such as arranging our outfit in its shelter, improvising a

broom with a piece of burlap tied to half an agave stalk, and bringing up

clear delicious water from Pipe Creek Spring near the cottonwoods below

the bank, we were ready to look for birds.

In the canyon mouth a rock wren, perhaps the very one that had met us

at the cabin, was found hunting on a shelf-like sandstone ledge nearby and a

large family, perhaps its family, was found in the first boulder-strewn gulch

below camp. An alert competent-looking parent that I called the mother

was watched hunting for food for them over the sandy ground and among

the rocks whose colors she matched so well that as she ran up a boulder

she seemed little more than a swiftly passing shadow. Once she took a

short cut down the steep side of a rock to a hungry fledgling below. Another

youngster had a red skunk berry in its bill, perhaps provided in a harried

moment when insects, the more proper infant bird food, could not be found

quickly enough. A fluffy little body with the yellow bill corners of a

nestling, evidently fed to satiety, was seen resting quietly in a miniature

niche between stones. How could it ever be found, silent and motionless?
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 43.—cooper's hawks (adult above, young below), bird hunters whose mis-

deeds VIEWED FROM THE HUMAN STANDPOINT BRING DISFAVOR UPON LARGE, RODENT-

EATING HAWKS OF GREAT BENEFIT TO MAN.
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The rest of the large brood were scrambling about up and down and in

and out of crannies over the confused piles of rocks in the gulch. How

could they all be kept track of? Their low chirring notes were doubtless of

use to their parents, but when making their short nights their flitting wings,

and when alighting their characteristic rock wren dipping and bobbing

motions, must also have helped to locate them. Nature had need to help,

for no time could be lost hunting for mouths when so many had to be filled.

While the small rock wrens had been busy raising families of young below

camp, a pair of the large Cooper's hawks had apparently nested above

camp in the cottonwoods of Pipe Creek Canyon. Our first hint of their

presence was when a sudden heavy wind sent one of the old birds dashing

down to shelter between narrow rock walls. After that, from our sleeping

bags early one morning we heard young Coopers calling, and on my first

round through the cottonwoods I was pleased to discover an adult with its

reddish horizontal barring and wide white tail bands.

Later, when camp was quiet, the quickly repeated whistle of an antelope

squirrel made us look up from our notebooks, and when the cries of a

hawk followed we hurried off to investigate. At sight of us an old Cooper

flew up the canyon, but an inexperienced one, with the vertical breast

stripes of immaturity, instead of properly following, flew to the top of a

huge mass of rock that had fallen from the cliff above, where he made an

excellent mark—for the field glass. When approached he opened his

broad wings and flew off across the stony slope, doubtless to strike terror to

many small mammalian hearts. Here in the national park, where shooting

was prohibited, his family was not called on to end the suffering of those

crippled by guns, but by eliminating the weak and diseased still might help

to keep up the hardiest stock.

On the stony ridges leading down from the canyon wall few birds or

mammals were in evidence although once one of the little antelope squirrels,

with tail straight up at its back, made a dash along the slopes. A few

black-chinned hummingbirds caught sight of as they whizzed by were

found about the opening flower stalks of the agaves or mescals here bloom-

ing later than in the warmer bottom of the canyon, the little hummers,
wings whirring so fast they were visible only as two films. The spirited

prairie falcon that makes his home in cliffs and has been found on both

North and South Rims, was appropriately seen here in passing, and a

migrating Bullock's oriole caught sight of by the Mammalogist. The
familiar cliff-dwelling white-throated swifts chattered so loudly below
camp, in the narrow clefts Pipe Creek had cut through the Tonto on its way
to the Colorado, that we suspected they were arguing over nesting sites.
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Two small birds found not only on the blackbrush cover of the main

Tonto Platform but on the tongue extending up to the amphitheater of

Pipe Greek were the black-throated desert sparrow and the blue-gray west-

ern gnatcatcher, the two sometimes seen in the same bush. The talkative

little gnatcatcher, uncommon enough in the canyon to be eagerly welcomed,

as it nipped nervously through the bushes crying tsang' tsang' seemed almost

to propel itself along with its black, white-bordered tail. Sometimes its fam-

iliar tsang' tsang' ran into a song, one phrase of which suggested tsang-set-tah-

say'-tsee, a song of brightness and delicacy, intricacy and charm. Two of

the amusing little birds were seen coquetting one day, switching their tails

From A-Birding on a Broncho.

Figure 44.—gnatcatchers.

From Handbook of Western

Birds (Fuertes).

Figure 45.—desert
SPARROW.

so extravagantly that the black and white stood out in surprising contrast.

After watching gnatcatchers, the desert sparrow seemed positively phleg-

matic, but it was nevertheless a cheery little songster gratefully enlivening

the wide stretches of blackbrush. As is its custom it sang heartily with head

thrown back as if thoroughly enjoying its tinkly, jumbled, and musically

unimportant, albeit pleasing, production. In full face its black throat and

contrasting snowy head and neck stripes stood out so strikingly that when

seen standing in profile on a bare tree it was hard to believe that this was the

same bird. Its brownish back and dull under tones made it almost disap-

pear in the dull-colored desert landscape.

In spite of being desert sparrows whose name suggests that they should be

content with juicy insects and moisture-producing seeds, two flew down
through camp one morning to drink from the brook like thirsty inhabitants

of well-watered regions.

Most of the birds seen on the Tonto level were quite naturally found at

springs or in watered side canyons. On our way over to Pipe Creek we had

stopped for water at Burro Springs, presumably a drinking place for the
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wild burros that used to abound on this desert-like platform. After crossing

the wide stretches of blackbrush, locally known as burrobrush, the springs

had been a delightful surprise. Coming out from a narrow green-mouthed

gulch, the water glistened under a cool cover of tall sedge and rich vegeta-

tion. Nearby large bunches of skunk bush were full of bright red berries

that in the dull desert landscape gave a refreshing touch of real color.

Close beside the water rose a tall well-nourished cottonwood with shining

leaves. A large pinon pine, here considerably below its usual Upper

Sonoran range and so subjected to adverse climatic conditions, as Ranger

Naturalist Croft says in Nature Notes, probably had not produced a single

mature seed in its lifetime, which he estimates as more than 200 years. But

standing in the arroyo above the springs, fed by occasional showers, it had

been able to keep alive and bear modified scaly sterile cones.

The buzz of a passing hummingbird was occasionally heard at the springs

and many a bird as well as beast doubtless knew where to find the much

needed water. Notoriously thirsty house finches, recorded commonly at

water, were often heard here and a brown female accompanied by a ruddy

male were seen flying away as if to their nesting ground. Another year at

Burro Springs the Young Ornithologist found numbers of green-backed

goldfinches as well as common house finches, the green-backs being only

uncommon transient visitants to the warm canyon bottom. In the catsclaw

of the Thunder River Trail he saw several house finches, and about the

well-watered town of Kanab found them common. At Buggeln or Canyon

Tank as far back as 1889, it is interesting to read, Dr. C. Hart Merriam

watched small flocks of them coming to drink every day.

Above Burro Springs on the burrobrush slope I was glad to see five plain-

blue, short-tailed pinon jays straggling along in the direction of the springs,

presumably catching grasshoppers as they went. Another grasshopper-

catcher, a sparrow hawk, was also seen, perching on a broken-ofif agave

stalk.

Near the tall cottonwood that watered its roots at Burro Springs, an agave

or mescal rose from its toothed daggerlike leaves, its yellow flower stalk

reaching a height of some 18 or 20 feet; but like many another in the region,

either from its own weight or the force of the wind it was bent at the tip.

Abundant mescal, a favorite Indian food, and good spring water were both

here. What a place for an Indian campground. We looked eagerly for

camp signs and on a wide terrace above the springs exclaimed: "An old

mescal pit !" A large clearly outlined circle of stones had been thrown back

from the central pit in which the cabbage-like mescal heads had been roasted

by the Indians—who can say how long ago?
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Another historic interest was added when the Mammalogist found in one

of his small mammal traps a certain kind of pocket mouse which he had

discovered 40 years before in the Detrital Valley of western Arizona. Here

at about the same level, in the same life zone, it was living in the same

desert environment and feeding on the same kinds of seeds as when first

found. A rattlesnake was also taken here and brought to camp to be photo-

graphed. During the process it demonstrated the appropriateness of the

name "snake-bush," given the small yellow-flowered guterrizia, by coiling

itself so closely around the base of the little bush that the concealing ground

colors of its skin made it almost invisible—pleasant to remember when

strolling across a guterrizia flat among the thousand and one low bushes

with eyes fixed on birds. The snake proved to be unnamed and has since

been appropriately designated Crotalus confluentus abyssus.

While Burro Springs may well have attracted many birds from the water-

less sections at a distance, the open water in the mouth of Pipe Creek

Canyon with its numerous cottonwoods afforded both water and nesting

sites near at hand. A pair of black-chinned hummingbirds were among

those that made their homes there. The male had a favorite lookout just

under the bank from camp, a dead twig at the top of an old Cottonwood.

Here he perched, his white collar showing under his black and purple

gorget as he turned his head one way and then another until, perhaps

catching sight of microscopic prey, he darted up noiselessly or with just a

soft buzz appropriate to his dainty little person, a sound altogether different

from the loud rattle of the larger broad-tailed hummingbird.

The black-chin's courtship dance was happened on near here, its

pendulum swing given irregularly, maybe because the creek bottom

choked with bushes and boulders afforded no convenient open sweep for

it. The focus of the dance, where the invisible one was presumably hidden,

was a low bush. Several times the swing was made in short low measure

perhaps a yard each way, not far above the ground, but this was followed

by a high spectacular vertical dive that quite made up for the circum-

scribed dance. Before we left family matters seemed to have been satis-

factorily settled and the boundaries of the family territory well established

for a third hummer was driven peremptorily from the field.

Among the cottonwoods near our spring I was glad to find a pair of the

long slender-bodied, ash-throated flycatchers making themselves very

much at home. At Phantom Ranch they had shown their artificial nest-

ing habits but here with no bird boxes and plenty of old cottonwoods offer-

ing nesting holes, as in Havasu Canyon where other pairs of ash-throats

were found by the Mammalogist and the Park Naturalist, they showed
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their natural choice of nesting sites. When we got there they were full of

talk, of loud talk reminding us of Phantom Ranch and proving them all

unconscious of newcomers up over the bank. Once having discovered

us, however, they settled down to the repressed life of wary parents bent

on protecting their home. In which tree was the nest? Their behavior was

so baffling that it took hours of careful watching to eliminate the several

trees with holes that, in my human ignorance, seemed altogether suitable;

but finally I decided that they had chosen the old Cottonwood on which

the black-chinned hummingbird perched, the one with the dead up-

raised arm. There were three holes in this tree, two old woodpecker holes

and a cavity in a dead branch. In which was the nest?

As my days were few in the neighborhood, my visits to the tree were

short and I had to be content with scant hints. Once the pair stopped a

moment in the green part of the dead top, then flew off. Another time

one, supposedly the male, stopped on the dead uplifted arm and after a

gnatcatcher had flown by and a goldfinch had called near, discovered his

insect, flew out, caught it and passing on to another tree went through

vigorous beating motions. Then, joined by his mate, both flew off. While

they were away the tiny black-chin whizzed up to his observation twig and

two mourning doves rose with a whirr from the creek where later the cool

pleasant sound of wings beating the water was followed by the soft note

of the doves. To reassure the ash-throats, when watching them, I moved

farther and farther away, but even withdrawing to the ridge above the

tree did no good. They would not utter a note. Finally they became a little

less mute. But who was who, Paul or Pauline, I had to decide arbitrarily,

though with satisfaction to myself when looking on. The breaks in their

silence I greeted joyfully. Once when I saw Paul perching with wings

hanging, he gave one small note and when Pauline came and disappeared,

as I inferred, in one of the holes on the opposite side of the trunk from me,

he, waiting on the upraised arm, waxed loquacious, actually uttering two

syllables ! The day before we left, as I watched from above, I caught sight

of the brooding bird on a high branch near the nest holes. Apparently

she had just come out, for after calling at an answer from below, she

quickly flew down in the direction of the voice. And that was the end of

the story! But after all what did it matter which hole the nest was in?

It is really much better that parents should outwit suspicious onlookers,

however pleasant it is to be trusted.

Two years later I was interested to read in Grand Canyon Nature Notes,

in the same locality where the trail crosses Pipe Creek, the Young Ornithol-

ogist found a pair of ash-throats and a pair of black-chins, the male hummer
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\ It

Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 46.—brush-covered hut of the havasupai Indians, with notched ladder

LEADING TO THE TOP WHERE FRUIT AND VEGETABLES ARE DRIED FOR WINTER USE.

giving his courtship dance as before. So history repeats itself. Another

bird that I had only suspected, a Gassin's kingbird, the Young Ornithol-

ogist saw in a cottonwood above the creek.

Fortunately, at this camp we saw no hunting cats as we had at Phantom

Ranch to endanger the nesting birds, and the few gunless passers-by out on

the Tonto Trail were quite innocent of evil intent. Of the few that we saw,

one was a hiker and another a tourist on muleback who interrupted the

lecture, of her broad-hatted guide to wave to a fellow woman camping

under the sky.

While in the ash-throats' neighborhood wandering along the stony

creek bed I happened on a droll sight. On the face of a boulder above the

spring seven comical little putty-colored toads, whose coats matched

the rock, sat resting from their musical labors. Most of them sat with

toes folded under their plump bodies, some with their small black eyes

open, others with eyes tightly shut.

An interesting discovery of a different kind among the cottonwoods of

the canyon may have been some Indian's sweat house. A rude frame

suggesting a haycock, a pile of fire-blackened stones, a water pan and a

blanket to be thrown over the frame to keep in the steam, made up the

equipment.
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Since the time of the mescal-pit Indians of Burro Springs our cirque had

been visited both by geologists and prospectors, and a prospect hole dis-

covered on the canyon wall was easily related to the ruin of a miniature

stoned-up cabin, a charred tree, and an abandoned camp outfit. The

deserted outfit proved so complete with its skillets, frying pan, coffee can,

water pail, hatchet, saw, and chisel that the solitary miner was admiringly

pronounced "a real camper."

Once the Park Naturalist, who was also a geologist, brought to camp an

eminent geologist from an eastern university who, as we ate pancakes and

bacon around the camp fire, sent our minds on far journeys through the

ages.

Near at hand we had problems involving the local earth history. The

floor of Pipe Creek Canyon enclosed by stony agave-bristling ridges, its

stream bed filled with boulders and finely ground silt, explained the past

erosion of the amphitheater. But the fact that erosion still went on during

summer freshets was proved by the smooth water-stained red rock of a dry

waterfall at the back of the cirque. It was easy to imagine the torrential

rush and roar from the summer rains and the foaming water tumbling and

leaping down the red cliffs. The picture was made realistic by discovering,

in a dry stream bed well down the canyon, one of the little brown Douglas

spruce cones, recognized at a glance by its brown "excerted bracts" like

little extended tongues. Where had it come from? Raising our field

glasses we swept the rock walls over which the summer flood water poured,

discovering a niche high on the cool north face above where little sun

penetrated and the snow lay late, a niche filled with the tall, richly furred

Douglas spruces. How we exulted at the sight ! The small brown cone was

picked up as a prized memento, taken back to Washington and carefully

cherished.

In the bottom of the cirque the Arizona red bud and a few attractive

flowers were found, among them a delicate pink cactus and a desert form

of the pale yellow mariposa lily, from long association seeming too much a

child of the mountains to be here; also the familiar crimson pentstemon, it

too greeted eagerly because of its mountain associations.

Except for seepage water from the canyon walls supplying occasional

springs for the wayfarer and nourishment for the few flowers and trees,

this desert side of the canyon under the South Rim was practically dry.

But from camp we had the scenic advantage of thunderstorms that swept

across the higher timbered North Rim opposite, and once a pillar-like

white thunderhead rose above the dark level of the forest.
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Our sleeping bags under the sky afforded us rare moonlight and sunrise

pictures and also enabled us to hear choice nocturnal calls and the first

morning bird songs. The soft-voiced Nuttall's poor-wills were heard by

moonlight calling almost continuously, two often answering in rapid suc-

cession. One of them, so early one morning that he was unaware that

anyone else was awake in camp, actually brought out a loud poor-wil-low

from the floor of the cabin piazza, after which he dropped to the front steps

and then to the ground by the campfire.

On another early morning of happy memory, from a distance up the

amphitheater came the incomparable song of the canon wren. After

hearing only characteristic desert calls and songs—the harsh notes of the

ash-throat, the grating song of the rock wren, and the tinkling note of the

desert sparrow—it was a singular pleasure to hear the sublimated chro-

matic scale of the canon wren; beginning high, its pure bugling notes

dropping down, each note rich in musical quality, full of poetic fervor.

One night after a thunderstorm over the North Rim, while the stars were

still hidden, the moon gave a soft light through which the large landscape

features could be discerned. Under the turreted South Rim our amphi-

theater walls led down in gigantic dark silhouetted steps lowering to the

mesa; and beyond across the width of the great chasm was faintly seen the

far-away familiar level of the North Rim. But as I gazed around dreamily,

the soft, soothing voices of little toads, the drowsy chirring of crickets, and

the faint distant poor-will, poor-will, soon lulled me into peaceful sleep.

On waking the next morning I watched the sunlight coming into the

canyon. First the Coconino cliffs at the top of the South Rim were lit up,

their buffy turrets, battlements, and castellated walls rising and glowing

as the sun illumined them. Then the light spread down the red wall till

the great temples between us and the North Rim caught the light. Another

morning, as the red wall was lit up, the illumination was celebrated by the

musical cries of awakened pinon jays above.
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Chapter VI.—Following the Tonto Trail to Indian

Gardens

The Indian campground at Burro Springs told of a chapter of life long closed

under cliffs where geologists read the history of past geologic ages. Standing

there, with thoughts centered on the past, as we looked down on the Tonto

Trail it seemed a twentieth century, man-laid thread winding vaguely

across the Tonto Platform. But when traversed, it afforded interesting

detail. In following it across a monotonous carpet of stiff black burrobrush

avoiding frequent clumps of white-spined pad cactus, I stopped to enjoy

the display of green and yellow lichens decorating ruddy boulders and to

admire solitary tall agave stalks bowing slightly in the wind. Once my

steps were halted by a widely spaced row of pale agaves that, lit by the

slanting morning sun, stood out boldly against a background of dark wall.

Along the way the usual small birds that frequent the blackbrush and

those that feed from the agave flowers were to be seen, with the addition

of a Say's Phoebe apparently catching insects around the blooming flower

stalks. Two old bird records from the Tonto, although not duplicated by

us, were of especial interest, that of the Texas or Cactus woodpecker found

by the late Harry S. Swarth in December 1919 along the Tonto Trail

"flying from one agave stalk to another;" and that of the pink-bellied

Lewis' woodpecker that I saw later at Flagstaff and which was found on

the Tonto by Dr. C. Hart Merriam in September 1889 "tolerably common
about a spring." Forty-three years after Dr. Merriam's discovery of the

Lewis' woodpecker, in 1889, the Park Naturalist in October 1932 found a

second one "on a pinon tree near Agave Flats, 2,000 feet below the South

Rim."

On the Tonto Platform, during a spring migration a pair of lark sparrows

were met with by the Young Ornithologist, perhaps on their way up from

the bottom of the canyon where we saw them, to the plains about Kanab
where they were fairly common and known to nest. An early migrant,

a white-throated swift, was seen on the Tonto on March 7 by Technician

Grater. Here previously the small sharp-shinned hawk or blue darter,

reported from many other parts of the canyon, had been noted, perhaps

hunting for lizards and ground squirrels as well as small birds. On January
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Grant Photo.

Figure 47.—tonto platform, halfway down the canyon, the threadlike trail

CROSSING FROM PIPE CREEK TO INDIAN GARDENS LEADS TO THE COLORADO RIVER.

3, a desert horned lark was found dead on the Tonto-Clear Creek Trail by

Victor Veatch. Many unidentified horned larks have been seen in various

parts of the canyon.

Near the Tonto Trail to Indian Gardens, half-hidden by the burrobrush,

we found the whitened bones of burros that, as we are informed by Mr.

Patraw in Nature Notes, 8 lost or abandoned by prospectors had gone wild

and eaten off most of the scant Tonto and side-canyon forage except the

burrobrush, forage needed by mountain sheep and antelope. Besides this

they had made such serious trouble on the tourist trails that hundreds of

them had to be shot. The trouble they made was not of their own seeking,

however, for, as Mr. Patraw tells us, a mule has a violent antipathy to a

burro and at sight of one, forgetful of his tourist rider, would leave the

trail and take off across the rough plateau to chase after and fight the

obnoxious interloper. Two of the many whitened burro skeletons that lay

on the ground we helped the Mammalogist gather up and carry laboriously

back to camp, to be sent on to Washington to fill a gap in the skeleton

8 Nature Notes, vol. 4, pp. 43-45, May 1930.
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collection of the National Museum. A compensating honor it seemed for

the poor discredited little burro.

Somewhere in the blackbrush along our way, we were told, was a live

antelope fawn hidden by its mother, one of the tame band at Indian Gar-

dens; but we were not fortunate enough to discover its whereabouts.

When our trail wound back under the canyon wall, on looking up to

the Yavapai Observation Station on the rim I saw five turkey vultures sailing

around above it. Even the diagnostic gray border of their underwings,

directive marks accorded them by nature in the long course of evolution,

showed plainly 3,500 feet below. In surprising contrast to the conspicuous

recognition marks of the turkey vulture, evolved by nature, was the observa-

tion station itself so successfully planned by man to harmonize with its

surroundings that from below it was only distinguished from the zigzag

irregular canyon wall by the smooth contours of its roof.

The trail leading on skirted one after another the small handsome cirques

eaten back in the red wall, miniatures of the amphitheater of Pipe Greek

Canyon. As I was enjoying them, a golden eagle gave pointed interest to

one by flying across the face of the red wall to disappear within the shadow

of the cirque. How I wished that I could follow ! When we headed gorges

cutting down from the cirques to the Colorado River, white-throated

swifts were heard chattering as they sailed around the rocky depths below

us, as if looking for nesting sites.

Our short connecting trail between the Kaibab and Bright Angel Trails,

having crossed the Tonto Platform, joined Bright Angel Trail below Indian

Gardens just before it dropped down to the Colorado, and on topping a

ridge we sighted the green willow bottoms of the Gardens that show as a

green streak from the rim by El Tovar Hotel.

At Indian Gardens, so called because the Havasupai Indians once lived

and farmed there, the long lines of Bright Angel tourists coming and going

dismounted from their mules to rest under the enticing shade of big cotton-

woods and refresh themselves with cool spring water. So abundant is

this supply of pure water that, by a notable engineering feat, it is now
pumped up more than 3,500 feet to Grand Canyon Village.

At Indian Gardens we saw part of the tame antelope herd, brought

from Nevada to Hermit Camp when small enough to be carried down the

Hermit Trail in side packs on the mules. Crooked Horn, who for some

time ruled the band at Hermit, had tested strength with his keeper, after

which three bucks and three does left his band and followed around the

Tonto Platform to Indian Gardens, where they established the Indian

Gardens herd.
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Here, having come from Upper Sonoran Zone sagebrush range in Nevada,

they were panting from the heat of Lower Sonoran Zone blackbrush range

on the Tonto. Without their natural food and the protection of their

native sagebrush range, they had to be kept alive by artificial feeding and

artificial protection from predators. Under these controlled conditions

the herd increased to 32 and 8 kids. Then the ban was lifted on predators

and the increase and some of the mature members of the herd were killed

off by local predators. Since then the feeding has stopped and the rest

of this mistakenly transplanted band left to starve. The only hope remain-

ing is that wise far-sighted naturalists who realize that "the balance of

nature" cannot function under unnatural conditions will, before it is too

late, restore the pitiful remnant to some genuine antelope range where

the balance of nature may yet save them.

Mountain sheep, we were told, have occasionally been seen above

Bright Angel Trail on the cliffs and slopes at the base of the red wall, one

exploring bighorn having climbed the corkscrew about one zigzag ahead

of the mule train, turning aside at the Kolb studio to let the mules pass.

Although we saw neither mule deer nor bighorns at the Gardens, I dis-

covered two charming young antelope squirrels that dropped their white

tail flags and climbed up on stones bordered by Apache plume to get a

good view of me. One unafraid rose on his hind legs with forepaws stiffly

hanging, looking as unsophisticated as a boy with mouth hanging open.

After listening a moment to my friendly talk the pretty pair scampered

gaily off.

Around the dense vegetation of the willow bottoms of Indian Gardens

wavered beautiful black butterflies, for some reason almost unseen at

Pipe Creek. It was easy to imagine a variety of birds not seen elsewhere

hiding in the thickets, some of them staying to nest. The Macgillivray's

warbler, found both at Phantom Ranch and in the Supai village, the pale

goldfinch seen at Phantom, and Batchelder's woodpecker—the smaller

counterpart of the white-breasted—first recorded from Yaki Point, were

later noted by other observers at the Gardens.

Two delightful birds encountered in the short time that we stayed were

the lazuli bunting and the long-tailed chat. The prettily feathered lazuli,

turquoise-blue above pinkish on the chest, when courting, was happily

come upon in the willow thicket by the Young Ornithologist. The gay

suitor, after displaying his beautiful colors with extended trembling wings,

flew to the ground and went through strange courtship antics while a

demure watcher sat on a twig, merely turning her head from side to side.
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The other bird of Indian Garden thickets, which was later found nesting

there by the Young Ornithologist, was the unmistakable green and yellow

long-tailed chat, full of clownish pranks and with a heart of mirth. His

loud whistle from the willows stopped me as I was going by. His astonish-

ing mixed medley followed, the loud jovial purp, purp holding laughter

enough to last far up the trail.

Above Indian Gardens two immature western red-tailed hawks have

been seen in September by Technician Grater. Also above Indian Gardens

one of the most notable of all our large hawks, the ferruginous rough-legged,

was identified by Dr. Alexander Wetmore, Assistant Secretary of the

Smithsonian Institution, when on a field trip with the Park Naturalist,

making an important addition to the list of Grand Canyon birds.

A most interesting bird, new to the canyon, the Mexican spotted owl,

whose northern range was extended by the record, has since been found

by Trail Caretaker Lloyd Davis lying dead at Indian Gardens. A second

spotted owl was later found at Horn Creek by Drs. John Maxson and Ian

Campbell, geologists from the California Institute of Technology, who
photographed it on a rocky crag when only about 10 feet away, steadying

themselves by precarious footholds and handholds as they made the

exposure. The sleepy subject gave no hint of flying away but when dis-

turbed by the experimental movements of the two men turned its head

back and forth to keep track of them and when hard-pressed, ruffled its

feathers to an oval and opened wide its big eyes. The photograph repro-

duced in Nature Notes identifies it adequately.

On our short return visit to the canyon, when looking from the rim at

Bright Angel down over the line of Bright Angel Trail into the abyss, just

after a thunderstorm that had hidden all below, I discovered with elation

a bright, beautiful rainbow arching from the level of Indian Gardens

almost to the rim of the canyon. From Cape Royal, Ranger Naturalist

Kraus tells us in Nature Notes, great rainbows are frequently seen "arch-

ing over the Painted Desert, adding more color and beauty to the magic

country." He also tells us of double and occasionally a triple canyon

rainbow and of one actually forming a complete circle. Best of all, he

considers a rarely beautiful lunar bow whose colors under the full moon
were "so distinct that the rainbow series—red, orange, yellow, green and

violet—could be distinguished clearly while the arch slowly faded from

the crest downward." 9

9 Grand Canyon Nature Notes, Vol. 8, September 1933, p. 190.
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Chapter VII.—On Top Among the Nut Pines and

Junipers

The low nut pines and junipers back of the South Rim give a pleasant

greenwood setting to the hotels as well as to the village and the automobile

camp, besides bordering the outlying forest of the taller yellow pines. By

reason of their thick foliage, their nuts, berries, and insects, they also offer

friendly shelter, with food and cozy nesting places to the small birds that

come their way.

Among those ready to take advantage of their bounty we found that

charming little bird, the bluish-backed black-eared (pygmy) nuthatch,

although it is more especially a frequenter of the taller yellow pines of the

Rocky Mountain region. Only a few days after our return to the top of

the canyon, when talking with the interested El Tovar gardener about the

birds that came to the hotel feeding boxes, he told me of a small bird he

had seen carrying food to its young and led me across the garden to an old

juniper.

It was a surprisingly public place opposite El Tovar entrance, right in

front of Hopi House, where the large Harvey busses hurrying from the

trains to the hotel passed close, and was next to the hotel corral to which

long strings of saddled mules were brought ready for the daily tourist trip

down Bright Angel Trail to the Colorado. But apparently all this was

ignored by the preoccupied pygmies. What mattered tourists and their

trappings to parents raising a family of young? By placing my camp stool

against the shading wall of Hopi House and "minding my manners," I too

became of no consequence and for 3 weeks, when stopping on my rounds,

was able to watch the busy parents at will.

When first seen, on May 30, both plump short-tailed pygmies were out-

side the nest hole, one fluttering its wings with a pretty air of feminine de-

pendence. Then one of the pair went in and a clamor of small hungry

voices arose. The other parent, meanwhile, moved about, showing the

light patch at the back of its head.

Below, as I watched, two Hopi Indians wearing red head bands, accom-

panied by bright young Hopi women carrying masses of flowers, passed to

an automobile and drove off, reminding me that it was Memorial Day.

Walking on, I was startled—a bugle was sounding taps from the rim. Not
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From Handbook of Western Birds.

Figure 48.—pygmy nuthatches, plump little bluish-gray birds

WHOSE PLEASANT FAMILY TALK DURING THE NESTING SEASON BRIGHTENS

THE WOODS AROUND GRAND CANYON VILLAGE.
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long before, two National Park Service men, while engaged in official

duties, had been drowned in the river. Memorial Day services had already

been held in the cemetery by the American Legion for all deceased veterans

from Grand Canyon, including the one of the two recently drowned whose

body had been recovered, Park Naturalist Sturdevant. And now, in fit-

ting, impressive tribute to his lost comrade, Ranger Johnson, an airplane

had flown down into the canyon and dropped a memorial wreath into the

Colorado.

Ignorant of the tragedies of human life, the small birds went about, en-

grossed in family duties. A week afterwards on my way home, although it

was late in the afternoon, I stopped at the pygmy nest and, seeing no one,

rapped on the tree. For a moment there was no response. Then out came

a much-abused little mother talking excitedly in tones of remonstrance.

Why disturb a person when her day's work was done and her brood fed

and quiet for the night? I felt deservedly reproved.

On June 13, when both parents were feeding rapidly, I watched the nest

from 10:10 to 10:40 a. m., and during the half hour was sure of 26 visits, a

number more doubtless being lost track of. One or the other parent went

to the nest nearly every minute, sometimes less, once gqjng three times only

a few seconds apart. With the glass I could see the black morsels in their

bills. On one visit, instead of flying directly to the nest, the provider lit on

the juniper trunk a few feet below, fluttering its wings slightly as it tripped

lightly up to the hole. Another time one lit on a branch above the nest

and, though its bill was already bristling with insects, saved time and labor

by gathering more before going in.

How did the old birds get the food? One pygmy was seen in the woods

chasing through the air as if following the vagaries of a flying insect.

Another was found pecking so hard at the tip of a pine branch that its rap-

tap-tap was heard and its wings flipped up with the blows, after which it

pulled out some delectable morsel or other and flew off.

Sometimes the Hopi House pair would fly in together and while one was

feeding the young the other would make a homelike picture sitting in the

doorway waiting for its mate; then very likely the two would fly away to-

gether. But once the waiting father (?) got impatient and looked down
into the nest hole, whereupon his little mate popped out. During the half

hour of my visit, as the busy parents went and came, the canyon airplane

passed overhead, an Audubon's warbler sang, and a Gila chipmunk on a

stone facing me, after switching its tail, sat quietly watching with prettily

folded forepaws.
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Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 49.—droll pygmies.

Photograph by Russell Grater.

Figure 50.—four plump pygmies at the

suet.

On June 21, 3 weeks from my first visit, the young had grown so large

that instead of tiny morsels being carried down into the nest at least one

long, dangling worm was brought and given over at the doorway. That

day one of the pair was seen nearby on a telephone wire. The next time

I stopped, one of the youngsters had left the nest and to my consternation

was down on the ground. Fortunately my husband, the Mammalogist, was

with me and with a rush between oncoming cars he rescued it and put it

back, safe for the moment, out of the way of the traffic. As we left the

South Rim about that time, I never knew the end of the family story and

could only hope that, after all the hard work and devoted care of the small

parents, their brood escaped the many dangers that threatened them.

Three years later, greatly to my surprise and gratification, an item by the

Park Naturalist in Nature Notes announced that for 3 successive years pygmy
nuthatches had nested in a small hole in the top of a juniper in front of

Hopi House.

Another juniper nest of the pygmies was stumbled on when I was walking

through the woods. A parent, whom I called the mother, on the way to

the nest with food in her bill, was so startled by meeting me that she stopped

and quivered her wings nervously. But when her mate went flying by she

took courage and flew on to the nest, where she was greeted by the voices
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of her hungry brood. Focusing my glass on the nest hole I caught sight of

a widely gaping, expectant bill.

A surprising account of the joint ownership of a village pine tree nest by

pygmy nuthatches and chestnut-backed bluebirds is given in Grand Canyon

Natural History Bulletin, No. 4. By carefully enlarging the nest hole, the

discoverer, Mr. D. Ramsay, of C. G. G. Gamp 819, was able to see to the

bottom of the nest where both a nuthatch and a bluebird were peacefully

brooding. So gentle and unsuspicious were these little comrades that one

and then the other actually came out and sat on their friend's shoulder. And
sometimes they would let him pick them up in the palm of his hand and

return them to the nest.

Another interesting case of fearlessness on the part of the small birds in

the protected canyon region was described in Natural History Bulletin, No. 4.

A pair of mountain chickadees had taken possession of an old woodpecker

hole in a yellow pine about 12 feet from the ground at Vista Encantada

where the natural history caravan stopped for the view. As the tourists

stood under the tree, one or both parents came to the nest, as Technician

Grater says, "seemingly not in the least disturbed by curious tourists." The

last time Mr. Grater took out a party a spider web over the hole proved

that the nesting season was over.

In the nut pines and junipers back of Hopi House other small birds were

found, among them the attractive crested gray titmice. A parent was often

seen with crest up, hopping over the ground in a businesslike way, looking

about till the right insect or other food was discovered, when perhaps, after

holding it firmly underfoot like a jay for proper preparation, she would pass

it on to a short-crested short-tailed follower. If one of the young was seen

among the gray branches, a colorless bird in a colorless setting fluttering

its wings for food, the directive value of the motion was as convincing as in

the case of the rock wren's family. One brood that I saw trailing their

parents apparently kept together as the little bush-tits do their flocks, by a

running iteration of small notes

—

chit-it-it, chit-it-it.

Back of Hopi House, earlier in the summer, when the slanting morning

sun was just lighting the domed tops of the Navajo huts or hogans, a pair

of black-throated gray warblers was discovered in merry chase through the

sun-touched nut pines and junipers. On my appearance, the dull-colored

female withdrew to a juniper top, but her mate, showing his strongly marked

black and white head, made a wide circle around me as if attracted by my
awkward attempts to answer his soft sibilant see-see-see-see, scrig-a-see. But

when a sudden gust of wind struck his tree top he flew swiftly down to

shelter. About 3 weeks later, near the automobile camp, a black-throat
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m

From Handbook of Western Birds

(Fuertes).

Figure 51.—the cheery moun-

tain CHICKADEES.

From Biological Survey.

Figure 52.—titmouse (Baeolophus inornatus

inornatus). a busy parent looking for

FOOD FOR A HUNGRY FAMILY.

that was flycatching hungrily, came so near that the yellow spot in front

of its eye was seen, and near the village deer feeding grounds a parent was

found feeding young among the nut pines. In a previous year a nest with

young had been discovered close to the Kaibab Trail.

One day during our stay at the canyon the pleasant song of a spurred

towhee led me through the nut pines and junipers to a blackened burned-

over knoll of oak brush on which late as it was (June 10) small tender pink

leaves were just unfolding. Here on top of a blackened stake that may have

been his humble singing post near the nest, perched the shy towhee, giving

his usual song prefaced by two loud, sharp notes. From behind, where the

brown of his sides was not seen, the black of his head and coat matched the

burn so well that I had to look hard through the field glasses to distinguish

him. After watching flitting warblers and other gay little birds, the plain,

quiet personality of the towhee was as grateful as a whiff of the sagebrush in

which he is sometimes found. Though fairly common in brush thickets on

both North and South Rims, members of his clan are less common in the

canyon but several have been seen inside by the Young Ornithologist, in the

junipers along the Thunder River Trail.
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Another of the cheerful birds that you are always glad to meet with in the

canyon country is the small mountain chickadee (fig. 51). His black cap,

unlike that of the long-tailed chickadee, has a conveniently diagnostic white

line over the eye when his head is up, though when he is leaning far over

scrutinizing a promising twig the line narrows till you have to look sharp to

make sure it is there. The call notes of the mountain chickadee, telling of

the presence of the lovely little bird, are the most pleasant heard in the nut

pines and junipers. Its homely but cheery chick-a-chay'chay, chay
r and its

finely drawn musical phoe'-bee-bee are as full of rich personality as the flat

jerked-out notes of its flitting warbler associates are lacking in color.

Usually seeming to have plenty of time to enjoy life, in June some of the

chickadees that I found were hunting in such a hurried manner that hun-

gry families must have been waiting. In August, when the nesting season

was long past, two of the small birds were caught sight of facing each other

with playful threats, after which one gave a snatch

of sweet song as if courtship days were still

remembered.

A pair of those jolly little comrades of the

mountain chickadees, the quaint white-breasted

nuthatches—here the Rocky Mountain form that

nest on both rims—were found near the campfire

lecture circle of Grand Canyon Village where,
.

,
... r ., r . . From Handbook of Western

with a trailing family ol young, they were getting r^(f t \

a last afternoon meal from the pinon trunks. „.r tigure 53.—black-throat-
The village, because of its trees, food, and pro- ED GRAY WARBler.

tection, was the gathering place of many birds.

Its mule corral afforded a pleasant surprise the last of May, for here,

where English sparrows found seeds to be had for the picking, were 12 of

those erratic little wanderers, the northern pine siskins, close relatives of the

various goldfinches, but whose plain brown-striped plumage is relieved only

by yellow patches on wings and tail, birds that nest on the North Rim and

come as winter visitors to the South Rim.

The low nut pines and junipers of the South Rim seem favorite and

appropriate resorts of the several vireos and juncos that pass through or nest

in the region. In the fall migration of 1889 two Cassin's and a gray vireo

were collected in the taller pines by Dr. C. Hart Merriam. But in the low,

sheltering trees of the automobile camp I found some of the clan with the

topmarkings of the plumbeous—contrasting white eyerings, lores, and wing

bars—singing loudly over the tents in a delightful, friendly manner, at

times bringing in phrases suggesting the yellow-throated vireo. Another
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Photograph by Gayle Pickwell.

Figure 54.—western warbling vireo, one of whose pretty basket nests was

FOUND HANGING FROM A BRANCH OVER THE ROAD IN GRAND CANYON VILLAGE.

friendly vireo, the western warbling—common on the North Rim but not on

the South, seems to enjoy the village. One of its basket nests was discovered

by the Park Naturalist, hung from a branch over the road in the village, and

a pair were watched for some weeks in the pinon pines near his house.

Among the juncos that are seen in the village or on the South Rim, the

slate-colored is a casual visitor to Arizona; the Shufeldt's an abundant

winter visitor; and the red-backed a common year-round resident. At

Anita the pink-sided has been recorded by Dr. Alexander Wetmore.

Among the notable records from the village or its vicinity by months have

been: In January, a horned owl, a pigeon hawk, 2 long-tailed chickadees,

also found on Walhalla Plateau, about 50 house finches; in February,

Gassin's finches, long-tailed chickadees, and Batchelder's woodpecker; in

March, at the Park Naturalist's bird baths, a gray-crowned rosy finch in a

flock ofjuncos (the black rosy finch has been reported in December from the
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Photograph by Russell Grater. Photograph by Russell Grater.

Figure 55.—shufeldt juncos with black Figure 56.—

w

hite-breasted wood-
head AND CHEST PICKING UP SEEDS SCAT- PECKER. THE EXTENDED FOOT WITH TWO

TERED ON THE SNOW. TOES FORWARD AND TWO BACK AND THE

WELL-BRACED TAIL MAKE IT EASY TO TAKE

A LUNCH OF SUET ON THE SIDE OF A TREE.

South Rim); in April, a western crow, a Rocky Mountain creeper, and an

American coot; in May, Bullock's oriole, western evening grosbeaks (also

noted under the South Rim in January); a large flock of band-tailed pigeons

doubtless wandering in search of food, and a screech owl, the first of its

kind found in the park, its stomach contents attesting its good offices, includ-

ing the "head of a cicada, numerous fragments of June bugs and what

appeared to be the appendage of a scorpion;" in July a Townsend's warbler

and a dead Howell's nighthawk in the village, a long-tailed chickadee in the

pines near the village, and a killdeer flying vociferously about in the

neighborhood of the post office; in August a flock of Brewer's blackbirds

about the community field; in September a Bendire's crossbill, in the village,

and a red-breasted nuthatch—a bird that nests in the mountains and also on

the North Rim—found in the nut pines of the village already started on its

autumn travels, a canyon towhee seen on the South Rim by the Park Natu-

ralist in a flock of Gambel's sparrows, rosy finches, and a variety of other
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migrants, and the lark sparrow—found in the spring migration at Yavapai

about the time that others were found by us in the bottom of Bright Angel

Canyon—seen on its fall migration stopping over in the village; in October a

number of interesting birds were recorded by Charles A. Bryant—a Rocky

Mountain creeper near El Tovar Hotel, a western meadowlark and a

Mexican ground dove near the cooling tank, and a flock of 10 western

golden-crowned kinglets noted first near the head of Bright Angel Trail and

the next day near the deer paddock in the village; also noted by A. E.

Borell, Wildlife Technician, an American pipit, a new bird to the park; in

November a single golden-crowned kinglet discovered by the Park Natur-

alist near the Administration Building; in December a Batchelder's wood-

pecker seen by Technician Grater.

Mourning doves have increased in recent years, flocks of 100 having been

seen by the Chief Ranger. During a period of abnormal scarcity of water,

injury 1934, a large flock of band-tailed pigeons was apparently forced to

come to the village area for water. One actually visited a village bird

bath and a flock of from 25 to 30 was reported at El Tovar Hotel and seen

circling over Hopi House. Later, 5 were seen near the corrals bordering the

recreation field. When rain came in August, the band-tails presumably re-

turned to their usual haunts, a flock of about 25 being seen near Grand

View. In the fall of 1934 Gambel's sparrows and green-tailed towhees were

common and white-crowned sparrows fairly common on both rims.

Brewer's sparrows associated with green-backed goldfinches for some time

made daily visits to the village. Nearly 45 years after Dr. C. Hart Mer-

riam's record of Lincoln's sparrows seen on the South Rim the second records

for the canyon were obtained, several from the rims and a flock of about 75

found on the South Rim. This lack of early records, however, may easily

have been due to the absence of observers in the localities visited by the

migrants rather than to the total absence of the birds.

While the village area affords attractive hunting and nesting grounds for

numbers of birds, a mile away on the South Rim a pit of tar left open after

the building of the Hermit Rim Road has served as a "modern La Brea tar

pit," 10 trapping numbers of hapless birds. On September 26 Mr. Borell

counted 123 individuals and was able to identify 13 species including hawks,

9 of the rare Lewis' woodpeckers, jays, bluebirds, crossbills, and sparrows.

From this same pit years before both cattle and deer had been pulled out.

As Mr. Borell says, crude oil, often merely waste oil, is sometimes permitted

to stand along oiled roads, about oil wells or refineries, along railroads or

around city dumps. And he adds that if everyone interested in wildlife

10 A. E. Borell, The Auk, vol. LIU, July 1936.
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were to keep this in mind and investigate places where tar pits are likely to

occur, many death traps might be found. While it is not easy to eliminate

them, burning, boarding over, or repeatedly covering with truckloads of

earth may prevent wildlife tragedies.

Away from the tar pit, in the nut pines and junipers beyond the village

before migration days, as I wandered about free from the engrossing

pleasures and anxieties of the nesting season, I had time to watch the

gathering of the sociable small flocks. After tramping through long

stretches of silent woods, what a pleasure it was to come to a quiet place

where the sun shone warm on nut pines and junipers alive with birds,

their presence being discovered when halted by the soft chick-a-chay
f
', chay,

chay' of the mountain chickadee or the reiterated it'-tah, it' -tah of the Rocky

Mountain nuthatch. Within the flocks the pygmy nuthatches kept their

own bands together, single gray titmice added their busy presence, perhaps

a white-breasted woodpecker sauntered along inspecting the tree trunks or

a plumbeous vireo added his various calls and songs. Hunting through

the junipers, suggesting the real migration flocks to come later, a few

warblers were seen, slender, clean-looking black-throated grays and Audu-

bon's in drab fall dress whose bright yellow rump patches still named

them. When I had stood for a few moments with glass up trying to identify

each flitting form, they would pass on, leaving the woods silent behind them.

If the little nomads crossed favorable territory such as the edges of woodland

and open spaces strung with telephone wires, bands of western chipping

sparrows started up from the weed patches and chestnut-backed bluebirds

added grateful color, flying from the wires to the ground and back again.

When the early part of migration was well under way, on August 19, a

number of the nighthawks that migrate along the South Rim were seen in

the sky above the village, as is their custom, making their long journey by

day; their swift agile wings safeguarding them and making them inde-

pendent of the protecting darkness relied upon by small birds of weak

flight.

Best of all a few nights later, on August 23, the Mammalogist's campfire

lecture was abruptly stopped by the quavering calls of a migrating flock of

large birds. Familiar with their unique wavering quavering cries from

boyhood, the Mammalogist felt confident that they must be lesser snow

geese. With him the audience listened spellbound to the rare, thrilling

sound, while the invisible flock of beautiful great white birds passed over-

head. The next morning from the Yavapai Observation Station Ranger

Naturalist Count discovered a flock of perhaps 30 geese low over the tree-

tops, apparently flying parallel to the canyon. Another fall the Park
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 57.—nighthawk (Chordeiles minor minor), the white wing bars identify him in

THE SKY EVEN IN THE TWILIGHT. HIS BILL IS SMALL BUT HIS CAPACIOUS MOUTH ENABLES

HIM TO SCOOP UP INSECTS BY THE WAY.
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Naturalist found one of the geese on the ground and came so close that he

"almost caught it." The year that the flock was heard and seen passing

over the park in late August, on Malheur Lake in Oregon five snow geese

had been seen in July, an unusually early date as these at the canyon were

abnormally early for their Arizona migration. Years before the Mam-
malogist had found some of them feeding and wintering along the Virgin

River and the lower Colorado just below the Grand Canyon, so perhaps

the flock that passed over the campfire on their long journey from the

Arctic regions were on their way to mild well-remembered wintering

grounds not far away.
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Another day early in June, as I wandered through the nut pines bordering

the Desert View Roadjust outside of the village I made a pleasant discovery—

a mother chestnut-backed bluebird slipping into a woodpecker hole roofed

by a broken-off branch, so near the ground that it would be easy to see what

happened at the nest. Sitting down in sight of the black-shadowed hole I

waited. After looking around at other woodpecker holes that told of homes

of former years and listening quietly to the voices of the bluebirds' neighbors

and the wind in the pines above, on glancing back I found the doorway

filled by the head of mother bluebird. But a moment later the round hole

was black again. Had I been too near? I must move back a few trees. I

was still so near that when she came and sat in the sun, through the glass I

could see the soft brown of her breast and as she turned her head a glint of

light in her eye. How happy she seemed ! Though the wind should blow

loud and hard through the woods her nestlings inside the tree trunk would

be unharmed and her mate would come to help her care for their little

family. A shadow crossing the pine needle floor made me look up. There

he was, flying off over the treetops. Had he been watching from above?

So it proved, his observation post being a juniper top at such companionable

distance from the nest that he could hear and answer the calls of his mate.

As the pair went and came feeding their young they often stopped on

short thumblike perches to left, right, and underneath the nest, sometimes

with bills showing insect wings. Her dull colors were brightened by a touch

of keen exquisite blue on her wing quills. His plumage was interesting.

When sitting in the sun facing me, his breast below his purplish-blue throat

was a ruddy brown, this block of color cut again by interrupting blue, making

him inconspicuous when about the nest. But on the wing, seen from behind,

when perhaps he might wish to draw attention from the nest, he was a

marvelous royal purple bird flying away through dark green woods.

Back and forth the happy pair flew absorbed in caring for their young,

undisturbed by the noise of the canyon airplane, the sudden blasts of trail

makers, or the immediate sounds of their neighborhood—the clamoring of

hungry woodpeckers in a tree trunk close by, the loud song of an Audubon's

warbler whose nest must have been near, the whirr and coo of a mourning

dove flying in to rest on a pine branch, or even the loud calls of a band of

pinon jays that stopped overhead, then passed on their way.
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As with keen interest I watched the engrossing bluebird family, a slight

movement in a large arched doorway a yard below their nest caught my
eye. Raising my glass, there was the striped nose of a young chipmunk!

Then above the one little striped nose appeared a second, and a moment
later above that a third. The top one with plenty of room looked out

comfortably enough, but the rest of the pile seemed sleepily suppressed.

Suddenly, at an unguarded movement on my part, all three noses dropped

back out of sight.

Soon father bluebird flew in, alighting on a branch almost over my head,

and stood there looking around. When I spoke to him, very softly, he

craned his neck and looked down but did not fly, soon after dropping down
to his thumb perch by the nest to watch for passing insects. When his

mate came with food he gave several sweet notes of greeting. While she

was in the nest he flew and when she came out she took her turn watching

from the thumb. Discovering gauzy wings in the air, she flew out, caught a

billful, and returned to the nest. That afternoon father bluebird again let

me go close and talk to him, but when I whistled his tru-al-ly he started—that

was his family note ! Why from me? While he sat on the thumb perch, one

small chipmunk was in its doorway a yard away. A western robin was

singing. All seemed well.

I had a pleasant afternoon at the nest. At 2:25 the mother chipmunk was

in her doorway showing full-grown round ears, the light stripes inclosing her

black eye strongly marked. At 2:45 both bluebirds brought food. Once

when both went in, the nest seemed uncomfortably crowded. The father

of the family on starting away first left with a sweet bluebird note as if in

tender farewell. As he flew he was as usual a conspicuous unbelievable

royal purple, while she, perching near the nest, faded out to nothing; one

of nature's commonplaces, surely, but a beautiful method of preserving the

home. By this time mother bluebird had accepted me, preening herself

contentedly while I sat on the pine needles in the sun only 25 feet away.

The robins were singing a great deal. All was well. At 3:36 I noted the

old chipmunk again in her doorway. Then father bluebird, having

worked hard feeding his brood took a well-earned rest, perching below his

house in the shade quite untroubled by my presence or that of his chip-

munk neighbors. Before I left I wrote in my note book, "Happy tree—two

little families."

The following morning as I approached, the chipmunk doorway held one

striped head and four young ones were running over the back of the tree.

I thought with apprehension that one went into the bluebird hole, but when

at 10:07 father bluebird flew back to his juniper top I felt relieved. Surely
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the chipmunks were too small and gentle to harm their neighbors' little

ones. At 10:24 father bluebird reappeared on his lookout and I whistled

reassurance.

The next morning as the 8 o'clock power plant whistle sounded, I reen-

tered the bluebird premises. One bluebird call came. It sounded trou-

bled, and no bird came near. Three chipmunks were now on the bark in

the sunshine. A pygmy nuthatch family was clambering about the sunny

pinon top. "Three little happy families in that one tree," I said to myself,

perhaps to keep anxious thoughts away. As I waited for the bluebirds,

two charming little yellow and gray Grace's warblers chased through the

pinons close beside me, a mourning dove whirred by and lit on a dead tree

top with soft cooing notes, a hairy woodpecker rattled, and a black-

throated gray warbler came into the sun-filled nut pines. But no bluebirds

came. Their call was heard overhead as one passed without stopping.

Surely at this time in the morning they should have been busy feeding their

hungry young.

My eyes rested expectantly on the bluebird nest hole when—in and out

ran the young chipmunks ! A faint cry came as from one of the nestlings,

the only sound that broke the ominous silence of the nest. Then a chip-

munk that I took for the old one went in and stayed so long that my imag-

ination flared luridly. Poor little nestlings! Poor parents, so gentle and

unsuspicious, so happy with each other and their little family!

I had entered into their sweet home life with such sympathetic interest

that in the shock I found myself growing bitterly unjust to the marauders;

judging them indeed by human standards. The chipmunk coming out of

the bluebirds' house seemed a cold-blooded gruesome murderer. But after

all, she was only a chipmunk, a chipmunk mother, and must nourish her

young. Is then man's quality of mercy never strained when dealing with

his small brothers? Philosophize as I might however the neighborhood

had become horrid to me.
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Among the memorable pictures carried away from the Grand Canyon are

those of a beautiful stand of large yellow pines across whose trunks the

sun of morning and evening slanted with reddening glow. One morning

when only a breath of wind stirred in their tops and I sat enjoying the

stillness and beauty of the forest, a light touch on my elbow made me turn

to discover one of a band of tame mule deer, a friendly young animal

standing close beside me, he and his comrades having deserted the busy

village to come off by themselves to the sunlit morning woods. Browsing

quietly, their brown forms half hidden among the trees of the stately

forest, they wandered unafraid at will, a picture to be long remembered.

In a stretch of pine woods along one of the roads lived the gentle-voiced

western wood pewee, often found on a low dead branch and recognized

by his dark, soldierly upright little figure. Once when walking silently

over the pine needles with his soft tu-weer, tu-weer in my ears, I was surprised

to hear a completing phrase similar to that of the eastern wood pewee who
ranks high for bird music and who satisfies his musical urge by following

his pee'-ah-wee with a final whee'-ah. But usually over and over again the

slowly drawled soft tu-weer or tweer was repeated, interrupted by sallies

after insects accented with a snap of the bill. No nest was found here,

but later, near Big Saddle on the opposite side of Grand Canyon, a family

of the sweet-voiced birds was discovered.

Not far away a black-chinned hummingbird, his gorget glancing purplish,

was seen appropriately whirring around a purple pentstemon, with tail

pumping up and down to hold him in front of the flower tubes he was

probing. Then off he flew through the yellow pines. Over the pine tops a

western robin flew through the sunshine with red breast glowing.

Along the road to the Yavapai Observation Station, just after the tragedy

of the bluebird nest low in a nut pine, I was pleased to happen on a pair

of bluebirds carrying insects to a safer hole high up in a yellow pine trunk.

Here they had one of their favorite perches, a short thumb on the side of the

tall tree so well below the first branches that there was an open view of

passing insects. And on this perch their ruddy breast colors toned in

surprisingly with the warm shades of the yellow pine trunk. When at the

end of a quick flight one alighted on the thumb, the characteristic bluebird
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Grant Photo.

Figure 58.—a beautiful stand of yellow pines in sunlight and shadow.

flit of the wing served for balance. As at the nut pine nest, the base of a

broken-off branch close under the nest hole afforded a convenient perch

for the old birds. As they were feeding the nestlings, one of the parents was

seen on the ground preparing what looked like a big beetle, beating it

repeatedly before it was ready for the small mouths.

In this stretch of woods when sauntering along one morning, in the top of

a small pine I discovered what I took for a nest of the gray Abert squirrel,

and presently down a neighboring tree came a thin worn-looking squirrel,

presumably a mother, remonstrating loudly at my stopping on her premises.

As she ran off, perhaps to draw me away, her long ears and white-bordered

tail showed clearly. Of course a mother must always be on guard but I

was sorry that she should think I could trouble her.

As if in compensation, another Abert, a carefree one by the Yavapai

Trail, climbed up on a rock only about 6 feet from me and sat eating quite

unconcernedly.

One of the rarest summer acquaintances of the yellow pines was Grace's

warbler, mainly a bird of pine forests, notable because only known to nest

in the mountains of northern Mexico, Arizona, New Mexico, and south-

western Colorado. Uniquely plumaged with gray above and brilliant
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yellow below, seen near at hand it showed decorative touches of black, an

unusual yellow spot on its underlid, and a yellow line over the eye. Red-

letter days they were when it was met with. My first, on June 7—just a

month after the first spring migrant recorded by the Park Naturalist

—

was located by a faint thin chip from a pine top. Two days later, however,

in the sunny nut pines and junipers of the bluebird-and-chipmunk neighbor-

hood two mere pinches of brilliant yellow in passage of wings actually

dropped down through a nut pine almost to the ground beside me. I

stared, entranced. A few days afterward outside the automobile camp I

was pleased to hear ray first song, a loud, freely uttered song. While sug-

gesting that of Audubon's warbler it was either all on one note as I had

heard it in New Mexico or else it ended with a flourish. Nearly 10 days

passed before I was fortunate enough to find the charming little warbler

again. This time it was going about quietly in a pine top as it is supposed

to do. Then a second one appeared and the two went dashing around

through the branches.

Near the end of June on a pine ridge above the old Cameron Road a

warbler was heard singing a song entirely new to me, one with a phrase

containing the chromatic scale. Greatly puzzled, I followed him, whistling

in answering chromatic. He was so small and the clusters of pine needles

so dense that he was hard to find but he kept answering me, or so I flat-

tered myself, from one pine top to another. A vireo meanwhile was dis-

tracting my attention by interrogating "Who are you? Who are you?"

Then suddenly a big blue-gray Cooper's hawk, one of the hobgoblins of

the small birds of these woods, passed through. The vireo dropped out of

his tree, the chromatic bird darted down obliquely to safer cover. Inter-

rogation and scale stopped abruptly. Not until I had whistled reassurance

to both frightened songsters for some time did they resume their singing,

when I again followed after the chromatic scale.

What could the bird be? The only memories his song awakened were the

scales of eastern birds, the prairie warbler and the field sparrow. With my
field glass I searched the tree tops, following the tiny, elusive form. At last

my companion, the Young Observer, catching sight of him, exclaimed ex-

citedly, "He's got bright yellow underneath and above the eyes." So it was

Grace's warbler, whose previously heard songs had been characteristically

all on one note ! Heard nearby, as a matter of fact, the chromatic phrase

was interlarded between the usual series of repetitions of one note. When a

second elusive little form was discovered in a pine top, the last notes of the

song rang louder than the rest, being uttered with almost triumphant

emphasis.
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One of the prevailing songs of the pines, however, different from the

sweet monosyllables of chestnut-backed bluebirds, western wood pewees,

and pygmy nuthatches that fitted the quiet mood of the yellow pine forest,

was that of Audubon's warbler (fig. 21). The few that we had seen on their

migration in the mesquites in the bottom of the canyon had been pre-

occupied songless passers-by, but here on their nesting grounds they were

full of loud home song that filled in many a gap as I wandered about the

woods. In its usual form there were several, often four, rather deliberate

single notes followed by a warbler jumble. The call, like that of the eastern

myrtle warbler, a snappy jerked-out chack good for purposes of identifica-

tion, struck the ear a trifle harshly in contrast to the soft, mellow calls of

the pygmy nuthatch often heard in its neighborhood.

I did not succeed in locating a nest of the Audubon, but an interesting

one has been described by the Young Ornithologist. In a pine about 20

feet from the ground held in a crotch by four small supporting branches, it

was made of grasses, its lining containing small blue, brown, and green

feathers in keeping with its own motley wear.

As Audubon's warblers sang high in the pines or in the dense growth of

pine needles, it would have been hard indeed to see them but for the bright

patches of white and yellow with which nature has touched up their

somber coats. The large white wing patch, too, proved a notable directive

mark in flight. Who could fail to follow it? A good illustration of the

striking display use of the yellow crown patch was once given me by an

anxious father Audubon. I had happened on a distracted pair guarding a

fuzzy-headed young one on the ground. Wanting to see if Audubon par-

ents would decoy as redstarts do, I hardened my heart and, picking up the

frightened little fellow, held it out in my hand for them to see. With

touching bravery the father flew down close to me, his yellow crown patch

thrown out, displayed conspicuously enough to capure any but the dullest

of eyes. His spread tail with its yellow rump patch and white terminal

circlet, together with his yellow, black, and white breast markings, com-

pleted the arresting picture.

Sauntering through the pine woods when the birds also are enjoying life

in a leisurely way, it is a rare pleasure to listen to the soft voice of the pygmy
nuthatch, well attuned to the soft wind in the pines. In the nesting season,

however, the pleasure is of a different, more intimate cast, that of sharing

the home life of busy parents. Sometimes in walking along through the

woods I met one of the small nuthatches starting across an open space

talking volubly as if to prevent straying tendencies in its young followers.
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A burst of pygmy notes when no trailing family of young was to be seen

naturally suggested young being fed in a tree trunk. Once a strikingly

loud note from an encountered parent was followed by such eloquent silence

that I imagined it a note of warning to loquacious young inside the nest.

One day on a yellow pine slope a pair of pygmies was caught sight of

flying back and forth about the top of a great pine that overlooked all its

neighbors. Lightning-scarred, with only a few green branches left, its many
old woodpecker holes still offered hospitality to small neighbors. One of

the holes of flicker size, perhaps 45 feet up, I discovered oddly enough had

been taken possession of by a pair of the tiny nuthatches, the white breast

of a young one being seen when it came to the doorway for food. As, with

craned necks, the Young Observer and I watched the family high in the tree

trunk, the voices of violet-green swallows evidently house hunting in the

woods clamorously called a halt at the striking landmark and a pair flew

twice around it, stopping under the pygmies' nest. It may not have been

just what they were looking for but they were evidently loath to leave it,

and one of the pair sat on a high branch for some time before passing on.

When they had gone, a handsome long-crested jay stopped in the top of the

patriarchal tree and looked down on us, then also passed on. No violet-

greens' nests were found by us during the season but on the Kaibab Plateau

2 years later the Young Ornithologist found many nests in holes in Canadian

Zone aspens. These holes were located from 10 to 60 feet from the ground,

the 60-foot kind presumably much the safer.

A high nest hole in a yellow pine was that of a family of white-breasted

woodpeckers, discovered when I was watching the dangerously low bluebird

and chipmunk nut-pine nest. While preoccupied with the bluebirds I had

been conscious of the insistent voices of young whose noisy refrain, as I

interpreted it, lapsed only when fed to sleepy repletion. On going to investi-

gate I saw mother hairy, easily distinguished from her mate by the absence

of red on her head, come flying in with food to a large hole about 50 feet

above the ground. Stationing myself near the foot of the tree, with field

glass raised, I watched the doorway and readily made out the white head

markings of the eager young when they came to look out on the world and

demand attention, peremptorily enough if the need were great. When
father hairy came, showing not only the red patch on the back of his head

but also the pure-white outer tail feathers of his clan, he fussed at me a little

but, as I was so far below, decided not to worry and flew off leaving me to

watch the family. A large young one soon came to the doorway and hung

head out with white patches conspicuous, crying in a thin, youthful voice
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suggesting- one of the smaller downy woodpecker clan, chitter -itter -itter,

chitter-itter-itter.

The nestlings were evidently uneasy—soon to go. Three days later I

heard a loud drumming in the woods beyond the nest and following the

Photograph by A. M. Bailey and R. J. Niedrach.

Figure 59.—red-shafted flicker, the black crescent on the chest shows well, and

THE RED MOUSTACHE CHARACTERISTIC OF THE MALE CAN BE DISTINGUISHED, BUT THE BEST

FIELD CHARACTER, THE LARGE WHITE RUMP PATCH, IS HIDDEN IN PROFILE.

sound found father hairy, his scarlet head patch handsome in the sun,

clinging to a juniper, hitting it hard, then calling. A faint answer came.

Was he calling his mate from a distance or trying to coax their timid young

to make the fearsome first flight from high in the yellow pine trunk down
to his low juniper?

In the same bluebird-and-woodpecker neighborhood, from stealthy flights

I suspected a red-shafted flicker's nest but failed to find it. One had pre-

viously been discovered, it was good to know, in a pifion pine near the

Yavapai Trail. In the stretch of pine woods along the bluebird-and-

woodpecker side of the Desert View Road and also across the road

along the slope below the Yavapai Trail was often heard the disjointed

but swinging pendulum song of the western tanager. Could he have

been the same one whose handsome scarlet head and black and yel-

low body I had been admiring on the rim while answering his calls?
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How good it was to hear them again! No one could ever confuse his

voice with a neighbor's. And how eagerly each remembered note and

phrase was greeted—his usual crisp pitic, sometimes varied by a pleasing

pitter, pit'erick, and his varied song with its interpolations both of the pitic

call and also a short phrase sugesting the chip-churr of the eastern scarlet

tanager. More like cheep-churr, it was in reality, at times ending with the

cheep-churr phrase.

The swinging pendulum rhythm made it so easy to imitate crudely that to

my delight I repeatedly called up my bird. Once, when on the bluebird

side of the road I had been whistling back to him while idly gazing across

the road at the tourists walking along the Yavapai Trail on the rim above.

Then, suddenly, a yellow form came flying swiftly down the slope crossing

the road toward the pines above me. Another day near the bluebird-and-

woodpecker trees, hearing his song in the woods beyond, I was starting to

look for him, but as I whistled over his pendulum refrain, to my surprise a

loud answer came from the top of a yellow pine close by. He had come to

look for me ! I answered him and he answered me, keeping it up until, ap-

parently, instead of the scarlet-faced rival he had imagined he was talking

to, he caught sight of me. His song stopped. Not another note could I

extract from him. I had been hidden from him, it seemed, by the screening

pine tops whose catkins, white as beautiful flowers, I had been admiring from

below. The silence that followed his discovery was filled in with what seemed

to me the most uninteresting round of an Audubon's warbler. Such is life

!

The scarlet-headed songster was often called up in an open space encircled

by pines. And here on June 23 when his pit'-er-ick had been repeated with

emphasis again and again, on catching sight of his face glowing red in the

sun, his vivacious pose with tail at a jaunty angle hinted something new in

the affairs of Piranga. Did it bespeak courtship or the charming gallantry

of the accepted mate? No nest was found but that same morning the

Young Observer discovered Scarlet Head and Green Lady in a small

yellow pine. When Green Lady flew to the top of a tall pine, Scarlet Head
followed to feed her, apparently part of a white tidbit he had been enjoying.

Both then flew to the top of the tree above the Young Observer's head,

from which they descended gradually to the lowest branches only 10 or 15

feet from the ground. Here Green Lady flew off, but Scarlet Head, ap-

parently discovering the Observer and feeling his responsibility as head of

the family, actually swooped down at the unwelcome visitor with a pe-

culiar snakelike hiss. Duty done, he quietly rejoined Green Lady in a

small pine, where they stayed talking in confidentially soft notes.

Later when I saw the pair, he was in a pine top flying out and back in a

businesslike way as if flycatching. On my whistling broken phrases of his
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song at intervals he responded by coming down to about 20 feet above me,

his scarlet head showing through the beautiful, glistening pine needles.

Another unusual mark, his bright yellow wing patch, also showed when
seen at the right angle. Though so strikingly colored, at a distance, as on

a treetop across a gulch, the blocking of his colors in "secant coloration"-

the black of the back between the yellow of head and rump—cut his bril-

liantly colored bird form into unbirdlike sections. In watching the pair

the dull disguise of Green Lady also showed its uses in the pine tops.

She was a gentle companionable mate. Once when separated from him,

she circled around through the trees bordering the open space until she

reached the one where he was, when she gave a low pit'-erick in greeting.

As I found later she almost achieves a song herself. When the pair were in

the same tree, she, a few branches above him, was heard by the Young
Observer just audibly but quite steadily giving the familiar pit' erick-

pit'erick, softly repeating the musical phrase over and over.

Once when watching the attractive pair, on June 11, listening to what

I absent-mindedly took for the song of the western tanager, having no

other tanager in mind, I fortunately decided to hunt until I saw him sing

—

a most excellent rule to check by. Finally, high in a yellow pine I found

my bird, to my pleased astonishment red instead of yellow underneath,

brownish instead of black on the back, without yellow wing bars and with

the characteristic brown cheek patches of the hepatic tanager. Seen before

only on prized occasions in New Mexico and Texas, it was exciting to find

him here. Listening to his song critically, I realized that it was a much more
finished performance than the song of the western, lacking the rough dis-

jointed phrases. In this, the piterick of the western was rolled in so softly

that it only added smoothness to the rounded pendulum swing. The song

was heard once more 10 days afterward in the same yellow-pine strip as

before, but this time the bird himself was not seen. Two months later the

Chief Ranger found one of these same rare tanagers in the food box on his

windowsill, his sister having seen it there some days before, and they identi-

fied it easily from a colored plate by Allan Brooks. One was also seen by

the Mammalogist.

The discovery of the hepatic tanager, unrecorded before from the Grand
Canyon, was especially interesting because it is a bird of the Mexican

plateau, crossing our boundary only in the southwestern tier of States.

Its presence added one more bird to those that enliven and enrich hours

spent in the pine woods of the canyon, the beautiful yellow-pine woods,

with their soft fragrant carpet, their blooming tops and their great boles,

among which, when in listening mood, one may find quietness and refresh-

ment of spirit.
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One day as I sat quietly looking about enjoying the yellow-pine forest,

an Abert squirrel in fresh fall pelage came prancing over the pine needles

toward me in all the proud vitality and force of his young life, stopping

opposite me with an air of appraisal. Then climbing a pine, he barked

down at me disapprovingly. And before long, down he came again with

noisy disregard of my presence. Why not? It was his woods; I, the

intruder.

Another day, my eye was caught by the white underside of an Abert' s tail.

When raised over his back, it is so conspicuous that it can easily be fol-

lowed by those interested, so serving as a good illustration of what is

known as directive coloration in animals. As my eye followed the squirrel,

pointed out to me by his white flag, he first climbed a juniper, then jumped

across to a drooping pine branch that swayed hard with his weight and

went on up the trunk to a convenient branch. Here he sat down, washed

his face and skillfully combed his tail by running it rapidly through his

paws. Before long he returned as he had come, this time carrying a pine

cone and stopping on a steady, level juniper branch for lunch, where

he sat with big ears showing and long tail hanging, dropping cone scales

as he ate. After his first hunger was appeased, he carried the cone down

and across the road, disappearing in the woods.

Later when following along a pine slope I was stopped by such a com-

motion among the pygmy nuthatches and other small birds that I imagined

an owl hiding in a big lone pine. 11 A long-crested jay, apparently as

curious as I, flew over to the tree. But no owl was there. As I watched

eagerly for what might come, a long-eared Abert climbed the trunk to its

high branches, cut off a green cone and started down with it in his mouth.

Then who should appear on the scene but a white-faced Mearns' wood-

pecker. Had one of our acorn storers from Bright Angel wandered back

into the woods or was this still another Jacob, so rare in the forest? Who-
ever he (?) was, he flew at the squirrel, excitedly chasing him down the

tree. What was it all about? What interest could Jacob have in the big

green cones? Puzzled, I examined the trunk and found it riddled with

small storage holes. So it was not cones but acorns that Jacob thought

he was guarding—just a mistake on the part of the proprietary instinct.

'i See Journal of Mammalogy, vol. 13, No. 2, pp. 165-166, 1932.
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At the foot of the tree Abert, cone in mouth, started off across the stony

ground as if to bury it. Curious to see where he could find a place soft

enough to dig a hole, I followed. Once he stopped and apparently tested

the ground; then dissatisfied went on up the slope. Finally he found a

better place and leaning down, steadying himself with hind feet wide apart,

his white-backed brush curved up at his back, he dug hard for a few

seconds, then patted down the earth and went away. A green plant that

I lined between tree trunks led me to the spot. Here I was gratified to

find a patch of smooth, soft earth the width of a hand that had been washed

down among the stones by recent heavy rains. Yes, the earth was freshly

disturbed and the old brown pine needles lay crisscross over it. This must

be the cache. And so it proved, for, as I dug for it, close beneath the

surface I came to a bright green cone about 3 inches long lying horizontally

in its brown bed.

Returning to watch the tree I found a white-breasted woodpecker on

the trunk. As I waited, one of the few remaining white-throated swifts

—

this was August 29—passed overhead and a mule deer walked by. Then
a squirrel, perhaps the one I had followed to his cache, came down the

trunk carrying a green cone by the small end, and went off out of sight in

another direction to bury it. By this time three Aberts were running

around under the pines, one apparently not full grown frisking about

playfully. An adult on coming up the slope to the foot of the big tree saw

me and started up the back of the trunk but soon sidled around in sight,

whipping its tail up and down. Then, climbing up to a horizontal branch

near enough for me to see its eye, it looked down at me, stamped one

foot, whipped its tail, and went on up.

While I was listening to the clape of a red-shafted flicker and the it'-tah,

it'-tah of a Rocky Mountain nuthatch, I heard subdued barking overhead.

Raising my glass, I made out a furry form near the top of the tree on a

level branch, stretched out full length as if resting. As I watched, up it

got, cut off a cone, bit off a few of the scales that hid the rich nutty seeds

and then took another rest, after which it rolled the cone with its paws

and cut off a few more scales. While it was doing this a second Abert

climbed to a high branch, got a cone and had a good lunch. Then a

long-crested jay joined the party. While waiting, with the subtle con-

sciousness of some presence, neither from sight nor sound, I turned just

as a gentle doe came walking out of the trees behind me.

When once more ready for work, one of the handsome squirrels came
hurrying down the trunk with a green cone in its mouth, held by the large

end, I noted this time. Instead of going up the slope it ran down the
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slope nearly to the foot of a pine where I later found a soft deer bed. As

it dug its hole it stood facing me and with my glass I could see the green

cone held in its mouth and its white-lined gray front legs digging fast.

When the cone was safely in its resting place I saw the legs rapidly crossing

and recrossing with their familiar covering up and patting down motions.

Following down the slope I tried to find the place, but the wash had been

heavy here, leaving a thick drift of old pine needles and without a green

plant to mark the exact spot it was too well concealed to be discovered.

But I had learned the important fact that the Abert does bury its cones,

some rods from the parent tree, so doing valuable work as a seed distributor

and tree planter.

Going for a last look at the yellow pine I found two squirrels in its top

and this time there was a noisy chase down as if the territorial instinct

was asserting itself and a poacher was being driven off. Perhaps there

would not be enough stored cones for all.
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Chapter XI.—Feeding Stations in the Semiarid Region

The advantage of a bird feeding station in the thinly populated semiarid

region is that the station is a community center where water and food are to

be had and consequently at certain well known hours one is sure of interest-

ing kaleidoscopic pictures of the bird life of the neighborhood. At the time

of our visit the best feeding station of Grand Canyon Village was that of the

Chief Ranger whose dark brown bungalow and large quiet yard encircled

by shading nut pines, junipers, and a few young yellow pines gave attractive

setting to the food boxes on tree and windowsill. Here the handsome gray

Abert squirrels came for nuts, many of the tame mule deer came for grain

and salt, and deer, squirrels, and many kinds of birds came for what was

most important of all, water. The cemented limestone basins in which the

water was kept, having been chiselled, scraped, and graduated, made not

only good drinking basins for all who came, but also bathing places for

birds of different sizes. Some 80 basins, together with 90 food trays, at

that time had been distributed over the village on the South Rim; others

having been put out in the neighborhood of the lodge on the North Rim.

Residents of the village wanting to attract birds to their food trays were

kept supplied with pifion nuts and baby chick feed—a mixture of cracked

corn and millet—by the ranger department. Especially interested families

added a variety of food, suet being found particularly popular with visiting

woodpeckers, jays, chickadees, nuthatches, and raisins with chestnut-

backed bluebirds and western robins. A flock of 80 robins were counted at

one time at the Chief Ranger's station. When they first came in early

spring the natural food supply was scarce, especially during stormy periods,

and they would gather near the feeding station to be fed as if the old birds

had been there during previous seasons. When the Ranger's wife would go

out and call, as the Ranger says, "It was a thrilling sight to see them swoop

down from the adjoining trees to the feeding spot."

Water was an especial boon on the South Rim as all that was used in both

village and hotels in those early days had to be brought 90 miles from the

San Francisco Mountains and sometimes from farther away by train, a

water train whose daily screeching oncoming sent the small birds flying

from the clearing back into the woods. Among the bathing birds that

showed their appreciation of the baths in the Ranger's yard he gave first
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place to the western robins, which were at the basins early and late and had

even been found bathing when a thin coating of ice had to be broken on

jumping in. Next came the chestnut-backed bluebirds, numbers of them

Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 60.—a long-crested jay in sunshine and shadow on the cement

RIM OF ONE OF THE VILLAGE WATER BASINS.

disputing for places in a water basin. Members of their clan, during one

migration, nocked to the Park Naturalist's station across the road for their

daily bath. The long-crested jays were not so fond of water and although

Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 67.—a mirrored red-shafted flicker.

the woodpeckers bathed occasionally, the Ranger said they approached the

water like a timid person going into a cold pool.

At the Chief Ranger's feeding station during the summer of 1929 I saw

17 different kinds of birds and the Ranger during the year listed about 25
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kinds. 12 Included among his list that I had not seen there were the wood-

house's jay, the crossbill, common in the late fall migration, the pinon jay,

a winter visitor, and certain juncos that come in winter in addition to the

red-backed junco that is seen on both rims in summer, and that patronizes

both the Ranger's feeding station and the neighboring one of the Park

Naturalist. Since our summer at the canyon, besides the various juncos that

have flocked to the feeding grounds in winter when grain was put out,

Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 62.—a thirsty village chipmunk.

great numbers of Cassin's finches have come in February to feed on both

grain and pinon nuts.

Before his own breakfast the Chief Ranger would go out to feed his many
pensioners. "When I come out," he told me, "the birds head for the door."

Sweetened cornbread, baked for them by the Ranger's wife, cereals, baby

chick feed, rolled barley, and pinon nuts, cracked and uncracked, would

be scattered near the door and at the foot of the trees, the food boxes also

being filled with appetizing food. When the hungry band was coming in

for an early meal, sometimes the kaleidoscopic turn of wings was too fast to

keep track of and the occupants of window and tree box changed too fast

to be registered.

One morning, June 22, beginning at 7:10 the moving picture changed

rapidly. A long-crested jay in the tree tray was rapidly filling its swelling

throat with pinon nuts to carry off to its young; a Rocky Mountain nut-

hatch was hanging drolly head down from a branch as if undecided what

12 Nature Notes, vol. 4, pp. 15-16, November 1929.
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Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 63.—young western robins, what a blessing the village drinking

BASINS ARE TO BIRD AND BEAST!

to do next; a western chipping sparrow took possession of a tray; a long-

crested jay in a nut pine opened its wings and scolded at a newspaper

spread on the ground with food; a male Rocky Mountain grosbeak sang

softly in the tree over the food tray, afterwards by careful stages making

his way down to the tray while a long-crest actually made a detour to avoid

getting in his path; four chipping sparrows came in; a western robin drank

from the rock basin under the trees.

Then diverting my attention momentarily, a mule deer, Broken Horn,

started to walk into the Ranger's vestibule, backed out and mounted the

woodshed step, disappearing inside where he may have found an overflow

from the granary in which rolled barley, rolled oats, oatmeal, and bran

were kept for his band. A fawn wandered about the yard eating cornbread

and licking the salt block, and a young deer on its way to the feeding station

came bounding lightly over an obstructing bush.

Meanwhile a western robin sang sweetly, a crested gray titmouse gave a

small scolding chatter, a Rocky Mountain nuthatch flew to a branch in the

sun and fed a young one, a labor-saving long-crest took two pine nuts in

its bill at once, throwing them far back to add to the supply already in its

throat, a pygmy nuthatch twice flew down to a corner of the bungalow roof,

picked up pine nuts put there for visiting bird or Abert squirrel and flew off"

through the trees. From the woods beyond came the threatening chunk,

chunk of the Cooper's hawk but no one paid any attention. Why should

they in a bird sanctuary? A pair of chestnut-backed bluebirds flew to the

window box together and went to feeding, gentle affectionate comrades-

Next a self-respecting robin refused to be driven from the tray by a small,
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objecting pygmy and even when a big long-crest flew in, calmly held his

ground.

Then a white-breasted woodpecker (fig. 56), perhaps one of the parents

from the bluebird-chipmunk-woodpecker neighborhood, took the stage and

for some minutes engrossed the attention of both the Young Observer and

myself. Filling its bill at the window tray it started off. Spilling part of its

load, it thriftily flew down to the ground, picked up the scraps and then

went on to a nut pine where a convenient hole served for both plate and

cache. After a good meal of dry food it flew down to the rock basin for a

drink of water. While the white-breast was quenching its thirst the Young
Observer pointing to a busy Rocky Mountain nuthatch exclaimed indig-

nantly, "Look at that. That nuthatch is cleaning out the woodpecker's

cache as fast as it can—highway robbery !" When a few moments later the

woodpecker reappeared she reported that the guilty nuthatch went "scoot-

ing around the corner of the house like a bad boy."

While the woodpecker was in the window box the gentle bluebirds, after

an absence, returned and all three fed amicably together, one of the pair

afterwards following the woodpecker's example by going to the rock basin

to drink, under the dappling shadows of the nut pines. Next came a

thirsty robin and a tailless speckled young one, the parent improving the

opportunity to take a good bath. After that a young striped junco, non-

descript enough compared to his parents which were gray and white with

reddish brown backs, appeared as a new visitor from the woods, ready for

a meal. Then a small Gila chipmunk ran nimbly across the yard and
climbed up into the box of deer food where it sat eating, making a pretty

picture; after which a big Abert squirrel ambled down the long bungalow
roof to the low piazza corner where the nuts were. Here the sun touched

the notched ear of this veteran of many battles, lighting the few scant hairs

of his depleted summer ear tufts as he sat holding the pine nuts in his fore

paws, cracking them noisily before eating them. Again the chipmunk came
to help himself and ran off with bulging cheek pockets. Then once more
from the woods came the chunk, chunk of Cooper's hawk and we left the

station to follow it, so coming to the end of our morning's enjoyable and
varied motion picture.

The rush hours of early morning and late afternoon—when the feeding

station was alive with flying forms hurrying from tree to tree, to window
and tree box, and the air was filled with busy or soft happy notes besides

the bubbling talk of the pygmies—were the best for kaleidoscopic views of

birds and squirrels. But in the quieter hours between times many an

interesting visitor was caught sight of, some of kinds not seen in the crowded
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Photograph by Harry L. and Rath Crockett.

Figure 64.—gila chipmunk, lunch time, keeping still for just a minute.

IS IT A PINON NUT?

hours, and there was more time to study individuals and their ways.

Among the attractive visitors seen during my stay were a mountain chicka-

dee, who only rarely dropped in at this time of year, but was found feeding

in the window box, and a pair of timid western mourning doves that, when

surprised, flew whirring off from the water basins. Among the more com-

mon visitors was the speckle-breasted, weak-voiced young western robin

found in a quiet hour making itself at home in the yard. When it ran over

the ground toward a supply of cornbread, a saucy newly furred Abert

squirrel also interested in cornbread started toward it threateningly, where-

upon the frightened youngster raised its wings in terror and fled.

An adult western robin and a red-shafted flicker, both strong characters,

were seen eating peaceably in the window box together, a chestnut-

backed and a red-shafted at another time being noticed at the box. And
one day when I was sitting quietly in the yard, a red-shafted came in, lit

cautiously on the back of a tree and craned its neck around the edge to

peer at me; then, reassured, flew on to its feeding tray. When it lit on a

gray branch its barred back made it so inconspicuous that in flight its rich

salmon wing linings were especially informing.

One morning real intelligence was shown by a crested gray titmouse

(fig. 52). The early birds and the Abert squirrels, having already break-

fasted and gone, the Chief Ranger had put out a second supply of pine nuts.

On flying into the yard the eager gray titmouse quickly spied those left on
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 65.—an abert squirrel in posses-

sion OF A FOOD BOX.

Photograph by L. E. Mills.

Figure 66.—an abert squirrel on a

favorite bungalow corner.

the mat at the foot of the bungalow door and began carrying them off

one by one, flying away down the length of the bungalow to disappear

in the nut pines beyond. During one of its absences a Gila chipmunk

also discovered the doormat supply and by quick work had actually filled

its cheek pouches with the last of the nuts and run for its burrow before

its small neighbor reappeared. When the little bird did come back, the

mat was bare. It looked around bewildered, turning its crested gray head

this way and that. Nuts were there when it went away! But puzzling

one's head over mysterious disappearances was a waste of valuable time.

Dismissing the matter, down it flew to the window box. Yes, here were

nuts. So picking up one, it flew off. In a few moments back it came

straight to the window box. There was no wavering, no indecision, no

confused thought of the empty door mat; that fact had been learned once

for all by the clear-headed bird.

Pinon nuts whole or cracked were the favorite food of many of the

visitors. Indeed, the Ranger had seen both woodpeckers and robins

feeding their young on the cracked nuts.
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The day before the titmouse episode, when I reached the feeding station

the pifion nuts were all gone. On seeing me, one of the tamest Abert

squirrels jumped from the roof to the nut pine over my head and clambered

down eagerly to be fed. Not having any nuts, I held up a lump of sugar

brought for the mule deer, but after smelling it, the fastidious Abert left

for a drink of water. Then he came to look in the tree box. No nuts

there. Disappointed again, he stamped his foot like an impatient child

and departed. Before long the Chief Ranger came with a new bag of

nuts. When they were distributed, a squirrel, presumably the same one,

appeared and speedily set to work. Back and forth he ran from the pile

of nuts at the foot of a tree to various spots in the yard, where he quickly

buried his treasures, covering them with the usual patting-down storing

motions.

Another Abert that I watched, with storing instinct gone astray, buried

a big piece of cornbread. Much in evidence at the feeding station was a

saucy Abert in fresh summer pelage, having shed his long winter ear tufts.

He sometimes sat complacently on the window sill, his white-backed brush

against the glass. When in possession of the food box and an old tufted-

eared one ventured up, the impudent fellow threatened till the intruder

climbed down underneath the box and hung there humbly upside down

not daring to move. When two old tassel-ears chased each other about

the yard, one in passing put his foot on mine and, looking down, I could see

the rufous patches at the base of his ears colored like the patch on the back

that helps make these children of nature inconspicuous on the bark of a

tree.

Although not so tame as the squirrels, the alert, agile little chipmunks

added animation to the yard, scooting by so fast that I could distinguish

only ears and tail. But when not in too much of a hurry they made many
a charming picture under the trees. One of the choicest pictures of all at

the feeding station was that of a last year's fawn standing in the sun, posed,

with head up and ears back, as if listening for sounds of danger.

In the matter of picturesque poses and vigorous actions among birds,

the long-crested jays were the most arresting visitors. Sometimes one

would dash in, pick up what he wanted, and fly ofT; as he passed through

the sunshine the blue of his outspread wings and tail almost making me
exclaim, so intense and rich was the color among the pale-green pifion

trees. If one came near enough, the exquisite pale blue streaks on the

forehead and the white marks over the eyes were also enjoyed. When one

flew headlong into the yard, seeing me for the first time, it lit on a branch,
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Photograph by Clark Blickensderjer.

Figure 67.—long-crested jay. the dominant crested jay of the yellow pines,

FIRS, AND SPRUCES IN THE GRAND CANYON COUNTRY, WHOSE BLACK HEAD SETS OFF THE

BLUE OF ITS BODY.

leaning out warily with long crest thrown forward inquiringly. Once I

saw a crest spread, blown open by the wind.

In looking for food a jay would often drop lightly to the side of a tree,

then perhaps pass down to the ground, with long crest up. The psy-

chology of the use of the crest with incidentally changing expression was

puzzling. Why was it pointed forward at one time, laid flat back at

another? At the end of a flight, on alighting, the long tail was conspicu-

ously raised and lowered to serve as a brake. In going about the yard

on foot, Long-Crest went in big hops while Neighbor Robin trotted in

short steps over the ground. In going up a tree, Long-Crest climbed

systematically as if going up a ladder, branch by branch, with short,

strong flights; in drinking from the rock basin he would lean down, plunge

his long bill well into the water and then throw back his head, looking

as if enjoying the refreshing drink. On his way to a food box, he would
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often stop on the roof and then having secured a nut perhaps take it to

a branch, put it under his foot, hammer it hard with his bill, swallow the

kernel, and fly off.

That the sweet little pifion nuts are a natural food of all the various

jays of the region was shown by an unusual group seen by Dr. Merriam

in 1889-—the long-crested, Woodhouse's, and the pinon jays—feeding on

the nuts in company.

When getting food for their young at the feeding station, the old long-

crests worked with feverish haste. One hammered nuts so hard that the

muscular tension seemed to hold his crest down. Another getting a load

of pifion nuts from the window box worked fast with crest flat, filling his

throat so full that his bill stood open. As soon as he could close it, he went

to work again, picking up more to carry off.

This feverish haste to keep the young fed at home rather than let them

come to the feeding station when they were practically grown puzzled

me. Were the parents afraid of me? In any case, being intelligent birds

they made the best of the situation, largely ignoring me and talking freely

among themselves in the tops of the nut pines. When the young were

finally brought, there was little to distinguish them from their parents

except their youthful voices and their teasing way of fluttering their wings

at their sides.

The old long-crests, the Chief Ranger told me, actually watch the Abert

squirrels burying their nuts and then go and dig them up, either eating

them or carrying them off to a new cache. In line with this I saw an

amusing performance one day. Abert was in the tree box eating when
long-crest came. Flying down as near as he dared, first one side and then

the other, long-crest leaned down eagerly; but Abert sat pat till he had

eaten his fill, having no idea of giving up his box to a mere bird.

One day a long-crest perching silently on top of a nut pine while a

western robin was singing made me wonder if even he, self-sufficient as he

seemed, might not enjoy his neighbor's music. Perhaps. Sometimes, in

quiet hours, he himself gives a soft purr and a low, crooning song. But

ordinarily the talkative jay just makes a cheerful noise with his loud squall-

ing cries and his dominant whack' ak-ak-ak-ak-ak-ak. How it fills the

woods after the young are able to take care of themselves so there is no

further need for secrecy and suppression. Here, when family cares were

well over, the parents' air of repose and fearlessness was an interesting

contrast to the guarded anxiety of the days when the young were being

fed. Once I caught sight of a sprawled-out, relaxed blue figure, a jay

on the ground with wings and tail outspread—a sunbath we may still
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call it, for the poor bird cannot roll up his feathers to profit by the benef-

icent ultraviolet rays.

On one of my first visits to the feeding station in May an adult white-

breasted woodpecker flew in, lit low and rode up the trunk of a tree, after-

wards with characteristic adeptness walking down backward flipping its

tail out of the way as it did so. Two days later a pair was there, one drilling

on the suet, cleverly fastened by a turn of clothesline around a small tree.

Then came the discovery of the bluebirds' woodpecker neighbors, the

family high in the pine trunk. About 10 days later, while big dashing

long-crests and theatrical tassel-ears were making themselves conspicuous

at the feeding boxes, back in the quiet shaded part of the yard on a small

pifion branch hung with suet was found the son of the house of hairies.

Not yet grown up to his father's inches, he had a snowy vest fresh from the

nest and the same white face spots and red frontal patch I had become

familiar with in the doorway of the yellow pine attic nest. Close by the

suet was father hairy, the red patch on the back of his head showing well.

Hammering and tweaking at the suet he would pull ofT a white bit and

reach over with it to the youngster. Over and over like clockwork this was

repeated till, apparently, the young one had had enough; then the two flew

away. Other suet eaters seen at the feeding station were the pair of chest-

nut-backs, coming together as usual, the male fluttering under the suet to

pick off tidbits.

The same day that father hairy had been seen feeding suet to his son, a

droll performance was witnessed. A white-breast, a hungry parent, was

feeding itself at the window box. Perched on the edge with tail braced at

an angle, like a mechanical toy it leaned down over the box, picked up its

food, and straightened up above the box again—down and up, down and

up, a truly laughable sight. Late in August two young woodpeckers, per-

haps from the same family, were caught disputing in the woods, threatening

each other and talking noisily in a familiar brotherly manner.

Among the most constant patrons of the Chief Ranger's bird tables were

the Rocky Mountain nuthatches, black-crowned instead of olive-crowned

as are their cousins, the pygmy nuthatches, but like them comical little

short-tailed birds of the tree trunks and branches. Black-crown specializes

in walking head down tree trunks, and was often seen hanging head down
from the bungalow roof. When one looked up or raised its head in drink-

ing, its slender, slightly upturned bill gave it a piquant expression.

When two black-crowns made passes at each other spreading their tails

the white tail patches suggested not only courtship display but flags to be
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Photograph by Vernon Bailey.

Figure 68.—mountain chickadee
STUDYING THE FOOD SUPPLY ON THE HAND

OF THE WIFE OF THE CHIEF RANGER.

Photograph by Vernon Bailey.

Figure 69.—rocky mountain nuthatch.

AT HOME IN THE CHIEF RANGER'S FOOD

BOX.

followed, directive use, as it is well called. When sitting crosswise on a tree

trunk as they frequently did, their white cheek patches showed directive

value as well as protective use in cutting off the gray of the body from the

black of the top of the head. Characteristic stiff quick turns of the whole

short-tailed body from side to side gave intermittent flashes from the white

cheeks. When wanting to monopolize a food tray, black-crown, standing

at one end of the tray facing his little cousin pygmy at the other end, turned

his larger body stiffly, awkwardly from side to side, finally going so far as

to threaten his small cousin with his wings. And yet he had shown timid-

ity before a mild-mannered chipping sparrow.

The black-crowns were seen taking a morsel from a food box to a crotch

to cache it and also seen sticking a tidbit between the slivers of a shattered

branch-end, though apparently only to take it out again. They were seen

carrying off whole pine nuts but also hammering at something in a food

box before carrying it away. On June 16a number of them were seen at

the feeding station, presumably a family, as one fluttered its wings, crying

in an infantile voice.
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Now that the absorbing necessity of carrying food to the nest had passed,

the small pleasant notes of the black-crowned nuthatches were heard a

great deal. Once as one climbed up the sunny trunk of the nut pine by the

windowbox it gave its woodsy henk, henk, henk as it went. Instead of the

two-syllabled henk-ah of the eastern white-breasted nuthatch, the usual

notes were quicker, more like kitta-kitta-kitta-kitta. Sometimes they were

run together almost like a purr-per'r'r'r' . There was also a loud kra-kra-kra

and a small call note, ip'pah-ip'pah. Their tapping at times might have been

mistaken for that of a small woodpecker. In giving it, the little bird

pounded with all its might, making its head go rapidly.

One that I discovered near the top of a telephone pole, shifted to the cross

arm, and then oddly enough for a head-down bird, flew to one of the wires

occupied as usual by chesnut-backed bluebirds. It may have practiced

this feat before because, in an instance recorded by Forbush, an eastern

nuthatch on trying to alight on a wire fell off. After perching on the wire

a moment the small western acrobat went to flycatching up above the

wires, realighting safely on one of them, a novel role for the extractor of

nuts.

As the fall birds gathered, western chipping sparrows flocked to the feed-

ing station, 22 being counted at one time. A rare distinguished visitor at

the avian restaurant was the large gray and black Clark's nutcracker, his

familiar kar'r'', kar'r' calling up pictures of lofty mountainsides. How
amusing to see him sitting in a food box! He had come in January, the

Ranger told me, and a companion had come in February, both being

seen there until late in June. A remarkable action was witnessed by the

Chief Ranger one day, a nutcracker covering a cache of pinon nuts by

"rolling and placing small pebbles over the opening." 13

Of the familiar residents, some of the mountain chickadees and both the

Rocky Mountain and pygmy nuthatches became so tame that they would

come to eat from a hand held out full of pinon nuts. The gray titmice

became almost equally bold, insisting on nuts whenever their hosts went

out of the door. One little fellow of which the wife of the Park Naturalist

tells a delightful story in Nature Notes, 14 not only took nuts from her hand

but came into the kitchen to help himself. When he could not get in, he

learned to go from window to window until he saw her inside, and after

tapping softly on the glass would wait nearby until she put his nuts on the

windowsill for him.

Two years after our summer in the canyon, in September 1931, when
returning for a few days, we found that by feeding the birds three times a

13 Nature Notes, vol. 4, p. 15, November 1929. " Nature Notes, vol. S, pp. 56-57, April 1931.
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From Biological Survey.

Figure 70.—glark's nutcracker, a dominant character.

day, the Chief Ranger and his wife had made them even tamer than they

were on our previous visit.

When the wife came out of the door and with extended nut-bearing hand

called in urgent monotone to her pets, they would often fly down quickly

to perch and feed on her fingers. When I sat nearby holding out pinon

nuts, however, it was quite a different matter. A gray titmouse came close

but instead of feeding from my hand chose to pick up the small nuts from

the ground at my feet, its sharp little black eyes detecting tiny fragments

hard to see. A pygmy nuthatch also quickly recognizing a stranger,

hesitated with twists and turns down the slender trunk beside me, perched

daintily on a short thumb in close view and, trying to get his courage up,

made little essays circling out almost to my face or hand. But in moments

of bravery, both a pygmy and a mountain chickadee actually lit for an

instant on my fingers—how the touch of their small wiry feet thrilled me ! I

had been taken into the confidence of the trustful little wood-dwellers.
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Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 71. A TRUSTFUL PYGMY NUTHATCH ON THE HAND OF THE PARK
NATURALIST.

As the Park Naturalist says, "Not only are the pygmies bold where man
is concerned, but also among mammals and other birds." And he adds,

"I have frequently seen them dart down behind a large feeding squirrel and

snatch a nut almost from beneath him."

When long-crested jays and mourning doves were busily picking up baby-

chick feed scattered over the ground, they were joined by a cottontail
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rabbit and her little one. The mother like the other wild creatures now felt

quite at home in the yard and would take food from the hand of the Chief

Ranger's wife. A big Abert squirrel, when she sat on the ground, would

help himself to pinon nuts from a white coffee cup and climb up into her

lap to get more.

As we sat in her yard watching the birds, rabbits, and squirrels, the

Ranger's wife told me of some of her pleasures during our absence. Only

recently the feeding station had been visited by a flock of the tiny gray

bush-tits or canyon birds as the Ranger called them, and had been watched

with interest sitting on the suet, enjoying an unusual feast. About this time

the notes of the pinon jays were heard among the nut pines where appar-

ently they were hunting for opening pinon cones. On one of her fortunate

days the hostess had counted 13 of the handsome long-crested jays in the

yard. On a winter day when wandering crossbills stopped in passing, she

caught an unusual picture, a circle of bluebirds and vari-tinted red and olive

crossbills on the rim of a stone water basin, perhaps the same basin where a

Rocky Mountain nuthatch leaning down to drink showed its snow-white

reflection.

A pair of American ravens whose confidence had been gradually won
through the years by the Chief Ranger and his wife had at last stayed in the

vicinity summer and winter, bringing their young to share the abundant

supply of nuts, suet, and meat. They became so tame that they would

follow the Ranger around the village and respond to calls from him and

his wife, though they trusted no one else. To quote from the Ranger: "In

the early morning they would be at the back door and if the food was not

forthcoming they would cluck gently at first but if the delay was too great

they would sound their clarion call of godunk in their deep throaty voice."

Unusual parts of their story are graphically told by the Park Naturalist and

his wife in Nature Notes. 15 When finally attracted by the feast of pinon nuts

enjoyed by the smaller birds, one of the big ravens flew down to a feeding

tray full of nuts. Here, to the amusement of the Ranger's wife, she saw

him trying to maintain sole possession in the face of an equally determined

Abert squirrel. How their struggle for supremacy would have ended it is

hard to say, had not the squirrel suddenly resorted to strategy. Shoving in

between Corvus's big black legs, Abert practically upset him. Ignomini-

ously forced to retire to the treetop, the outraged bird croaked "derisive

remarks, such as only a raven can make, at the squirrel, busily engaged in

the tray below."

13 Grand Canyon Nature Notes, vol. 8, p. 247, February 1934; vol. 9, pp. 272-273, May 1934, and pp. 331-333

October 1934.
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Before the shy female raven had been drawn to the feeding station by the

lure of the delicious pinon nuts, the hostess saw her bolder and devoted

mate, who had been in the habit of feeding her, scoop up a cupful of

cracked nuts in his huge bill and carry them about 50 feet through the

woods, dumping them in the snow at her feet.

One spring the feeding station of the Park Naturalist was visited by a

large flock of birds, including numerous juncos. The next fall, as the

Naturalist has recorded in Nature Notes, owing to the dryness of the season,

the failure of the pinon nut crop, and the absence of cats and dogs, excep-

tional numbers of birds and mammals visited Grand Canyon Village. Dur-

ing September and October he saw 24 kinds of birds at his feeding station

and bird bath, many of them migrants. In the autumn of 1935, 16 several

species of birds were found congregating in numbers of unprecedented size.

Pinon jays were gathered in flocks of more than normal size on the North

Rim and on August 25 an estimated flock of about 200 was seen below the

narrow confines of Bright Angel Point. As we are told, both rims of Grand

Canyon were included in the extensive areas of the Southwest which were

affected by an extraordinarily great influx of Clark's nutcrackers during

September 1935. The apparently unprecedented regional invasion of this

species, en masse, was recorded from Zion Canyon, Utah, by Presnall and

from southwestern Arizona by Taylor and Vorhies. 17

On the South Rim of Grand Canyon the first nutcrackers were reported on

September 1 and afterward were seen daily in numbers that greatly ex-

ceeded those noted at any time during the previous 6 years at least. As

late as November 5,75 were seen at Hull Tank. The North Rim showed a

similar massed invasion starting somewhat earlier.

Now what was the cause of these massed wanderings? To cite an Eastern

instance, in the beechnut section of New York State, Dr. Merriam found

that a good beechnut year was correlated with a good red-headed wood-

pecker year, the red-heads wandering in search of food in the off years. This

suggests a simple explanation for the wanderings of the birds that gathered

at the Grand Canyon in the fall of 1935. That year, as the Chief Ranger

informs me, there was a failure of the pinon nut crop, except for small

patches of productive trees, not only in the vicinity of the canyon but else-

where in the State and the adjoining States, and the nutcrackers came into

the canyon early in October and stayed until January. By a study of their

feeding habits the Ranger concluded that they had fed principally on the

seeds of the yellow pine cones. As he writes: "It was usual to find them

16 See Contributions to Grand Canyon Ornithology, Natural History Bulletin, No. 4, pp. 14-15.

1 7 The Condor, Vol. 38, No. 1, pp. 36-37 and 42, 1936.
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feeding under the bearing yellow pine trees and at that season the cones were

opening and the seeds were winging their way to the ground." While

pifion nuts are known to be one of the fall and winter foods of both nut-

crackers and pinon jays, yellow pine nuts are also one of their reliances and

these they could find at the Grand Canyon when not in the juniper and nut

pine country. This suggests an interesting subject for careful investigation

over a broad area, bird food in relation to habits.
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Chapter XII.—Bird Banding in the Grand Canyon

The nature walks and caravans conducted by naturalists of the national

park and the bird-feeding stations of the village have aroused great interest

in the birds of Grand Canyon and now the local migration work has become

related to what is called the "greatest cooperative effort in the history of

ornithology", a method of fact finding by means of bird trapping and

banding at various stations with records based on subsequent recoveries at

the same or other stations.

These modern methods of obtaining records are so epoch-making that it

is interesting to compare them with those of the past. They seem a far

cry, indeed, from the first known pictographic bird records of Paleolithic

art made, as Dr. Alexander Wetmore tells us, on the walls of caves actually

as far back as the last glacial epoch of the ice age in France and Spain.

Surprising enough would seem the migration notes of Aristotle (384-322

B. C.) whose statements regarding birds actually concern about 170 species.

His theories of migration, however, had no fact-finding basis, being tied to

the belief that certain birds hibernate in winter and that in fall a bird might

be transmuted, transformed into another species to be changed back in

spring, a convenient method of accounting for the changes in plumage made

by seasonal molts.

Archaic enough sound the sporadic attempts to mark wild birds, begin-

ning about 1800 and ranging from the use of little bells, bits of colored

yarns, and paint on feathers, to leg bands of metal stamped with scriptural

quotations. It is an amusing contrast to the present method of using

aluminum bands marked with the year, a serial number and the name
and address of the person or organization responsible for them, so that the

records of recaptured birds may be sent where they can be filed for ready

reference.

The earliest definite record for a banded bird, as Frederick C. Lincoln

states, is that of a heron captured in Germany in 1710, wearing metal leg

rings, one of which had been put on in Turkey several years before. But

in 1899 systematic banding was begun in Denmark, and at the beginning

of the World War about 20 banding projects had been started in Europe.

Since then a sumptuous atlas has been published in Germany, entitled

"Bird Migration from the Banding Returns of Palaearctic Birds."
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Photograph by D. E. McHenry.

Figwe 72.—banding birds in the snow at the grand canyon banding station.

In America, the first birds ringed were apparently marked by Audubon.

About a hundred years later the American Bird Banding Association was

organized and in 1 920 its work was taken over by the Biological Survey of the

Department of Agriculture. Since then the work has developed so rapidly

that regional societies have been established. Ultimately, it is hoped, there

may be well organized chains of banding stations not only in the United

States and Canada but also in Central and South America operated by

resident Americans. In this way the migratory North American birds

would be banded on their wintering grounds to the South and recaptured

on their breeding grounds in the United States and Canada, affording

much needed information.

From 1920 to 1936, the Biological Survey cooperators, listed in 1936 as

numbering 2,077 (many inactive), had banded 2,181,150 birds and had

received 135,953 returns. The recoveries among ordinary birds average

from 1 to 4 of every 100 banded, while among ducks hunted as game, the

recovery runs from 12 to 20 in a 100, furnishing facts of value in conservation

work.

Among the hawks banded are several of unusual interest. A marsh

hawk banded in North Dakota flew 1,100 miles to Cuba; a red-tailed hawk
banded in Saskatchewan flew about 1,800 miles to Texas; a duck hawk,

banded in Yukon Territory flew more than 2,000 miles to Utah. Among the

records of small birds recovered after long flights are those of some finches

and sparrows, notably a GambePs sparrow banded in Saskatchewan in
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September 1924 and retrapped in Colorado in January 1933; a catbird

banded in New York State and recovered in Honduras, and a robin

banded in Minnesota and recaptured in southern Mexico. Two great blue

herons banded in Minnesota were recaptured in Central America, one of

them, after a flight of 2,600 miles, being taken at Gatun Lake, Panama.

Such records from South and Central America and the Caribbean countries

through the friendly cooperation of correspondents, are increasing rapidly.

Among the interesting miscellaneous records are those of nine swallows

banded as nestlings in England and recaptured on the southeast coast of

Africa. The longest flight on record for any banded bird is that of an

Arctic tern banded in Labrador in July and picked up on the east coast

of South Africa in November, the shortest possible distance from point of

banding to point of recovery being 8,000 miles, while 9,000 miles would

be a conservative estimate for the entire flight considering the course that

the bird must have followed—an especially long journey for a bird that, as

the records prove, was not more than 3 months old.

Besides the facts of distribution and migration collected, much important

material is being gathered as is shown by Frederick Lincoln—that relating

to the development of the bird, "the transition of its plumages, its identifi-

cation with the same or different mates in successive seasons, its diseases,

food preferences, and many other subjects that in the past could not be

adequately studied or at best were imperfectly known." 18

An interesting record of a chimney swift is given in Banding Notes.

Banded at Chattanooga, Tenn., in 1929, it came down the chimney of a

cooperator in Texas in 1934.

Records of returns to the place where first banded abound. One of the

most unusual was of a Pennsylvania robin, originally banded as a nestling

in 1928, that returned to the station in 1930 and 1932, finally building a

nest and rearing its young only 50 feet from the nest in which it was raised.

The case of a Berkeley wren-tit throws light on the age birds attain, for it

has been trapped 13 times in 9 years. Another longevity record is given

for an Ann Arbor bluejay, banded in 1922 and recovered in 1933.

In addition to such surprising life history notes, much light is being

thrown on problems of economics and conservation, such as the agricultural

value of birds and the alarming decrease of waterfowl that call for drastic

measures of protection.

While many of these larger problems are outside the province of the Grand
Canyon banding work, much of general as well as local interest may be

discovered throughout the years by the village banding station with its

18 F. C. Lincoln, A Decade of Bird Banding. A Review. From the Smithsonian Report for 1932.
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substations established on the rims and inside the canyon. More intimate

acquaintance with the small neighbors who visit the traps again and again

for food will add greatly to the pleasure of the feeding stations and tell

much of the habits of the friendly birds.

When the village banding work started and the traps were set on the

feeding trays, it is amusing to hear from the wife of the Park Naturalist,

nothing was caught but chipmunks. So abundant had they become with

protection and safely accessible food that they dominated the feeding

ground. Finally the colony had to be transplanted a mile away in order

to begin banding birds.

In his banding work on the South Rim, Technician Grater found that

while a variety of birds had been taken at practically all hours of the day

—

notably western robins, long-crested jays, black-headed grosbeaks, green-

tailed towhees, and gray titmice—certain individuals and species "show a

pronounced tendency to return to the feeding platform at definite hours

in the day." For example, almost all of the western chipping sparrows

were taken from 7 to 10 a. m. and from 3:30 to 7 p. m. The red-backed

juncos seemed to arrive regularly from 10:30 a. m. to 12:40 p. m. and from

2:40 to 3:50 p. m. Rocky Mountain and pygmy nuthatches usually came

at approximately the same hours, from 9:30 a. m. to 12 noon and from

1:30 to 4 p. m.

With banding stations at different points and levels of the Grand Canyon,

one now having been established in the bottom of the canyon near Phantom

Ranch, some of many questions should be answered eventually. What are

the local and seasonal movements of individuals? What routes do birds

follow from the bottom of the canyon to the North and South Rims? And
the larger question, how much of a barrier is the canyon to birds of com-

paratively little wing power? This is a question of especial interest when

studying the canyon as a barrier to small mammals, notably gray squirrels,

one species of which, the Abert squirrel, inhabits the South Rim, and another,

the Kaibab squirrel, the North Rim.

In relation to the canyon as a barrier to birds, there is still little evidence,

but a red-backed junco was trapped on December 16, 1932, and banded with

the number H72850 at Station C on the South Rim. Four months later,

on April 20, 1933, it was retrapped at Substation E at Bright An^el Point

on the North Rim. This was the first definite cross-canyon record. But

in August 1934, four pygmy nuthatches appeared on the South Rim wearing

bands with serial numbers H-76535-8, placed on them on the North Rim
during the fall of 1933. This was highly gratifying; but Frederick Lincoln,
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from long experience not to be carried away by such a record, remarked

cautiously: "The pygmy is a regular tramp."

Among the 2,085 birds banded at the Grand Canyon from October 1932

to October 1935 were the following, given in the order of their respective

numbers:
Number

Shufeldt's junco 548

Red-backed junco 521

Black-eared (pygmy) nuthatch 176

Chestnut-backed bluebird 165

Western chipping sparrow 122

GambePs sparrow 119

Mountain chickadee 113

Junco (pink-sided group) 102

Western robin 53

Gray titmouse 33

White-crowned sparrow 12

White-breasted woodpecker 10

A strikingly large percent of the many red-backed juncos banded have

been retaken one, two, or three times during the following month but

only a few retaken more than a month after banding, which shows the

wandering tendency after the breeding season. In November 1934, 242

birds were banded in the village area and at the Yavapai Station. Of

these the records given in Nature Notes show:

Number

6

3

2

2

Green-tailed towhee

Long-crested jay

Rocky Mountain grosbeak

Woodhouse's jay

White-throated swift

Cedar waxwing

Red-shafted flicker

Townsend's solitaire

Audubon's warbler

Grace's warbler

Pine siskin

Lincoln's sparrow

Number

9

9

7

5

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

Number

Shufeldt's junco 151

Red-backed junco 40

Chestnut-backed bluebird 31

Mountain chickadee 7

Gambel's sparrow

Rocky Mountain nuthatch

Pygmy nuthatch

Gray titmouse

During the early part of November, birds were coming into the village

area in large flocks, and as many as 41 were banded in one day at a single

station. One hundred and eighty-one of those caught had already been

banded, most of the retakes being juncos, several having been banded at

Grand Canyon in 1932.

How many of the 151 Shufeldt's juncos banded in the village in No-

vember were seen by Technician Grater later in the month in flocks in

the bottom of the canyon it would be interesting to know. Now that the

Phantom Ranch banding station has been established, we may look

forward to many enlightening discoveries. One of these will be, what

birds actually winter in the comparatively warm bottoms.

Of the birds that are retrapped, many are taken at the same station at

which they were banded, but frequently those banded at one station re-

appear at another. For example, a mountain chickadee, C-l 19759,
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returned to its trap 11 times in a single week and 4 times in as many
months. Another mountain chickadee, H-72810, was recorded from the

same station, the McHenry village residence near the base of a hill, twice

in 1932 (also taken at the McKee residence about 200 yards away on the

crest of the hill), and retrapped at the McHenry's once in 1933 and 3

times in 1934. Three red-backed juncos banded at the McKee residence

in 1933 were retaken a short distance away at the McHenry residence in

1934. But, on the other hand, a red-backed junco banded at Yavapai was

retaken 2 months later at the village and a Shufeldt's junco was retaken at

Yavapai some 3 days after being banded at the village. Out of 617 Grand
Canyon retakes in a year, only one bird had been banded outside the

park—a Shufeldt's junco banded as an immature bird by Mrs. E. B.

McCabe in Western Canada.

A chestnut-backed bluebird has had two unfortunate meetings with the

inventions of man new to his experience. At Yavapai Station, where he

was retaken after being banded at another South Rim station, he flew

into one of the windows and was stunned. Afterwards he was struck by

an automobile, but, on being given attention, again recovered.

What will the future add? Much of interest in actual facts, we know,

facts that should afford important suggestions for the study of unsolved

regional problems.
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During our stay on the South Rim, when I was not too preoccupied watch-

ing birds or squirrels, it was a never-ending pleasure to watch the band of

tame mule deer, part of which had originally been brought over from the

Kaibab Plateau on the North Rim by truck and airplane. "Flying deer"

was the apt title of the account of their transportation given in Nature

Notes. Some of them actually wandered down to the railroad station to

get sugar and candy from the interested passengers. But they were at

home in the village, looking upon the Chief Ranger's yard with its salt

block and ready supply of grain and water as their own headquarters,

spending many pleasant hours resting in the shade.

Under the trees, of a morning, nine mule deer, including a fawn and a

yearling, could sometimes be counted lying quietly on the sun-dappled

ground chewing their cuds and assuming interesting poses as they moved

their heads.

When the Mammalogist took moving pictures of the band some of them

looked up with mild curiosity and the young ones walked up to him to

investigate the noise of the camera. But even when an old Ford rattled

and sputtered over the road close by, they went on chewing their cuds

undisturbed. As they lay resting, their relaxed poses bespoke their confi-

dence. One lay in the shade of a juniper with ears back, chewing, its

directive white rump patch and white tail showing; another lay with neck

outstretched on the gratefully cool earth. One, having velvet prongs, lay

on a slope with long slender legs straight out full length in front of him

with the sun on his pointed ears; one was seen with pink tongue out dressing

its coat. In fly time five were seen lying in the shade flapping their large

sensitive ears from which the name mule deer is derived.

When, after visiting other haunts of the mule deer where we had found

many unoccupied "deer beds," a name suggesting charming pictures of the

wildlife of the woodland, in the woodsy yard of the Chief Ranger where

the deer felt at home I had the good fortune to see one of the beds actually

being made by a young buck who wanted to rest. Stopping in the pleasant

shade of a yellow pine, with the sharp strong hoofs that make a powerful

weapon of defense, he pawed and pawed until he had made a cool bed for

himself in the soft ground. Then he lay down, with forelegs outstretched,

and for a few moments rested his head on the ground.
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Another of the herd meanwhile walked around browsing on the few tufts of

green between stones. Once one of the engaging band came up to me and

after various friendly interchanges, turning to smell the soft sunny ground

under the pinon pines, folded his knees under him, lying down so close beside

me that I could almost have touched him. Suddenly up he sprang, run-

ning off. Why did he do that? A boy with a flaming neckerchief was

rushing by through the woods. Another young buck came and smelled of

my notebook as if tempted to nibble the brown leaves. The charm of it all

was that while these mule deer were tame and familiar about the settlement

they could come and go at will. The spotted fawns, even when old enough

to follow their mothers into the village, having been born in quiet seques-

tered woods were allowed only short visits. Four years later, however, as

Nature Notes informs us, perhaps due to the acquired trust their mothers

had come to put in man in the protecting national park, 2 pairs of twin

fawns were born actually inside the village.

In the Chief Ranger's yard one day when an old doe and her fawn were

feeding from a grain box on the ground, to my surprise the doe raised one

front foot and gently pawed at the fawn. Accepting the rebuke, the

little fellow quietly gave way but soon returned and was allowed to stay,

its mother knowing full well that in important matters she could exact

implicit obedience. Two of the spotted fawns once made an attractive

picture as they stood side by side with heads down eating the food pro-

vided. Two old does, pets of the Ranger's wife, would come when called

and follow her about the village. They were especially fond of raisins and

would come to the house to be fed, attracting attention by striking the

screen or stamping. When the door was opened, they would walk in and

take the raisins from the hand of their kindly friend. One friendly old

buck that often came at supper time, if not noticed, would give a charac-

teristic bleat.

Sometimes when watching birds my attention was distracted by a young

buck, perhaps just wanting to make acquaintance and quite ready to be

talked to, perhaps looking for sugar or wanting his uncomfortably hot

velvet-clad horns gently rubbed or merely held in cool hands. Once

when the yard had been alive with birds, a buck with shreds of velvet

dangling from his horns came to the station and when his kindly hostess

smoothed his forehead, turned his head as if to match his strength against

hers in practice for later encounter with rival bucks. For, as the soft

velvet covering is rubbed off on "rubbing trees," the horns become hard

and strong, ready for the conflicts of the fall mating season. At this season

the "dry clash of antlers" is heard almost daily and the handsome bucks
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Photograph by E. D. McKee.

Figure 73.-—fawns in the village being fed by the wife of the park naturalist.
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are often seen engaged in combat. No longer gentle village companions

they are now, but as the Park Naturalist's wife describes them "powerful

beasts with swollen necks and towering antlers. * * * zealous in guarding

their mates." Quick to take offense, for the period they are dangerous

associates to be avoided rather than argued with.

An experience of the Chief Ranger's wife, related in Nature Notes by

the Park Naturalist's wife, testifies to this convincingly. Just at dusk one

evening she started down her yard with a handful of raisins for one of her

favorite pensioners, a lame doe which she saw lying under the trees.

Suddenly another of her summer pets, a guarding buck, appeared, lunged

toward her, then snorted and stamped with his two feet planted stiffly

before him. Fortunately, she was able to reach the front porch in safety.

But then, overcome with indignation at his ingratitude, getting her broom

she started out to chastise him. "She had no more than left the house,

however, than the buck charged her again and she was forced to retreat."

The next day we are relieved to read, "rangers roped this . over-zealous

buck and dehorned him to avoid accidents." Since then, for fear of

accidents to the village families, the feeding places of the deer have been

moved farther back and their familiar wanderings during the dangerous

season discouraged.

Although living in a state of semi-domestication, it is good to know that

the deer have, in great measure, lived their natural lives. The two does

that were fed raisins by the Ranger's wife, like the rest of the prospective

mothers would retire to the woods before the birth of their fawns and for

a period of years, with one exception, came back to the village with two

fawns each, giving a total for the years noted of 15 fawns each.
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Chapter XIV.—In Camp at a Ranger Station

We had now worked in the bottom of the canyon with its Lower Sonoran

cactus and mesquite and on the South Rim with its Upper Sonoran nut

pines and junipers and its Transition zone yellow pines; but before crossing

over to the North Rim to work among its Canadian zone firs and spruces,

the Mammalogist wanted to work among the desert types of plants and

animals on the border of the National Park. The unoccupied Desert

Photographs by B. H. McKee.

Figure 74.—desert view ranger station, here we Figure 75.—"poe,"our
TRIED AN EXPERIMENT IN FEEDING STATIONS, ESTABLISH- ORPHAN RAVEN WHOM WE

ING A WELL-PATRONIZED ONE IN 10 DAYS. ADOPTED AND LEFT WITH

RELUCTANCE WHEN MOV-

ING ON.

View ranger station, at the head of the road now abandoned but then used

in going to Cameron, only a few miles southwest of Desert View, and in

easy reach of important rain tanks, was kindly put at our disposal for the

purpose, and for 10 days we worked in its vicinity with excellent results.

Our immediate surroundings afforded a contrasting variety of birds,

mammals, and plants. Along the old Cameron Road below us in stretches

of sagebrush, black-coated spurred towhees sang pleasantly. Along the

Desert View Road we met the only very large flock of those colonial resi-

dents of the South Rim, the pale-blue short-tailed pinon jays seen during

the season in typical setting. Trailing slowly along over the low nut pines
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and junipers the arresting blue flock kept together by a running repetition

of their soft musical pinyone, pinyone—who can ever forget its charm!

One day, leaving the canyon road, we drove with keen pleasure out

across the trackless level of the brown pine needle floor with its scattered

cones, to a narrow side gulch where, on its cold side white firs and Douglas

spruces faced the warm-side agaves and Mormon tea. Mourning doves

were cooing emotionally and a red-shafted flicker giving his ardent see-wick,

see-wick, see-wick, see-wick within hearing of a junco, or snowbird, that may
have found a congenial nesting site on the cold timbered side of the gulch.

Five of our old mountain friends, the Clark's nutcrackers, reminding us

of those that had disappeared from the Chief Ranger's feeding station in

June, were watched with interest flying across the cold gulch.

Among the mammals, besides Gila chipmunks, rock squirrels, and various

small rodents living around us there were two notable ones. Bobcat sign

was found by the Mammalogist under the stony rim of the gulch, remind-

ing us that two had recently been seen by Harold C. Bryant, one near

Desert View. A gray fox, to our delight, was surprised not far from camp
walking along the rocky edge of the canyon, half hidden by low junipers

and nut pines. Seeing us, he seemed to slink away as if from the pitiful

ancestral dread of all mankind, but on being followed slowly and quietly

he was caught sight of again and again, having met with no harm in the

protected national park.

Along the roads stood tall agave stalks dry and reticent that when split

in four revealed one of the marvels of insect life, galleries of carpenter bees

in cells with waxy bee-bread conveniently stored for the use of their young.

Among the roadside trees and bushes were dark-green junipers loaded

with bright-orange mistletoe, great rounded bushes of barberry, beautiful

with bright-yellow flowers and glistening hollylike leaves; and best and most

abundant of all, the high luxuriant bushes, sometimes actual trees, of the

white cliff-rose (Cowania), covered with snowy blossoms. These cliff-roses

were among the enjoyments of the changing season for even when fading

from bloom their plumy tails were as filmy and charming as clematis veils.

But while the roads and our surroundings were full of interest, we found

still more to enjoy at camp. The Chief Ranger's feeding station at Grand

Canyon had long been established and had built up a large clientele, but

when we went to the unoccupied Desert View ranger station it was alto-

gether a different story. At first almost no birds were seen or heard, the

vacant cabin having been ignored by the scattered inhabitants of the

region. It seemed almost hopeless to try to attract them during our 10-

day stay; but it would be an interesting experiment in any case. Before
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Grant Photo.

Figure 76.—cliffrose. the great bushes covered with snowy blossoms were
AMONG THE PLEASURES OF THE ROADSIDE.

long, greatly to our surprise and satisfaction the once silent station had

become a merry place, what with the songs of wanderers who had found

that water and food were provided for them, and the voices of young

birds brought by their parents to a ready feast.

As water was the great need in that time of drought, we put out a number

of basins at the feet of the trees, inside rings of convenient stepping stones,

each basin holding a stone for short-legged visitors. Rolled oats and scraps

were scattered around the basins, bones hung on the trees, and a special

tree tray kept well supplied. All these attractions were located with

care not only in the zone of quiet among the nut pines behind the cabin,

but also in sight from the windows of our dinette.

When the outdoor feast had been noised abroad, at our meals our chief

diversion was in watching our small neighbors at theirs, and as we wrote

up our notes and identified specimens, our straying eyes were often re-

warded with entertaining sights. A family of Rocky Mountain nuthatches
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were the drollest visitors. A thirsty adult, amusing in its encounters with

a thirsty Gila chipmunk would have provided a good subject for a moving

picture. If the small nuthatch walking head first down the tree toward the

basin found a chipmunk there before him, he would threaten the furry

head below, spreading wings and tail till their white markings showed.

At this the chipmunk would whip its tail, once puffing it out big like an

angry cat. Sometimes the chipmunk would run away; sometimes the

nuthatch would fly away.

A quiet young white-breasted woodpecker drank soberly from a basin

while a noisy family of five round-headed Woodhouse's jays were fed

generously from the

well-stocked pantry.

The big full-grown

young waiting in an

adjoining tree often

made me laugh, crying

in drawn-out insistent

syllables, sera' -gee, scra'-

gee, as they fluttered

their wings teasingly in

the face of their hard-

worked parent. After

carrying them most of

the food from the tree

tray, the harassed par-

ent would pick up

rolled oats scattered

around the basin below

and dole them out to the impatient squalling brood. While Woodhouse's

jays were only an occasional pleasure during our stay in the canyon, it is

interesting to hear from Technician Grater that on March 27, 1935, they

were abundant in Hermit Basin at an altitude of 7,000 feet.

Among the families that visited us were gray titmice and black-throated

gray warblers, a brood of warblers being brought so near that we watched

them eagerly from our piazza. From our sleeping bags under the nut

pines after daylight one morning two early rising pygmy nuthatches were

heard talking in cheerful dialogue, and once at night the soft voice of a

poor-will was joyfully listened to.

Soon a variety of songs was heard from the cabin, where silence had

prevailed before. Mountain chickadees often made us a cheery visit

Figure 77.

Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN NUTHATCH THE HEAD-DOWN
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Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 78.—nuthatch threatening chipmunk, come up if you dare !

filling the nut pines with their soft phoe'' -be-be , and one was found feeding

young on the canyon rim not far away; the tinkling musical song of Baird's

wren, the Rocky Mountain form of Bewick, brightened the woods and

added a new note greeted enthusiastically at the cabin; the familiar

song of the spurred towhee came up to us from the sagebrush below; and

the familiar ka-wheer
f
of the ash-throated flycatcher was heard occasionally

nearby, reminding us of our pleasant acquaintances at Phantom Ranch

and Pipe Creek.

An adult American raven had stopped in passing, croaking and acting

as if wanting something, but not daring to come to the cabin for it. Then

one morning the distressed hungry notes of a young raven led the Volun-

teer Assistants to the discovery of a big black fellow who had not yet

learned to fly, standing on the ground apparently deserted by his mother.

When surrounded he crouched down and so was easily picked up and

brought home. Given the freedom of the cabin "Poe," as we dubbed

him, made his first adventure into the front room where the specimens of

small mammals proved so tempting that he had to be promptly shut

away, first in the kitchen where he made the acquaintance of the friendly

camp cooks, and then in a workshop by himself, where a fascinating

twisted branch gave him valuable lessons in the use of feet and wings.

When he got hungry he cawed for us loudly until his wants were attended

to. Mice and other small mammals not needed for specimens were much
to his liking and in a moment of thirst-inspired confidence he drank out

of a tin held by a friendly hand.

We became greatly interested in the big black youngster before it was

time for us to move on. But what would become of him when we left? As
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we could not take him with us we let him out beforehand to learn to take

care of himself. His first flight surprised us by its strength and freedom,

but so long as we stayed, he lingered near the cabin, coming back for

meals. When we finally had to go, after cleaning cabin and campground

with the meticulous care of good campers, we put out meat and water to

last him as long as possible. Would they tide him over until he learned

to find his own supplies? Would his calls finally be answered by some of

his own clan? We could only hope for the best. We were reluctant to

part with him and also sorry to leave, uncared for, the other entertaining

birds that had gathered around us for water and food. By their hearty

welcome and eager response they had brought our experiment to a suc-

cessful and most satisfactory conclusion, for we had established a well-

patronized and most enjoyable feeding station in 10 days.

The especial need of water on the arid South Rim which explained our

success in bringing the birds to our cabin, was demonstrated in the fall

migration of 1931 at Yavapai Point where three bird baths were visited

by such great numbers of birds, both residents and migrants, that for 4

days (November 4-7) Ranger Naturalist Searl kept careful records of

those seen. In all, 16 kinds were noted, including the Rocky Mountain

hairy woodpecker, long-crested jay, Woodhouse's jay, mountain chickadee,

gray titmouse, Rocky Mountain nuthatch, black-eared (pygmy) nuthatch,

western robin, chestnut-backed bluebird, Townsend's solitaire, cedar

waxwing, western evening grosbeak, Cassin's purple finch, Mexican (?)

crossbill, Shufeldt's junco, and Gambel's sparrow.

The most common of all were the chestnut-backed bluebirds, coming in

large flocks and seen constantly at the baths. Cassin's finches, Mexican (?)

crossbills, and the big-billed western evening grosbeaks came next in

abundance. The grosbeaks, about half of which were in immature plum-

age, the Ranger Naturalist tells us "had been at Grand Canyon for almost

a month, attracting much attention at the various bird baths about the

village. Fifty or sixty individuals remained around Yavapai all day long

and as many as twenty were seen about a bath at one time." 19

After a storm on November 8, the birds disappeared, the migrants

probably having gone on their way while the residents found adequate

water in rainpools.

19 Nature Notes, vol. 6, p. 3, November 1931.
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Rain tanks made by damming arroyos become ponds after heavy rains and

the water may last through the summer. These tanks, like feeding stations

in an arid country, are naturally the gathering places of birds and in a

normal season in the Grand Canyon country would have afforded much of

interest; but most of those visited in that season of abnormal drought were

dry. One reservoir at Pasture Wash, where a western solitary sandpiper

and five common mallards had been seen the year before, was not only dry

but its bed was rolling with tumble-weeds. Green-winged teal, previously

reported from rain tanks near the South Rim, were not to be expected.

The only water at the National Park ranger station of Pasture Wash,

about 1 5 miles west of Grand Canyon Village, was a cleverly devised cis-

tern—a large corrugated roof raised several feet above the ground tilted

forward to drain into gutters piped to the cistern. This enabled the Ranger

to keep water in his rock basin under the trees where he fed the birds, and

here at our visit in June 1929 I was glad to find a lark sparrow, the first seen

since the friendly band found at Phantom Ranch in the spring migration.

The cistern, the house marked "fire tools," the automobile, and intelligent

saddle-horse, fit cooperator and friend of the Ranger, hinted of the work at

this remote station. As we approached the cabin the young Ranger came
out with hearty greeting having met the Mammalogist the year before.

With true western hospitality he urged: "Now you haven't been to din-

ner"—an interrogative, "Have you?" being tactfully changed to "come
right in. I've just got in and I'm getting dinner." The wife was away at

the time but I was glad to see the attractive, well-equipped modern cottage,

bespeaking the wise care of the National Park Service for its men in remote

places.

WT

e were interested to hear from the Ranger that the year before he had

found the western burrowing owl near prairie dog towns in the vicinity of

Anita to the south of Grand Canyon Village. One was later seen by the

Park Naturalist sitting in the road in House Rock Valley. Four years later,

between Pasture Wash and Hilltop, where the Indian trail starts for Havasu

Canyon, the young ornitholigist had the good fortune to find not only an

Arkansas kingbird, two vesper sparrows, and a western lark sparrow, but,

best of all, to flush several of the western burrowing owls. A still later owl
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record by Technician Grater has come from Nankoweap Canyon. Near

Anita, in 1932, a northern phalarope was collected by Lewis D. Yeager.

On a tank near Pasture Wash Ranger Station, in a spring migration, the

Park Naturalist has since happened on a kingfisher, the first to be reported

from the South Rim, presumably on its way to better fishing grounds of

which it knew.

On the Pasture Wash Road, after passing cactus and Mormon tea, we

came to a mail box marked "Box 103," and as we drove up a Say's phoebe

flew out, showing its black tail. Could there be a nest in such a place?

Stopping to investigate, in the front of the box we found a sizable stone,

doubtless used to hold down the letters, and behind this a protected shaded

cavern that might well have appealed to a phoebe, a big, loose, typical

phoebe nest made whitish with bits of sheep wool, presumably salvaged

from barbed-fence wires. Sagebrush fibers, rags, and tow string also showed

a commendable desire to take what the gods provide in an arid land. In

the nest lay three unmarked pinkish-white eggs—beauties. How proud the

mother must be ! A cabin, half hidden in the nut pines and junipers, sug-

gested friendly people, whose gentle interest made mother phoebe feel safe

with them. The careful mail-carrier must have shared their interest, and

who knows but his long route through the dry, stony country was made
more pleasant by the trustfulness of the brooding mother.

The country was so desperately dry that the only hope of finding small

mammals or any gathering of birds was in visiting the few tanks that still

contained water. Buggeln or Road Tank, associated with the Hance

cabin near the head of the Hance Trail, was known as Canon Spring in

1889, when Dr. Merriam collected there and recorded shooting a great

horned owl in the yellow pines at 10 o'clock at night. At the time of our

work in 1929 we visited the historic tank from our Desert View Ranger

Station camp, a few miles away. It was fortunate in still having a shallow

basin of water, and from the surrounding pine woods long lines of range

cattle, weakened by lack of food, trailed in to drink. Smoke rising from

the corral told of recent brandings.

Here, although well back from the rim of the Grand Canyon, white-

throated swifts and violet-green swallows were much in evidence. The
swifts, in big sweeping downward circles, approached the water and, as

they swept past, left ripples on its surface, but the swallows stayed near,

flying around and dipping down again and again. A red-tailed hawk

flew into a dead tree and four American ravens flew about among the trees

croaking while we were there, though none went to water. Other birds,

less guarded, including a purple chestnut-backed bluebird, a western
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robin, western mourning doves, and long-crested jays did, however, go

down to drink while we were watching them. Another time when we

stopped at Buggeln Tank, I was surprised and pleased to discover four

Mearns's woodpeckers, later seen at Bright Angel Lodge.

The next tank visited, Trash Tank, was on the now-abandoned Cameron

Road, in the sagebrush and rabbitbrush. On our way to it we were happy

to see occupied prairie dog towns and exulted at sight of two young coyotes

that crossed the road ahead of us. The tank had watered a great deal of

stock, but on our first visit was rapidly becoming dry. Mud puppies or

salamanders, requiring little water, were, however, still plentiful and were

fished out for examination. Violet-greens were flying around and three

hawks, a bird-eating Cooper's, a grasshopper-catching sparrow hawk, and

a red-tailed hawk, may have been attracted by the water, although the

presence of the mammal-eating red-tail might have been explained by the

proximity of the prairie dog town. A marsh hawk, another mammal
hunter, had been seen by the Park Naturalist between the Desert View
Ranger Station and Trash Tank. Near the tank a few specimens of small

nocturnal mammals, kangaroo rats, pocket mice, and grasshopper mice,

were secured in a small cultivated field, the first we had seen in so long

that it looked strange to us. Beside a small barn was a typical cattle corral

cabin, for use in the branding season, that we inspected through its window;

a characteristic "baching" or bachelor's cabin of the West, with one narrow

bunk, a stove, and a table. We smiled with pleasure at the western flavor.

The year after our work in the Grand Canyon, the Young Ornithologist,

when at Trash Tank, found a greater yellow-legs, and not far away he

and Major L. F. Brady had the good fortune to see that unique bird, the

great tropical stork, misnamed wood ibis, that while breeding from the

southeastern States to Argentina and Peru, after the breeding season migrates

irregularly north to Arizona, Montana, and a wide range of northern

States. Another interesting bird, the white-faced glossy ibis, that breeds

from Oregon and Utah to South America and winters north to Arizona,

was seen by Technician Grater in summer in Toroweap Valley, Grand
Canyon National Monument.

Below the tank in the open sagebrush along the old Cameron Road a

western vesper sparrow was collected on July 3 by the ardent Young Ob-
server, who heard several singing. They had been frequently recorded in

migration inside the park and an early arrival (April 3) has since been

recorded by Technician Grater on the South Rim near Yaki Point. The
only individuals heard by me in the Grand Canyon country were found in

early June on the south side of the canyon, beyond the aviation field, on a
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broad gray sagebrush flat, where an occasional glowing red paintbrush

and the vesper's sweet minor song lent enchantment to a silent, dull,

desert landscape. At the moment, insect-hunting white-throated swifts

were flying about, looking out of place till related to the big landscape

features of the background—Red Butte, an erosion remnant of the ancient

plateau that once surmounted the present South Rim of the canyon, and

farther away the majestic snow-crowned peaks of the San Francisco Moun-
tains.

On our second visit to Trash Tank the water had almost all evaporated

and the cattle were fenced out. As it was near sunset a few birds, notably

some house finches and violet-greens, were flying in for their last evening

drink, and a western mockingbird had very likely come on the same errand.

On the dry tank bed I recognized the black crescent of a red-shafted flicker,

the rest of its plumage toning in with the bare earth until it rose to fly, when

its red wing linings made a gay, revealing mark. Against the brown earth

background fawn-colored western mourning doves, going down to drink,

faded out of sight, but a nighthawk tilting over the tank on white-banded

wings was a pleasant reality. By this time, 6:15 p. m., the low, western

light was slanting over the nut pines and junipers, whose shadows were

growing to the east; on a fencepost behind the tank a mountain bluebird

showed his delicate blue sides; a red-shafted flicker, heading for a dense

juniper that suggested a safe roosting place, gave his loud clape over and

over as if calling his family to follow the big white rump patch that blazed

the way.

Outside the range-cattle fence a small but self-reliant calf was wandering

alone, no mother in sight. As we watched he found a place where the

two lowest fence wires had been twisted together as if with kindly intent,

and having shoved under, cavorted and gamboled joyfully. Fortunate

indeed ! He could get to water while his large mother was barred out.

As we drove along we looked back, hoping that no harm would come to

the little explorer from wandering coyotes and that he would be able to

find his way safely back to his mother and the herd.

In July, near a meadow tank not far from Desert View, two of the great

long-billed curlews had been seen by the Park Naturalist; and early in

June we were fortunate enough to discover a male and female, standing on

the aviation field near Red Butte, a sight that brought the elation one always

feels in discovering one of the remnants of the noble Great Plains birds still

left to us.

After many disappointments with tanks that had either gone or were

rapidly going dry, a few miles from our Desert View Ranger Station we
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&

Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 79 .

—hummingbird looking around.

Photograph by Harry L and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 80.—hummingbird feeding from thistle.

came to Hull Tanks at a Forest Service Ranger Station in the yellow pines.

Here actually three tanks still held enough water to make them active bird

centers. The largest, at which many range cattle gathered, was prohibi-

tively fenced with high posts carrying closely strung heavy wires, the station

being still further protected by cattle guards on the approaching roads.

The tank around which refreshed cattle rested under the trees dappled by

sunlight and shadow was not only attractive in itself but was of extraordinary

interest for its bird life. Three hawks, we were glad to find still unshot, and

a golden eagle we rejoiced over. What fine distinction it added as it
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perched majestically on a dead tree top overlooking the pool! Crossbills

and Clark's nutcrackers bringing mountain associations were also welcomed,

as always.

Best of all, was the discovery of a bird that I found later in the summer at

Buggeln Tank and Bright Angel Lodge, but which at this time had not been

recorded since 1889, when Dr. Merriam found several in the oaks half a

mile from the Grand Canyon—Mearns's woodpecker—the New Mexico and

Arizona representative of the acorn-storing California woodpecker. I had

been looking for it unsuccessfully, and when its familiar kit'erah, kit'erah

caught my ear I recognized it exultantly. Since then the delightful bird

has been recorded from Jacob Lake and from the North Rim, three being

seen by the Park Naturalist in some pifion pines near Powell's Saddle.

Another woodpecker that I looked for unsuccessfully until reaching

Flagstaff was also found in the canyon country by Dr. Merriam in 1889

—

the pink-bodied Lewis's woodpecker, flocks of half a dozen to a dozen

erratic wanderers coming to a spring to drink every day.

From the first of the three Hull Tanks we crossed a delightful yellow pine

park to the Ranger Station with its U. S. F. S. flag flying before the piazza

of a homelike log house near the second tank. Though smaller than the

first, it was fortunately unfenced and on one side had high trees enjoyed by

the birds; on the opposite side screening brush and young pines that served

us for an observation blind. So interesting did it prove as a natural gather-

ing place for birds rare in the canyon area that, before leaving the region,

we made three visits to it, each time finding something new to enjoy.

The most engaging and engrossing birds were a family of Mearns's wood-

peckers, probably relatives of those at the first tank; large black and gray

Clark's nutcrackers, that shifted uneasily from pine to pine and down to

the water and back; and wandering bands of red and olive crossbills, one

of the two forms of crossbills that occur at the canyon, the Mexican being

the common migrant on both rims, although Bendire's has been collected

on the South Rim.

The woodpeckers were largely stationary, often being plastered on the

side of a pine trunk or clinging to a dead branch in the sun where their

movements revealed the details of their interesting plumage. At a turn of

the head the crimson cap might be set glowing, the white "secant" face

pattern, cutting oflf the head from the bill, could be noted, and with the

glass the familiar pale eye seen. Once when a wing was stretched with a

foot, the white wing linings showed from below. There were apparently

seven of the woodpeckers, and once I caught a suggestion of fluttering
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Photograph by H. and E. Pittman.

Figure 81.—crossbills, the crossed mandibles are well adapted to extracting
SEEDS FROM CONES.

wings, although all seemed fully grown. Their krit'errah, krit'errah and jacob-

jacob-Jacob-Jacob sounded pleasantly homelike and talkative as they moved

around in the trees.

The heavier kar'r kar'r of Clark's nutcrackers had a remote mountain

suggestion while the kimp, kimp, kimp of the crossbills bespoke great forests.

Once one of the wandering varicolored band gave a cry of warning and all

flew off in a close flock, carrying my thoughts to distant mountains.

The shifting scenes along the edge of the bank afforded us interesting

moments from our blind above. At different times a black-backed Mearns's

woodpecker was at the water's edge between two big gray-and-black nut-

crackers, other birds leaning over drinking farther down the line; then two

crossbills, a gray female and a ruddy-breasted male, were bending over

side by side; then three were at the water, and once five. At one time six

of the thirsty woodpeckers that shouted jacob-jacob-jacob, till no one could

mistake their name, were seen together, four on a snag that made a con-

venient bridge to the water. When one of the four took its stand too far

from the pool, not being a walker, it had to lean away down, make a dab

at the surface, and then jerk back comically to recover its balance.
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Violet-greens that might well have felt superior had they been watching

the awkward performance, dipped down gracefully to drink in passing,

giving their light chit-it as they flew easily about. Then one lit spectacularly

on the highest tip of a dead tree. The whirring wings of thirsty western

mourning doves announced them as they came to water, and the raucous

kawr of four big black American ravens was heard as they flew in to drink.

Other birds gathered in the trees around the tank. A western robin was

seen high in a big yellow pine, long-crested jays flew into the trees, the loud

if-if-if-if-if of a red-shafted flicker was heard and his red moustache caught

sight of, the soft notes of chestnut-backed bluebirds and pygmy nuthatches,

and the contrastingly harsh calls of ash-throated flycatchers added to our

pleasure. When all was quiet, a white-breasted woodpecker hung against

a dead branch, three Jacobs hung on a small dead tree like Christmas tree

decorations, while three mourning doves perched on a larger tree, their

plump forms against the sky looking round and lumpish, only their shadows

revealing their colorless bodies.

A turkey vulture flew over and, although the trees were full of small

birds, no one paid any attention. Then came two Cooper's hawks and

the small birds instantly flew to cover. One of the big Cooper's lit on a

dead branch and, with long tail hanging, kept turning its head alertly as if

expecting easy prey. An Abert squirrel, as if awaiting a sudden move,

stood up in rigid pose, forepaws hanging stiffly, and barked in loud remon-

strance. A small Gila chipmunk, on the other hand, perhaps unaware of

the ominous presence, perhaps trusting to its nimble feet, ran down to the

edge of the water, its bright head stripes showing as it leaned down, its

tail waving as it drank. Soon after both Cooper's, evidently disappointed

in their hoped-for catch, flew away, and before long the relieved small

birds returned to their tree tops.

The next afternoon, when crossing the pine park where beautiful mariposa

lilies grew under the trees, I had the good fortune to happen on a Rocky

Mountain grosbeak feeding a light-breasted young one in a serviceberry

bush. A few days later when I met presumably the same striking black-and-

cinnamon-coated parent he cried eek and flew conspicuously between clumps

of oaks apparently to divert attention from his little one. That day, too, a

family of small brown western house wrens were discovered with the inti-

mate pleasure their encounter always brings, and they were watched creep-

ing expectantly around a fallen tree trunk. Many others were found by

the Young Ornithologist during his trip to the higher parts of the Kaibab

Plateau, and in the spring migration they have been seen by the Park

Naturalist at Phantom Ranch.
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Late one afternoon when we drove in to Hull Tanks, three turkey vul-

tures were perching in the top of a yellow pine, and toward sunset nine

were counted circling high, three disappearing in the sky.

Before sunset, to our astonishment, there was a shower, so many drops

actually reaching the ground that we withdrew momentarily to the shelter

of the car. The superb white thunderheads, seen the day before from the

tank, had been true prophets. When the welcome shower was over, the

birds held a jubilation. The long-crested jays shouted, the Mearns's wood-

pecker jacobed, the western wood pewee called tweer-er'r, and though a

violet-green went silently about his flycatching there was a burst of song from

spurred towhee, chipping sparrow, Audubon's warbler, and a Rocky

Mountain grosbeak, the grosbeak shaking the raindrops from his feathers

between snatches of song.

At dusk some nighthawks—whether Howells or the Pacific, both of which

have been identified from the park—came to the bird tank. One stayed

about in spite of my too obvious presence, making rapid twists and turns

over the water and with wide-open mouth scooping up a drink. The white

of its wing bands fairly stood out in the dim light, corroborating the experi-

ments of the American Automobile Association to determine what color

was most conspicuous on the road at night. When too dark to see dis-

tinctly, ever-thirsty western mourning doves were heard whirring to the

tank.

After discovering Mearns's woodpeckers at Hull Tanks and later finding

others at Buggeln Tank not far away, I watched eagerly for trees stored

with acorns. Finally, in driving through open pine and oak woods, not

far from Hull Tanks, to my great satisfaction three were discovered. On
examining them we found that the acorns were small, being those of Gam-
bel's oak. One tree photographed was peppered with them from the bot-

tom well toward the top of the trunk. Perhaps the stores were being saved

as emergency supplies, for although the low oaks made bright green patches

in the pine woods, apparently they had had no acorns that year because of

the prolonged drought.

Near Hull Tanks a woodpecker then unrecorded from the Grand Canyon,

a red-naped sapsucker, was later collected by the Park Naturalist. The
trees frequented by the sapsuckers, as well as the Mearns's woodpeckers, are

easily detected, but the sapsucker trees, instead of being studded with

acorns, are girdled with a series of small holes made by the suckers of sap.

About the middle of August, on revisiting Hull Tanks, we found a large

patch of the lovely pink cleome, its delicate pink brushes crowning their pale

green stalks swaying in the sunshine, making a pretty sight, to which anima-
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tion was given by a swarm of hummingbirds—the black-chinned, broad-

tailed, and the charming little calliope. A week later an immature rufous

was added to the list.

At that time near the tank where we had previously found crossbills and

Mearns's woodpeckers we found a flock of nine of the rare western evening

grosbeaks in a serviceberry bush, presumably attracted by its ripe berries.

As rain had fallen during our absence, a bright carpet of yellow flowers was

added to the many other attractions of Hull Tanks, which I shall always

remember with vivid pleasure.
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Riding a mule across the Grand Canyon, nearly 5,000 feet down on the

south side and nearly 6,000 feet up on the higher north side, has much to

commend it as a unique experience, while the ascent from Phantom Ranch

to the North Rim past Ribbon Falls and Roaring Springs affords an enlarg-

ing view of the contrasting walls of the canyon, the watered north and arid

south. But the Mapper of Life Zones, having already done the needed

work of the cross-canyon trip, wanted to fill gaps by following the road

across the Painted Desert and up onto the North Rim. At the time the

road was far from a boulevard, but it has since been so greatly improved

that the drive from rim to rim can be made in only 5 or 6 hours.

At the parting of the ways at the Desert View ranger station, where we

had reluctantly left "Poe" and the other birds we had gathered about us,

we turned down the old Cameron Road and pitched down from the nut

pines and junipers of the South Rim to the sands of the famous Painted

Desert. As we looked about, our attention was caught and held by one of

the characteristic features of the strange desert land outspread before us.

A dark volcanic cinder cone it was, whose poetic name of Shadow Mountain

went well with the name Painted Desert, but whose realistic name of Black

Knob better emphasized the contrast of its dark cinder and lava cone to the

surrounding pale desert sands.

The strange formations, saurian tracks, fossil trees, and the varied

beauties of the Painted Desert must be studied long to be appreciated. But

even a hurried drive over the hot bottoms leaves rare memories of an amaz-

ing palette of colors, ranging from the exquisite delicate pinks of its border-

ing desert mountains, glorified at sunrise by Maxfield Parrish high lights

and deep purples, to the warm tones of the Vermilion Cliffs that glow

flamboyantly under the slanting afternoon sun.

Our two overnight camps between rims were of spectacular interest. The
first afternoon out, after leaving our Ford and looking down into the

narrow, steep-walled canyon of the Little Colorado River, that winds down
until it opens into the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, and beyond having

bumped over uncompromising sections of prostrate fossil tree trunks, we
turned off on a dimly tracked road to find Tappan Spring where we were

assured of water for a night's camp. Formerly a watering place for Navajo
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Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 82.—tappan spring near cameron. a narrow black gash in the lava
FLAT ABOVE WAS FOUND TO BROADEN INTO A SERIES OF WATERFALLS AND POOLS,

THE LOWEST DROPPING DOWN OVER BASALTIC COLUMNS INTO A POOL IN THE BOT-

TOM OF A GREAT AMPHITHEATER.
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sheep and horses, the bare, eaten-off desert flat surrounding it explained

the abandonment of the few Indian houses seen, although one padlocked

Navajo hogan spoke of possible hope for the future.

As we drove along, suddenly the brakes had to be set to avoid going over

the precipitous edge of a great amphitheater several hundred feet deep. On
looking into it we discovered a pool of water that, as it proved, fed a sluggish

stream winding along past straggling cottonwoods toward the Little

Colorado.

But where was Tappan Spring? When driving in we had noticed a break

in the level desert floor, a narrow gash filled with black rock which, as the

Park Naturalist explained, was "probably an isolated remnant of a lava

tongue that extended down a former valley from the great volcanic field to

the south." The stream that fed the pool at the foot of the lava in the

bottom of the amphitheater, while tributary to the Little Colorado, prob-

ably originated high above on the Coconino Plateau to the southwest.

Although dry at the surface most of the year, when in flood it had dug out

a descending series of black-walled basins separated by waterfalls, so making

secluded swimming pools eagerly welcomed after the long dusty drive;

beautiful clear pools within high walled black lava chambers. The upper

one was fed locally by Tappan Spring. The lowest waterfall, when we saw

it, only trickled down through thick green aquatic moss overlying black

basaltic columns into the pond in the bottom of the amphitheater; the black

basaltic wall presenting a notable picture suggestive of the Giants' Cause-

way.

After a cursory examination of the remarkable geological monument,

vainly hoping to find birds among the sandstone ledges of the desert flat

we had crossed, I went back to look for them while the Mammalogist and

the Park Naturalist also explored vainly for small mammals. The whole

region, more drought stricken than the country we had left above, seemed

destitute of life.

But on clambering down into the amphitheater over a smoothly molded

beautiful sand-dune slope, I found it alive with families of birds; explana-

tory cries of killdeer spelling water and insects. Boulders fallen from the

disintegrating sandstone ledges which rim part of the amphitheater were

given a homelike touch by the familiar presence of a family of rock wrens,

the restless forms of shadowy little ones appearing and disappearing as they

cried incessantly to their hurrying parents for last mouthfuls before bedtime.

A pair of flycatching Say's phoebes added a desert touch, flying up on the

rock walls, then down on the sandstone boulders which, with their black

tails closed, they matched almost to invisibility. Four roseate house finches
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perched in the cottonwoods nearest the pool uttering their familiar arresting

notes, after flying down to get a last drink, flew up almost out of sight under

the rim, one apparently teasing for food. An eagerly welcomed though small

colony of cliff swallows, the first we had seen in the region, went weaving

around back and forth overhead catching insects.

Examining the near wall of the amphitheater I made out an old Navajo

trail down which the Indians had taken their horses and sheep to water and

quickly related it to the stone ruins of a sheep herder's cabin and lamb

corral in the well-sheltered canyon bottom.

Meanwhile, pending the return of the Mammalogist, the Young Observer

and one of the Volunteer Assistants had carried the camp kit and food down
into the bottom of the amphitheater, built a campfire, filled the canteen

with cold delicious spring water, and had supper ready. As we gathered in

this unique geologic dining room formed by the primeval forces of fire and

water working together, I looked up at the black basaltic columns wonder-

ingly, trying to reconstruct, to imagine the past. But in this complex geolog-

ical region only an erudite geologist can reconstruct the history of the ages.

As we ate our supper, high over our heads, close under the rim of the

amphitheater, I was glad to discover a cluster of gourd-shaped cliff swallows'

nests, doubtless the homes of those that had been flycatching above. Three

of our canyon friends, the white-throated swifts, we were also pleased to see

overhead.

At dusk, bats began to fly about and a nighthawk apparently took a last

drink before retiring to the sandstone rim above. As I climbed laboriously

up the sand dune, near the top of the amphitheater, I was excited to dis-

cover on a projecting shelf of sandstone, a large dim form with big ears,

perhaps the horned owl whose feather had been found at the swimming

pool; one of the many single horned owl feathers whose discovery brought

enriching pictures in various parts of the Grand Canyon. Perhaps the big

owl had come to Tappan Spring not only to hunt but to get water. Two
seen at a spring in the Grand Canyon in 1889 by Dr. Merriam came to

drink about 10 o'clock at night and, as he says, "after satisfying their thirst

began hooting in the tall pines." Which of the two species already collected

in the canyon was it, the western or the Pacific? Whatever its name, our

visitor sat silent and motionless waiting for deeper shadows before starting

out on its nightly rounds.

The orange-red afterglow leading back to the crater of Shadow Moun-
tain was still in the sky when we rolled down our sleeping bags back of the

rim. Although the wind blew toward the amphitheater hard enough to

explain its part in the sand dune history, we enjoyed its dry desert quality.
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Photograph by E. D. McKee.

Figure 83.—horned owl. discovered in a juniper near grand canyon village.
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As the stars came out we faced Scorpio, the surprising evening constellation

of the Southwest that in summer commands the southern sky, each star

from its upraised head to its long upcurved tail standing out clearly, brilliant

Antares marking its heart. How vividly it recalled star-filled summer nights

on the plains of New Mexico

!

After awakening the next morning I watched the coming of day, marked
by interesting stages of light and activity in the amphitheater. At 5 o'clock

Venus was heralding the sun, and "the desert glow," a warm reddish streak,

was brightening the horizon. At 5:19 the last bat was seen flying. Soon
after, on going down into the amphitheater to fill the canteen and see what
the birds were doing, I flushed a sparrow hawk that had apparently spent

the night in the sheltered bottom and watched it fly up to disappear out

over the desert. House finches and killdeer were in evidence and busy

rock wrens feeding importunate young as at sunset, while white-throated

swifts flew along the base of the rock wall, one in its absorbing pursuit of

breakfast coming close to my ear. Was I no more to him than a basaltic

column? In the stillness of early morning the sound of water dropping into

the pond was distinctly heard. At 5:40 killdeer notes filled the air. Then
as I glanced up to the rim high above, familiar camp figures were seen mov-

ing about getting breakfast. The sun coming up above the eastern horizon

now lit the western lava rim of the amphitheater along which white-

throated swifts were flying, its light reaching down over the top of the black

basalt. At 5:50 the light was creeping down over the basalt columns them-

selves and lit the nearest Cottonwood almost to its base. At 5:55 it was

illuminating the whole basalt face and had reached the tops of two more

cottonwoods farther downstream. At 6:07 the whole round sun ball was

visible from the bottom of the amphitheater, its light reaching well down
the farther cottonwoods. As I climbed the delaying sand dune stairs, my
lengthened shadow was projected ahead of me and jagged shadows of the

sandstone wall were thrown across the smooth face of the sand dunes.

At 6:26, when we had gathered on top for breakfast, a swift almost joined

us at the feast. As we ate our bacon someone asked, "Did you hear the

coyotes in the night?" whereupon the Mammalogist told of fresh tracks he

had found near camp.

We were soon on the road and before noon crossed the Cameron bridge

over the Little Colorado. Among the many novel and interesting sights of

the day certain ones stood out strikingly after our 2 months in the brown

stony arid country; a water-loving meadowlark near Moencopi, green

lawns brightened with hollyhocks in the Indian school settlement of Tuba

City, and fragrant green alfalfa fields rich in purple bloom among the Mor-
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Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 84.—camping among the rock falls of the vermilion cliffs.

mon villages with their rows of green cottonwoods. A large ferruginous

roughleg or squirrel hawk was noted with rejoicing as we drove along, for in

this day of lawless destruction of beneficial hawks each of these lordly birds

met with is cause for rejoicing.

Ten miles beyond the Navajo bridge over the Colorado we again made
camp, this time at the base of the Vermilion Cliffs. This camp was among
what geologists term "rock falls," a form of landslide, huge masses of hard

sandstone having fallen from the cliffs above after the softer shales below

have been eaten away. An enlightening account of landslides and their

part in widening the Grand Canyon to its present average width of about

10 miles in the National Park has been given by the Park Naturalist in

Nature Notes. The summer cloudbursts and the rapidly melting winter

snows on the canyon rims eat out the walls below and "splendid examples of

rock falls are to be found on every hand." During the last 20 years as Emory
Kolb, explorer and photographer of the canyon states, within sight of

his house on the South Rim overlooking Bright Angel Trail seven major

rock falls have occurred, many others having been heard rumbling and roar-

ing on quiet nights. One of these involved the entire face of the Redwall

cliff and another completely wiped out the Bright Angel Trail at Jacob's

Ladder. The largest and most spectacular rock fall of recent years was one

below the North Rim, plainly visible from Grand Canyon Village 9 miles

away, where the great roar could be heard and the dust seen as it rose high

in air.

The debris of rock falls those huge boulders on our campground certainly

were; but in gazing over the assembly of strange forms, some suggesting
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mushrooms balanced on slender stems, some skulls, some gigantic balls, the

amazing place seemed a veritable playground of the Titans. The assem-

blage we camped among was of well-grounded masses as large as cabins

affording protected alcoves to work in, safe shelter for small fires to cook by,

and secluded bedchambers level enough if well chosen to keep sleeping

bags from sliding unduly, while not too hard to permit sleep if the proper

"hip holes" of veteran campers were well dug out.

Fresh from the delight of our first night under the stars, I was eager for a

second one and unrolled my sleeping bag where, above the top of my shield-

ing house-like rock, there was a wide view of the heavens. And here, waking

at intervals, I had the beautiful experience of watching the procession of the

constellations throughout the night. Before I went to sleep, Scorpio in all

its brilliancy and the Dipper upside down filled my sky. On awakening,

the Dipper had disappeared behind the Vermilion Cliffs, Cassiopeia having

taken its place as pointer to the North Star; the starry path of the Milky

Way had changed from left to right, and the great square of Pegasus domi-

nated my sky. On next awakening, Venus, in all her brilliancy, stood high

above the black bulk of my great rock. But soon, with the oncoming of

light in the East, her glory paled. Following this came the reddish-orange

"desert streak" of sunrise along the horizon, and finally I exlaimed, "There

comes the sun!" What a wonderful night on the desert!
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The bottom of the Painted Desert had been undeniably hot, although not bad

for a desert in July, and when we had finally made what was then a steep

climb over a bad road from the Lower Sonoran burrobrush flats up onto the

Upper Sonoran nut pine and juniper slopes, and then at last up onto the

Transition Zone yellow pine levels of the North Rim, with a new sense of

enjoyment we sat down on the fragrant pine needle floor to eat our lunch in

the cool shade of the forest.

A delightful drive winding among the trees took us to the clearing at

Jacob Lake, where we pitched our tents for the night under the pines near

the ranger station. The lake in ordinary seasons covered about 3 acres, and

we were greatly interested to hear from the Ranger that in the fall of 1912,

attracted by this unusual body of water, two Canada geese had stopped here

for 2 weeks on their fall migration. But in this time of drought the lake had

dried to a mere tank inside a ring of earth. The earth ring, however, to

our enjoyment was encircled by a band of bright yellow Colorado rubber

plants, that pleasantly led the eye to the yellow pine background.

Doubly important now, the tank watered cows, horses, and deer. It

also attracted an interesting zonal variety of birds, from western robins,

western chipping sparrows, chestnut-backed bluebirds, house finches, gold-

finches, and nighthawks, to a group belonging to the higher levels, moun-

tain bluebirds, a thrush—seen in too dim a light to name it—Cassin's finches,

siskins, and crossbills, besides Natalie's (formerly Williamson's) sapsucker.

Rarest of all were a western goshawk and a flock of Rocky Mountain pine

grosbeaks. The pine grosbeaks, lovely birds that I had previously enjoyed

on boreal summits, had probably found Canadian Zone nesting trees to their

liking within flying distance from Jacob Lake. Some time before they had

been discovered by the Ranger, D. Irvin Rasmussen, on their daily visits to

water. This was the first record for the birds in Arizona and the Ranger's

identification had been verified by Dr. Charles Vorhies, of the University of

Arizona, on June 24, when passing the station. 20 Their presence was so

unexpected that I was doubly eager to see them. But although I got up

20 The Condor, vol. 32, No. 5, pp. 262-263, 1930.
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at 5 o'clock I failed to find them and had to console myself with other

enjoyable sights that offered.

On nearing the lake, five mule deer that had apparently been for an early

morning drink, ran off, heads high in spirited pose, the rising sun lighting

their branching antlers and ruddy coats. A cattle chute of logs leading from

the woods to the tank served as a stopping place for the early birds as they

came and went, and sprightly little chipmunks with bright black eyes and

prettily striped faces delighted to scoot along the logs, sometimes with tails

straight in air.

When the sun rose higher in the East, behind a row of old log cabins the

pine trunks were spotted with red. The visiting birds were also beautified

and warmed by the sunlight. A violet-green swallow flew over the tank,

its white underside lit up by the eastern sun; an Audubon's warbler on the

top log of the chute was touched up gaily, all his yellow patches on crown,

throat, rump, and sides coming out brightly; goldfinches, too, added a bright

touch of yellow. A red-shafted flicker sitting on the same log, his plumage

looking very new, seemed to enjoy the warm sunshine, for after an absence

he came back into it again; three mourning doves came and sat facing the

sun; also a pair of Gassin's finches, the crown of the male glowing; but

after a bit, the happy finches flew off to the woods, talking as they went.

As I was watching the procession of birds, two does and a young buck

came for a drink. From the pine woods the long shadows of early morning

were projected over the ground. Beyond, the blue smoke of our campfire

was rising from among the trees.

Before 6 o'clock a broad-tailed hummingbird rushed by clicking. At 6:20

four western mourning doves came to drink, one showing its pink feet at

the water's edge. Flying away, they were reflected in the pool. A violet-

green whitebreast had also been mirrored in keen white as it dipped low

over the water. Another had caught my eye as it paused, holding its wings

stiffly over its back as it drank. At 6:35 a western robin bathed; then two

house finches came, the bright red of face and throat distinguishing them

from the Gassin's with its square crimson crown patch. Three red-shafted

flickers were seen, two on the cattle chute of logs. One with the masculine

red moustache, on seeing his companion fly to the ground, gave a coquettish

spread of the tail and followed; then a third flew over giving its "willowy

note" and repeating its loud clape. The familiar calls of robin and vireo,

the woodsy kimp, kimp of crossbills, the double wheezy notes of siskins, and

the soft coo-ah-coo, coo, coo of mourning doves were heard. Seven crossbills

out of a flock of 16 lit on the log, some red, some gray, the deep notch of

their tails showing.
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At 6 o'clock at the road construction camp nearby the iron triangle had

been struck to summon the workmen to breakfast, and at 7 o'clock I was

called to breakfast by our campfire under the trees.

Afterwards in the pine woods the Young Observer and I found Audubon's

and Grace's warblers. Then to our great satisfaction we saw our first

Kaibab squirrel, the most uniquely marked squirrel in the United States.

Had he wanted to satisfy our curiosity regarding those marks he could not

have given a better view of them. When he sat facing us, his surprising

black lower parts, passing for shadow, might have faded into the back-

ground; when he ran away from us his snow-white tail was so sharply cut

off from his body that it was hard to believe the two bore any relation to

each other. Here, indeed, both directive and protective secant coloration

had reached their climax.

On the edge of the lake I saw a large hawk, presumably the rare goshawk

that Dr. Vorhies had seen, wading out into the water to bathe. In this

case it was apparently perched on a stick on the edge of the water from which

it leaned forward to spatter with its wings—rather an abstemious bath

even for dry times, it would seem. Two years later, in 1931, a goshawk's

nest containing young was found by Ranger Rasmussen near Jacob Lake

and photographed by the Young Ornithologist.

The Western goshawk has been recorded many times from the North

Rim and one specimen has been taken in the South Rim area. Although

it is the breeding bird of the region, an eastern goshawk, which migrates

from Canada to Mexico, has been reported by the well-known ornithologist,

H. S. Swarth, as seen on December 18, 1929, at close range on the South

Rim of the canyon near Hermit Rest Trail.

After watching the Jacob Lake goshawk bathing, I glanced back at the

log chute and was pleased to discover a western tanager adding a bright

note of color to the scene. This and the other enjoyable sights served as

compensations on my morning hunt but the pine grosbeaks had not been

found. Though the early hours were gone, I had one more chance. Return-

ing to the lake at 1 1 o'clock and secreting myself in pine undergrowth with

a view of the tank, I waited. Perhaps, being unduly discouraged and be-

coming interested in writing up my notes, I may have let the birds slip

down to water undiscovered; a humiliating confession. But when nearly

2 hours had passed, from the very top of a tall yellow pine the old familiar

mountain song rang out, an unmistakable rolling pastoral, simple, sweet,

but uplifted, carrying the purity of the mountain air. My old friends of

timberline had been heard once more.
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The yellow pines of Jacob Lake, at an altitude of about 7,500 feet, were

quickly left behind as we climbed through the spruce and fir forest of the

Kaibab Plateau to 8,800 feet at the well-known V T Ranch in De Motte

Park. Having come from the South Rim some 1,500 feet lower, and having

crossed the hot, barren sands of the Painted Desert at the low level of 3,900

feet, this entrance into the cool Canadian Zone forest at nearly 9,000 feet

brought the exhilaration and enrichment of mountain heights. Winding

Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 85.—v t park and the indented line of the kaibab forest.

through stately vistas of the coniferous forest, quiet with pale sunlight and

deep shadows suggesting redwood aisles, we seemed to have entered a for-

gotten world of deeper satisfactions.

At memorable outlooks we caught glimpses of green open parks backed by

level lines of low evergreen spires in regimental front, as if nature had issued

the command, "So far shalt thou go and no farther." Wider views, show-

ing more of the great mountain park that for 12 or 15 miles parts the forest

near its crest and stays its advance with compelling power, pictured the

same abrupt halt of the forest, a clean-cut scalloped outline laid on the park

floor as of a deeply indented shoreline on ocean waters. What was its cause?

What is the cause of mountain parks? The problem is one that has vexed
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the mind and taxed the imagination of many a scientist, evoking varied

theories for its solution.

As our road turned off to the old ranch whose V T brand for cattle origi-

nally gave the place its name, an enormous sign was read with amusement:

"This is where the deer come down to see the tourists." By our later

understanding it should have read: "Gome down at night to eat the little

wild clover." The former ranch, now a tourist hotel with rows of small log

cabins under the aspens, offered an attractive resting place for overnight.

Nearly 2,000 feet above the nut pines and junipers of the South Rim,

where we had left the birds silent and preoccupied leading grown families

about, what should we find here? As it proved, a new set of intensely inter-

esting birds in full song in the joyous exuberant days of the late nesting season.

A hurried round of a few rods along the low woods just beyond the cabins

whetted my appetite for further discoveries. Such a surprising afternoon

concert, all by western warbling vireos and Cassin's finches. The happy

vireos were doing their best, tied down by the fine notes of their formal

round, but the Cassin's burst out in the loud, free notes of their rich song.

The next morning the woods behind the cabins were alive with birds and

ringing with their calls and songs. Two erratic wanderers of coniferous

mountain forests were greeted with enthusiasm. The small brown-

striped northern pine siskins, having the yellow of their goldfinch cousins

restricted to pale patches on wings and tail, were full of song, their double

jewsharp notes making a recurrent part of the Canadian chorus. One in

the fervor of courtship treated me to a rapturous flight song.

The other erratic wanderers were the western evening grosbeaks, whose

nests are so well guarded that they have rarely been discovered, birds which

when not nesting are phenomenally tame. A flock had been found by the

Mammalogist in May in a well-watered dooryard in the village of Kanab,

and here at the V T they and the siskins had gathered to feed on the seeds

of the aspens, whose white cotton was falling like snow through the air.

The simulated snowstorm was so remarkable that the moving-picture

camera was brought to photograph it. When blown by the wind into

deep windrows this inflammable cotton may be ignited by a spark. In a

Nevada town of which the Young Observer told us, where cottonwoods

formerly lined the streets, they had been cut down because of this fire

menace. But here there were no such extreme conditions, the seeds only

supplying the birds with useful food.

Loud grosbeak whistles and softer beady notes were heard behind our

cabin on awakening, the birds having gathered for an early breakfast before

anyone was up to be in their way. Their loud, sharp notes were good to
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Photograph by Russell Reid.

Figure 86.—northern pine siskin, she

AND HER NEST ARE WELL HIDDEN IN THE

SPRUCE-TREE BACKGROUND.

From Biological Survey {Fuertes).

Figure 87.—ruby- crowned kinglet

(Corthylio calendula calendula), his scarlet

crown patch can be thrown out.

hear again but hard to imitate. To ears familiar with them, the syllables

he-oo, where and wheer'r'ee might be suggestive. They were as individual as

those of the siskins but with wilder quality. Their soft, beady, grosbeak

notes suggested those of the waxwing. Throughout the day the birds were

occasionally heard and part of the flock was to be found close behind the

cabins where a Delco electric engine was chugging, carpenters were ham-

mering, tourists' cars coming and going; the birds, in spite of all the hub-

bub, calmly picking up seeds.

Once when I went out, four males were on the ground close together

where the details of their unusual plumage could be noted. The yellow

of the underbody was carried up by a lemon-yellow frontal band suggesting

a circlet of yellow sealing wax laid on for contrast to the black crown patch,

the huge pale greenish bill—very literally a grosbeak—lent an air of im-

portance, while the snow-white wing patches suggested a unique white

cape laid over the black wing quills. A grayish female looked very dingy

and commonplace beside the handsome males, but her plainness was the

honorable badge of motherhood. Two of the males that I watched, after

some disagreement, stood facing each other threateningly, bill to bill, for a

moment; then as one might expect from such gentle birds, let the matter

drop.
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From Biological Survey (Fuertes).

Figure 88.—evening grosbeak {Hesperiphona vespertina vespertina). its great greenish

BEAK AND ITS YELLOWISH-GREEN, BLACK AND WHITE PLUMAGE MAKE A STRIKING COLOR

PATTERN.

As if siskins and evening grosbeaks were not enough for one great day,

from the trees overhead came the prelude of the western ruby-crowned

kinglet, a song that ran charmingly into a rippling, happy round that

reminded me of red-letter days in camp under tall blue spruces in New
Mexico where they sang joyfully over our heads. How good it was to hear

the lovely song again! And how pleasant to be told that in winter the
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cheery little northerner has been found on the South Rim and also fore-

gathering with many of his kind in the bottom of the canyon. A close

relative, the western golden-crowned knight, may also nest on the North

Rim.

After our exciting and promising introduction to the boreal birds of the

Kaibab at the V T, we passed on to the North Rim of the canyon, where

the Mammalogist and Life Zone Mapper wanted to map the zones from

camps in the vicinity of Grand Canyon Lodge, returning, however, a week

later to map other sections of the rim better reached from the V T.

At our second visit the aspens were still snowing, though not so heavily

as before, and the evening grosbeaks and pine siskins were still gathered

for the feast. The grosbeaks in feeding on the ground now wasted little

time looking about, keeping close to the trunks of the spruces. What could

be the reason? Examining the aspen seeds with a magnifying glass, the

Mammalogist found that on the ground at the base of the trees, protected

from rain by the dense spruce branches above, the seeds had sprouted

slowly and were still fat, juicy ovals, evidently delectable morsels. But

outside the dry circles the seeds, having been rained on, had already rooted

and become tiny green aspens and no longer afforded good bird food. The

mystery was explained.

Once when the tops of the aspens between cabins were alive with small

siskins and a few pale goldfinches hungrily leaning over the fuzzy catkins, a

big grosbeak new in, dwarfing the group, although it was not too large to

cling to the tip of a slender swaying branch or hang head down if that better

suited its purpose. While a few grosbeaks dominated the assembly with

their quiet but compelling personalities and their loud ringing whistles,

the siskins pervaded the grove, their small sibilant notes filling the air and

pleasing the ear with their unusual quality. It was always a pleasure to

find a little group of them gathered on the ground picking about under

the trees. While the erratic wanderers were going about, a plain resident

—

a western robin—was brooding on a nest over their heads.

On leaving the log cabins under the "snowing" trees, we pitched our

tents in a quiet secluded spot at the far end of the automobile campground

among beautiful firs, spruces, and aspens on the edge of the Kaibab Forest,

where, to my delight, we were greeted by the fresh bubbling song of a

ruby kinglet quite willing to share his home woods with us. Then came

the well-loved voice of another northerner, the olive-sided flycatcher,

bringing up cherished memories of forest camps on Mount Shasta and in

the Rocky Mountains. At our meals under the trees we watched a pair

of mountain bluebirds, exquisite greenish blue below, which at this altitude
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Photograph by E. D. McKee.

Figure 89.—CASSIN'S PURPLE finch eating pinons on the park naturalist's

FEEDING TABLE.

had replaced the chestnut-backed bluebirds, flying back and forth feeding

their young in an aspen trunk near a nest hole recently vacated by a family

of red-shafted flickers. And at memorable moments from the quiet

depths of the forest we listened in rapt silence to the rare, serene song of

Audubon's hermit thrush. Two years later, I was glad to hear, back of

the V T Ranger Station and our camp, on several evenings a deep-voiced

horned owl was heard by the Young Ornithologist, "hooting in the spruce

forest."

Surrounded as we were by these northern birds, each calling up cherished

field memories of many years' standing, we were puzzled when, according

to our custom, we wanted to name our camp. What should we call it?

The one song that was most continually in our ears was that of the crim-

son-crowned Cassin's finch. Although it stops on the South Rim on its

way north in February, this bird of the firs and spruces had here super-

seded the house finch of lower levels. Until listening to its evening con-

cert when we first reached the V T, I had heard only prized individual

songs in remote mountains. But here at camp the Cassin's were singing

around us as freely as house finches in southern California. The difference

in the character of the two songs was striking, however, for while the

effervescent little house finch runs on as happily and inconsequentially as

a house wren, Cassin's finch is a fervent musician whose song is a ringing,
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joyous carol, brilliant and musical. While we were coming to know and

enjoy his song more and more, the ornithological Forest Ranger from

Jacob Lake who had discovered the pine grosbeaks captured two Cassin's

that had strayed into an unfinished ranger cabin, and, thinking that we
would like a near view of our small neighbors, brought us both a crimson-

crowned parent and a dingy, streaked youngster. Afraid of frightening

them, after looking them over and noticing with interest the large bills of

the little foresters, I hurriedly let them go. But that settled the camp
name. They were nesting close around us and let us listen to their songs

from morning until night—here at Cassin Camp.

They were more important to me than I to them, going calmly about

their affairs, paying little heed to meetings that I took much pleasure in.

Once three bright crowns and one streaked sister were found picking about,

almost invisible on the dark earth under the shadowing firs and spruces.

Another time on a woods' road a bright crown flew down to a rain pool

right in front of me and, as I stood still, flatteringly proceeded to spatter

water quite unconcernedly. One day I happened on a Cassin taking a sun

bath on a bare branch, tail and one wing outspread. Another picture

caught was of a parent on the very tip of an evergreen spire leaning down

to feed a young one that clung below fanning its wings urgently. Toward

the end ofJuly the note of the young, a sweet he'-ah-we, was more frequently

heard than the songs of the preoccupied parents, who now had only time

for occasional bright outbursts.

The ruby kinglet, on the other hand, sang a great deal around camp

even after it had been seen feeding a plump young one on a branch. When
looking for food it lifted its wings, whirred under a furry twig, and went

through all the kinglet motions; charming little bird.

Other songs lessened as the nesting season advanced. Audubon's

warbler, no longer in the role of minstrel lover, sang only in passing on

more important business; the western warbling vireo sang quietly as if

enjoying life in its accepted round; while the western chipping sparrow

added his monotonous ditty as if to celebrate the sunshine.

A bird of the Lower Transition Zone levels, the Rocky Mountain gros-

beak—found later by the Young Ornithologist in Dog Canyon near the

East Rim, Big Springs, and Big Saddle—when seen with young here in

Canadian Zone seemed out of place, but there were a few old yellow pines

back among the spruces and firs and after all, the boundaries of the zones

cannot be marked off with a ruler! On one of the pines was seen an

immature Natalie's sapsucker found previously in the yellow pines at

Jacob Lake and later by the Young Observer on the East Rim of the Kaibab.
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Photograph by Gayle Pickwell.

Figure 90.—the male rocky mountain grosbeak, contentedly taking the place

OF HIS BROWN-STREAKED MATE ON THE NEST.

Marching up a white fir trunk, it pulled out a long inch-and-a-half cater-

pillar and, unmindful of zonal proprieties, ate it as complacently as though

it came from a yellow pine.

Another woodpecker, the alpine three-toed, the yellow-crowned familiar

of the boreal forests of the Rocky Mountain region, as if it had come for our

pleasure, was discovered on a tree trunk facing the door of the V T Ranch,

its white back stripe and dark sides clearly in view. Previously one that had

been collected in a side gulch of the park when it was in an Engelmann

spruce, with its stomach half full of insects and the larvae of wood borers,

had testified to its important uses in the forests. In V T Park the voices of

the red-shafted flicker and American raven were both heard. Western

robins were abundant and unafraid here, where there was softer ground and

more water than on the south side of the canyon, though our El Tovar robin

had fared well enough on a watered lawn. Near the V T Ranch on a tele-

phone wire, July 20, the Mammalogist was fortunate enough to see two of

the rare Cassin's kingbirds, occasionally seen on the South Rim, perching

between two mountain bluebirds.
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After 2 dry years the summer rains were only beginning to improve con-

ditions. It was interesting to see how eagerly the birds took advantage of

each least puddle of water. In the camp the drip of a faucet, making a pool

a foot or two across, attracted many eager for a drink or a bath. In perhaps

half an hour, before half-past eight of a morning, it had many visitors. Two
siskins came, two Cassin's finches bathed, the small siskins gave way to a big

mother robin who drank and left, an Audubon's warbler bathed, two young

juncos came, a female Cassin's and one of the juncos bathed, two pale gold-

finches came, an evening grosbeak drank, a western chipping sparrow came
to drink, but seeing big neighbor grosbeak edged away around the margin

of the pool.

Chipping sparrows were found by the Young Ornithologist 2 years later

to be numerous over the Kaibab, mostly along the edges of parks and near

springs and lakes. A nest that he watched near our former camp was at the

end of a spruce branch and the parents were seen feeding moths and grass-

hoppers to the young. Nests of two other small birds were found by him at

the V T: that of a Rocky Mountain nuthatch and a mountain chickadee,

both in holes in aspens, the nuthatches feeding young the last ofJune.

During our stay in 1929, when water was especially in demand, small road-

side tanks, sink holes, and ponds in parks between the V T Hotel and Grand

Canyon Lodge attracted a surprising variety of birds, some of which were

seen as we drove back and forth. Among them on July 9 were a Swainson's

hawk, a sparrow hawk, a western meadowlark, a horned lark, and a Scaup

duck. On July 15 a spotted sandpiper was seen and recorded by the Park-

Naturalist in the meadows near the checking station, a place used for the

registration of human visitors to the national park. One of the conspicuous

great blue herons, the Treganza's, safe in the national park, was seen near the

roads on a number of ponds in the region. On July 19 Ranger Laws saw

one in Little Park only about a mile from the checking station and it actually

stayed there when he drove by within 200 yards. On July 22 a tourist re-

ported seeing a wading bird of light color, standing high, in a deep sink hole

at the boundary line of the park. Previously, in 2 different years, Ranger

Rasmussen had seen a heron on an open tank close to the Point Sublime

Road. As the tank contained salamanders, it had probably proved worth

remembering. At the sink hole south of the checking station 5 years later,

in August, the bird photographers Harry L. and Ruth Crockett had the

good fortune to find an adult and a young marsh-loving yellow-headed

blackbird, the first recorded from the North Rim, a pair of western golden

crowned kinglets, a black phoebe, and some lazuli buntings.
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Photograph by Harry L. and Ruth Crockett.

Figure 91.—killdeer nestlings worth decoying for.

Photograph by Kenneth Gordon.

Figure 92.—mother killdeer decoying.
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Photograph by Kenneth Gordon.

Figure 93.—killdeer in various stages of decoy, showing the con-

spicuous BUFFY SALMON OF THE TAILBASE AND THE WHITE OF THE BODY

AND WING LININGS. THE DISPLAY IS ACCOMPANIED BY VIOLENT FLAPPING

OF THE WINGS AND POSES SUGGESTING UTTER HKLPLESSNESS.
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About rain tanks on the South Rim and ponds in the Kaibab Forest, kill-

deer were often found in summer and in migration. Near the V T Ranch

well, where there was a little surface water, on July 16 1 flushed one that

gave a violent form of decoy. After spreading its tail so that the wide

buffy-salmon fan showed strikingly, it flapped its wings first one side and

then the other as if distraught; then having gained the attention of the sup-

posed enemy, started and ran rapidly away as if hoping that she might fol-

low. Another slightly different form of decoy was used when I overtook it.

Standing erect with tail spread, it flapped both wings at the same time,

looking as if it might tip over on its bill.

Near here another year, between June 27 and July 9, western evening

grosbeaks coming to water were seen by the Young Ornithologist, and one

female was seen carrying worms, though her nest was not located.

After the summer rains the intermittent V T Lake, where the killdeer

had been when it was mostly grassed over, was filled with water and on

August 28, when the Mammalogist and the Park Naturalist had crossed

from the South Rim by airplane, they had found a number of notable fall

migrants. Among them was the Brewer's sparrow, found by the Park

Naturalist during fall migrations in various places—at Far View, along

Chuar Creek, near Bright Angel Point on the North Rim, and during a

spring migration in Toroweap Valley, where it was numerous. Other V T
fall migrants seen were the red-breasted nuthatch, rough-winged swallow,

white-rumped shrike, 10 gadwall, 2 blue-winged teal, 2 greater yellow-legs

and a western solitary sandpiper; also 2 Wilson's phalaropes, a pair of which

had previously been recorded by the Naturalist from a tank in Slide Canyon

on the Kaibab. Two violet-green swallows that had not yet migrated were

also seen at V T Lake.

On that same day the insect-catching violet-greens were seen at the lake.

1 was much interested to hear from the naturalists that a flock of perhaps two

or three hundred migrating white-throated swifts stopped on their way,

between 12 and 1 o'clock, feeding on the insects over the water for half an

hour. After their refreshing lunch they drifted along down the park to the

south. About 2 weeks previous the swifts had mostly left the South Rim,

but on August 27, the day before the large flock was seen on the Kaibab,

after a severe storm in the night close to the head of Hermit Trail a flock

of 16 suddenly appeared. After counting them I was watching them

eagerly when they disappeared as suddenly as they had come. A little

later one was seen flying low and rapidly in the direction they had gone as

if to catch up with the flock.
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In 1889, although Dr. Merriam found that most of the swifts had mi-

grated before his arrival on September 10, several were still seen in the

canyon. In 1931, on our return to the canyon, a few were seen on Septem-

ber 4, flying about above Tanner's Trail, and on the following day at Bright

Angel. Nearly a month later than the latest date on which they are usually

seen in the fall, on October 5 and 6, 1932, the Park Naturalist found flocks

still flying about the upper parts of Grand Canyon, notably in Hermit

Basin and near Yavapai Point.

In the meadows south of the V T Ranch, a few days after the violet-

greens had been seen at V T Lake, a large flock of migrating rough-winged

swallows was seen by the Park Naturalist. The rough-wing was also seen

during a subsequent migration at Neal Spring on the North Rim by A. E.

Borell. Ravens which, when grasshoppers are abundant, gather in the

parks of the Kaibab in great numbers—as many as 88 having been counted

in one place—were now seen all along the green V T Park. One of the

grasshopper-eating sparrow hawks was also seen. Near the checking sta-

tion, a migrating Nevada red-wing had previously been collected by

Ranger Laws, and in August a marsh hawk had been found by the Park

Naturalist who, another year, saw two flying over the meadows near V T
Park, one of them catching grasshoppers. In this vicinity, during a spring

migration, he also saw horned larks, and nearer V T Ranch, in the fall

migration, small flocks of green-backed goldfinches. In September, turkey

vultures, rare on the North Rim, have been seen in the open meadows.

In the summer months several cowbirds had been recorded. One that we
saw in Pleasant Valley was perching on the back of a white-faced Hereford

steer. When the bird moved around too much, the white face was turned

inquiringly. When the animal got up, the bird rose and flew toward a

second white-faced steer, apparently intending to light between its horns.

Promptly discouraged, it dropped to the ground to walk around its first large

friend.

Not far from Pleasant Valley, at Crane Lake, on July 4, the Young
Ornithologist found western red-tailed hawks feeding young. He found

them also not only around Ryan, Big Springs, and Kanab, but distributed

over the Kahbab where the protection of these beneficial rodent-catchers is

assured by the national forest.

After the July rains, besides birds, blooming flowers enlivened the way.

The yellow flowers of the gray-leafed rubber plant, suggesting buttercups,

brightened the roadsides and dominated the great open stretches of the

plateau-top parks so that on the lower levels the real buttercups and other

yellow flowers such as dandelions, hawkweeds, and arnicas were little

noticed. Although yellow flowers predominated, there were also bluebells
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and purple pentstemons, blue flax, larkspurs and lupines, daisy-like blue

erigerons, bright red and orange Indian paint brushes, and scattered white

stars, besides dainty white arenarias and patches of dwarf white phlox.

Rare flowers like the purple sago lily and the brown frittilaria were occa-

sionally seen and in places white or brilliantly colored mushrooms added

color and enjoyable variety to the earth carpet.

In the bird families about us parental devotion and solicitude in their

short-lived evolving forms were hinted. We happened on one family of

western tanagers in the woods back of the open park where the mule deer

came to feed and, greeting them as familiar friends, grieved at the distress of

the green mother of the brood, which voiced itself as she flew anxiously about,

in quick repetitions of the family notes

—

pit'ick, pit'ick, pit'erick, pit'erick.

From the thicket where the tanagers were trying to hide their young

from us, we followed a deer trail a short distance back through the woods

in which the pestered animals found shade and protection from deer flies

in the daytime. Along the trail, round cushions of bright green moss that

help hold moisture emphasized the difference between the dry woods of

the South Rim, which can boast only 18 inches annual precipitation, in-

cluding snowfall, and this richer woods of the North Rim with a 26-inch

annual precipitation. During this July 3.63 inches of rain was recorded.

Wet from the fresh rains some of the white aspen trunks had been trans-

formed to a bright yellow-green. The various evergreens—the Engelmann
spruce with its scaly bark and small pendant dark-brown cones, the white

fir with its larger and erect green cones, together with the subalpine fir

with its handsome erect purple cones—gave a feeling of deep satisfaction

in the richness of this coniferous Canadian forest, high above the desert.

Near the edge of the park, large mushrooms put out at night by the

Mammalogist to see if the mule deer would eat them had entirely dis-

appeared by morning. Nearby we were glad to discover an unusual deer

bed, dug on a slant behind a protecting log with the earth pawed down
on the lower side to prevent slipping. When the Kaibab deer wandered

out into the open at dusk, spreading over the wide meadows to feed on

the tiny wild clover and other small plants during the night, they made a

fascinating picture that brought the tourists to the piazza. Before it was

too dark, many an amateur photographer who did not realize the danger

of frightening the woodland visitors away from their feeding grounds, was

tempted to go beyond the warning signs for a closer focus. One evening

near sunset, when over the floor of the park long streaks of western sunlight

were interrupted by long shadows from the forest, the antlered band
gathered in a streak of light, making a vivid, impressive picture of protected

wildlife in the national parks.
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1. WALHALLA PLATEAU GAMP

The zone map work on the Kaibab was done from three camps, Walhalla

Plateau, V T Park, and the Bright Angel ranger station, with visits to look-

outs at the ends of roads, some of them at the time still under construction.

Our Walhalla Plateau camp had one slight drawback—its water supply

came from a spring several hundred feet below—but it was an interesting

spring, Greenland Spring, the fountainhead of Bright Angel Greek. Far

from hotels and tourist travel this remote camp was one of our best. Here

we pitched our tents in a grove of tall yellow pines, stopping to enjoy them

as we worked. The younger members of the party, inexperienced in the

ways of forest lightning and unable to resist the call of the great trees, un-

rolled their sleeping bags beneath them and in the night when a thunder-

storm broke had to move precipitately. Beyond the tents a wide cleared

floor gave a safe place for a campfire, especially important here with a humus

mat of old decayed vegetation close under the surface in which fire would

run long and dangerously.

We soon discovered to our pleasure that we had camped on the home

ground of a band of untamed mule deer; gentle does and bucks of various

ages from those with single-prongs to those with handsome antlered crowns.

Their presence was sometimes hinted merely by the light snapping of a

twig, but once a glimpse was caught of one bounding away, and, best of all,

another was seen standing behind a green bush screen, watching us quietly

as we went about our camp work.

Once in the early morning when all the world seemed fresh and beautiful,

as we left camp to cross to the rim of the Kaibab, in the open spaces heavy

dew still lay on the grass and the partly unfolded leaves of awakening pink-

flowered locusts, while under the trees patches of tight-shut pine cones wet

with dew were ruddy in the morning light. As the still rising sun slanted

across the tops of compact beds of manzanita, I involuntarily exclaimed at

their new beauty, their pale green leafage came out so brightly in contrast

to the still unlit somber conifers.
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As we walked softly through the quiet woods toward the rim, the song of

Audubon's hermit thrush rose from the canyon, cool and rich in the early

morning freshness. The few simple restrained notes of the olive-sided fly-

catcher, our old mountain friend, were doubly appreciated when inter-

larded with the quick iterations of an emotional family of red-shafted

flickers. Various other calls bespoke the character of their makers—the

sweet phoe'-be, be'-be-be of the gentle mountain chickadee, the incisive

pit'ic, pit'ic of that preoccupied hunter of both yellow pine and spruce and

fir forests, the western tanager; the stirring ker'r'r, ker'r'r of the masterful

nutcracker from a pine top overlooking the canyon, and another time the

scream of a red-tail as he launched out from a dead tree top over the

canyon; while, as we looked below there came the raucous croak of the

great American raven floating black and positive down among the pale

colors of the chasm.

As we walked along under the trees near the edge of the canyon we dis-

covered with elation first one and then another deer bed pawed in the soft

earth, as the bed under the trees at the Chief Ranger's had been pawed out

by the young buck. One small hollow dug out between two prostrate

protecting branches suggested the cozy bed of a fawn. Here then, near

camp, the deer that had been watching our campfire circle had their chosen

resting place. It was good to know.

On the rim at night, if approached by enemies from the forest, they could

bound down into the canyon. Yet in spite of safeguards the whitened bones

of fawns and the old carcasses of grown mule deer, found along the less-

frequented trails, told the tragic story of a last meeting with their ancient

enemies, the bobcat and the mountain lion. Old "sign", as hunters call the

excrement of wild animals, made up of deer hair, and found on points along

the canyon rim facing broken cliffs, where even such large animals as

cougars might well find secure dens, led us to hope that while our tents were

standing and our campfire burning, the beautiful band we had come among
had reason to feel more secure.

In wandering through the Walhalla Forest in mid-July, we chanced on

three interesting birds—Natalie's sapsucker and the Rocky Mountain

creeper, both still feeding young on the cool high plateau, and a mother

dusky grouse accompanied by her nearly grown brood. The black-backed

sapsucker, showing white rump and wing patches, flew to a tree-trunk nest-

ing hole; the small brown-striped creeper flew from trunk to trunk, filling

its curved bill as it went. Farther along, when a sudden whirr almost under

our feet startled us, the mother grouse flew up into an open pine tree while

her five well-trained young hid away in the safe cover of dense firs and
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Photograph by Clark Blickensderjer.

Figure 94.—Natalie's sapsucker with bill bristling with food for her young.
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spruces. This anxious guardian was evidently unacquainted with the

friendly camera-carrying tourist, but one of her clan with more wordly ex-

perience, as related in Nature Notes, when her brood of 8 or 10 chicks had

been safelv hidden in underbrush nearby, stood on a log and actually al-

lowed an interested photographer to take moving pictures of her less than 5

feet away. A "Preliminary Survey of the Status of the Dusky Grouse on

the Kaibab Plateau," made by Technician Grater, "indicates that grouse

are generally distributed and relatively common on the major portion of the

North Rim." On the Walhalla Plateau two immature golden eagles have

been seen in August by Technician Grater.

Many notable bird records will doubtless be added to those found by

visitors to unexplored parts of the Kaibab. Already the Lewis woodpecker

has been added to the North Rim records and a second western golden-

crowned kinglet reported. From Slide Tank on the Kaibab, 5 Northern

phalaropes and 8 or 10 red-breasted mergansers have been found by

Ranger-Naturalist John Arnold. In the little-known Nankoweap Canyon,

cutting down from Walhalla Plateau, members of a Carnegie Institution

party have reported seeing two southern bald eagles, previously recorded

only from Mohave Point, Lipan Point, and Hance Canyon. Since we

camped there, Walhalla Plateau, west of the Cape Royal Road, has been

made a wilderness reserve with the Walhalla research reserve on the

extreme west side, one of several such reserves set aside for purposes of

study and observation of unmolested flora and fauna. No roads or con-

struction projects are allowed on them and they may be visited only by

permit from the Park Superintendent, but on the wilderness reserve pack

trips and camping are allowed. The first of a series of planned game sur-

veys was made on the plateau in March 1932, 21 to find out if deer could

winter along the rim and what other animals were to be found in winter.

From the highest outlook that we visited on Walhalla Plateau, at an

altitude of 8,500 feet, we saw not only the Painted Desert, its soft pink

tones fading away in the distance, and the Echo and Vermilion Cliffs

that we had followed along in crossing between rims, but also on the north-

ern edge of the desert beyond we saw the famous Navajo Mountain rising

from the plain to 10,416 feet. The sacred mountain of the Navajos it is,

to which, if rumor can be credited, intruding sacrilegious white men have

gone, never to return. Standing aloof above the pale pinks of the Painted

Desert, as our eyes rested contemplatively upon it, from its peak white

cloud streamers trailed slowly, slumberously away.

21 Grand Canyon Nature Notes, vol. 7, pp. 33-38, July 1932.
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2. CAPE ROYAL, POINT IMPERIAL, AND POINT SUBLIME

From our Walhalla camp the principal points visited for mapping the

life zones were Gape Royal and Point Imperial. On our way to the cape

we followed the line of a newly surveyed road along which men were burning

great piles of logs and treetops making patches of splendid color in the som-

ber forest. In climbing up the back of Cape Royal we eagerly looked down
through a rock-framed window full of purple haze upon a picture of the

Colorado River.

On top, in walking out along the narrowing projection of the cape, from

some richly fruited wild currant and gooseberry bushes, to my excitement

I flushed a large bird that as it flew showed the wide light band of the band-

tailed pigeon. It was indeed a royal bird in a royal place. In an adjoining

tree another one was seen, and during the next 10 days a number more

were found by our party along the North Rim; but this was my first en-

counter with it in the Grand Canyon region and aroused memories of rare

days in the mountains of New Mexico. Another bird well befitting Cape
Royal, the golden eagle, has been recorded there and also from Desert

View, Havasu Canyon, and several other honored localities.

Four miles north of Gape Royal, a meeting with the canyon's most

notable mammal, the mountain lion, under unusual circumstances has

been graphically described in Nature Notes. An automobile caravan,

conducted by a Ranger Naturalist for the observation of wildlife, came to a

sudden stop. Only 200 yards ahead, a mountain lion stood in the middle

of the road. When, after an interval, it ran into the woods, it accom-

modatingly stopped only about 200 feet from the highway behind a tree,

where it sat upright like an ordinary house cat, giving the many students

of the caravan an exciting opportunity to observe it. At last, frightened

by the numbers and enthusiastic demonstrations of its audience, it made

off for the great cliffs of the canyon, dropping down over a rock ledge.

Then, affording a clue to the apparent boldness of the lion, an antlered

buck that he may have been stalking sprang up from under a tree and ran

off in the opposite direction to that he had taken. An examination of

tracks by members of the caravan testified to the deer's narrow escape.

"Cape Royal, elevation 7,875 feet", the sign read. It was indeed a well

chosen point for mapping the life zones, for coloring the contour map ac-

cording to the types of forest cover below—Upper Sonoran nut pines and

junipers in yellow; Transition Zone yellow pines in blue; Canadian zone firs

and spruces in green.
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As the Zone Mapper worked we had time to enjoy the view, one of those

whose sweep and impressiveness are characteristic of the North Rim.

Beyond the complexities of the Grand Canyon itself we looked across the

width of the Painted Desert, not only to Navajo Mountain but far south to

the imposing series of extinct volcanoes forming the San Francisco Mountain

group, including Kendrick, Sitgreaves, the San Francisco Peaks, O'Leary,

and Bill Williams. The pictures of the past, which from the South Rim are

those made by the destructive eroding forces of water, from the North Rim
stir the imagination by recalling the volcanic upbuilding action of the forces

of fire.

Point Imperial, the next point visited for zone mapping, was approached

by a road in such an active stage of construction that rocks had to be lifted

out of our way and gangs of workmen, trucks, and tractors passed. After

climbing to a roadbed of freshly broken rock, we finally stopped where men
were drilling for a blast. The construction boss came hurrying up the

grade apologizing for not stopping us before. When he had us safely parked

at the foot of the grade, he pointed out a trail parallel to the new road in

the bottom of the gulch, leading to Point Imperial. Asked about the blast-

ing, he explained, "when they're ready, they'll holler 'fire!'—they always

do before they blast and then you run and get behind a big tree or in some

cover." And he added suggestively, "When you come back, be cautious!"

As we hurried along the trail noting great chunks of rock that had been

blown down the slope by previous blasts, the few trees we were advised to

hide behind seemed unnecessarily far apart and the scant cover a trifle

inadequate.

The prophecy of the boss that we were going to see "one of the prettiest

views of the canyon" seemed slightly understated when we stood reading

the sign: "Point Imperial, elevation 8,801 feet." Many of the grandeurs

of Cape Royal lay outspread before us—the Painted Desert, Navajo Moun-
tain, and the magnificent series of extinct volcanoes. From O'Leary and

the San Francisco Peaks beautiful white cloud banners trailed out into the

blue and before we left a splendid thunderhead formed and a white cloud

rose high. From this lookout the mouth of the Little Colorado was seen and

the threadlike line of its canyon traced back to the spot on the old Cameron
Road where we had looked down its narrow gorge. Here, as at Cape Royal,

from the rim rock commanding a broad outlook the life zones could be

colored in to great advantage on the contour map.

Growing on the rim, a notable little tree, mountain mahogany, was of

interest, having formerly been used by the Navajos as a red dye for blankets

and supplying ebony-like wood for cabinet work and carving. At this point
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a small mountain chickadee for a moment withdrew our attention from the

grandeur of the view before us. The following spring on May 26 the Park

Naturalist found the uncommon little red-breasted nuthatch and several

dusky grouse among the timber and the late snow drifts near Point Imperial.

Subsequently, in the cliff far below the point the Young Ornithologist saw

white-throated swifts flying in and out as if to nesting holes.

About a mile northwest of Point Imperial, near Fuller Canyon, Techni-

cian Grater has since made a notable discovery, that of one of the well-

called "monarchs of the woodpecker tribe," the pileated woodpecker, far

out of its known range. Its fresh workings and characteristically large holes

were also found in fir trees near Saddle Mountain.

Having driven to Cape Royal and Point Imperial from our Walhalla

Plateau camp, our next mapping points were visited from V T Park. At the

first we read the sign: "Point Sublime, elevation 7,464 feet." From it, as

we looked down the canyon, we could see the level-topped dark forested

mass of Powell Plateau where Ranger Laws, when on a mountain lion hunt,

had flushed a nighthawk. One of the birds had already been seen by the

Park Naturalist at Point Sublime itself. Numerous other nighthawks had

also been recorded from various parts of the North Rim.

Below Powell Saddle, a spectacular thousand-foot saddle-like gash separat-

ing Powell Plateau from the Kaibab Plateau, the Chief Ranger and Ranger

Laws had found a flock of at least 20 great band-tailed pigeons; possibly

some of those known to breed on a mountain about a hundred miles from

the canyon, now wandering about in search of pinon nuts, acorns, and

berries hard to find after successive dry seasons. But as the band-tails'

nesting season is an unusually long one, some of those seen on the Kaibab

about the middle of July may well have bred there; the present paucity

of records from the plateau perhaps being due to the meager amount of

bird work so far done on the north side of the canyon.

At Point Sublime, in the August previous to our visit, an Arkansas king-

bird, rare in the region, had been collected by the Park Naturalist. It was

also recorded the same season near Desert View and at the North Rim
ranger station. Since then a goshawk has been reported from Point Sub-

lime. Here also one of the widely distributed birds of the canyon, the

attractive little rock wren, has been seen by the Young Ornithologist who

found several others below Little Saddle along the Thunder River Trail

and at Thunder River in the bottom of the canyon where he also saw a

single band-tailed pigeon.

On our visit to Point Sublime, as we were eating our lunch under a nut

pine just below the rim, the Young Observer delighted us by discovering
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one of the vivacious little bluish gray gnatcatchers. But a greater surprise

was in store for us.

As a thunderstorm gathered on two sides of us, a swoop through the air

overhead was followed by a pair of screaming duck hawks—showing their

dark face marks, barred tails and the long pointed wings that give them agility

and power in flight—cutting the air as they passed by down the precipitous

face of the thousand-foot cliff below us to circle along the canyon wall.

Then, still screaming, they shot so high into the sky that when coming down

they showed as two minute black lines against the face of a white thunder

cloud. As they descended, once more they dashed down past and far below

us. What were they doing here? Were they on a hunting trip looking

for the band-tails we had seen, or as was suggested, were they "sporting

in sheer joy of the giant cliffs" among which they delight to make their

homes?

3. THE EAST RIM OF THE KAIBAB

The next zone mapping was done east of V T Park on the East Rim of

the Kaibab National Forest where we found a variety of birds, some new

to our summer list. The first to greet us was the olive-sided flycatcher of

many mountain memories, whose arresting sublimated notes fittingly ring

out from the tip of a lofty spruce spire. Near the East Rim later, one of the

olive-sided's nests was discovered by the Young Ornithologist in a spruce,

appropriately about 70 feet from the ground. By means of a climbing

belt the eager young photographer was able to carry his camera nearly

to the top of the tree, but while he was taking pictures of the nest with its

fuzzy nestlings the guarding parents, unused to harmless photographers,

darted at him frantically. While the framework of this nest was partly

yellow pine needles, another that he found the same day near the V T
Ranger Station in a spruce, only about 40 feet from the ground, was partly

lined with green lichens.

As we drove near the East Rim, besides the welcome notes of our old

forest friend, the olive-sided flycatcher, were the familiar calls of two wood-

peckers—a red-shafted flicker and a family of white-breasted woodpeckers.

On leaving the car two hawks were seen, a Cooper's hunting down in the

canyon, a red-tail soaring above. When walking slowly along the rim,

violet-green swallows and white-throated swifts were seen hurrying by as

usual; in one of the yellow pines a long-crested jay was seen, while locust

bushes and oak brush were quickly related to the song of a spurred towhee.

Around the yellow flowers of the rubber plant fluttered familiar black

butterflies and one large yellow one, and whizzing around a cluster of
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pink thistles I was glad to find a party of hummingbirds, one resplendent

rufous alighting to rest on an oak twig where his burnished reds could be

enjoyed to the full. Having nested far to the north, on his long journey

south through this arid land he had need of keen eyes to discover flowers

by the way. The broad-tailed hummingbird that nests in this region was
found by the Young Ornithologist commonly on the Kaibab and seen near

springs, such as Big Spring, Bee Spring, V T Lake, Lookout Lakes and

Castle Spring.

Under the rim two band-tails were seen and a rarer bird found by the

Young Observer, Townsend's solitaire, the famous songster of the Rocky
Mountains, Cascades, and Sierra Nevada. Though previously recorded

from the canyon only in winter, this was in the breeding season and 2 years

later a pair were seen by the Young Ornithologist at Bee Spring not far

from the boundary of the park, so that we have the satisfaction of classing

this incomparable soloist with the home birds of the Grand Canyon country.

Under the East Rim later the Young Ornithologist heard the noted bugler,

the canon wren, singing, and afterward below Little Saddle saw several.

Near the part of the rim where the solitaire was found, the Zone Mapper,

when standing under a thick white fir, heard a slight rustle overhead.

Looking up, to his surprise he discovered a large cock dusky grouse taking

a few careful steps along a branch before seating himself. He had chosen

a protected roosting place 15 or 20 feet down from the top of a fir com-

manding a point from which, if alarmed, he could sail down into the

canyon. Though so large, when motionless his round henlike form was

hard to distinguish on the densely needled branch. When finally located,

I watched him, as he occasionally swelled his air sacs under his feathers

giving out a low muffled boom-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo-oo.

Apparently this was a year-round roosting tree. The ground was thickly

scattered with what the Mammalogist recognized as the characteristic

winter pellets of the grouse, light-brown cylinders mostly about an inch

long, made up largely of the fibers and indigestible parts of spruce needles,

though including sections of Mormon tea and fibers of other plants.

Some pellets were mealy, compacted apparently of the pollen catkins of

pine, spruce or fir, probably representing the spring food of the bird.

Still fresher and less faded pellets under the tree consisted of remains of

tender green buds, leaves, and succulent vegetation of late spring or early

summer. Most of these contained the shells and hard parts of a few insects,

apparently ants and beetles. At this season, as the wild berries ripened,

both young and old birds would find an abundance of their summer

vegetable food as well as insects.
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Under another white fir just back of the rim where both summer and

winter sign was found, a black-tipped white grouse feather was picked up,

one from the white under-tail coverts that, when the tail is raised and

spread fanlike at the back as in the ruffed grouse and woodcock, make a

striking directive mark, its whiteness conspicuous against the black feathers

of the tail.

Under this tree small cottontail rabbit sign suggested pleasant pictures,

but tragedies were darkly hinted by the big wolf sign which the Mammalo-

gist found composed largely of deer hair. As the tree was close beside a

trail on which were deer tracks, and mountain lions roamed over the

region, it was easy to imagine a story of deadly ambush. A number of deer

beds were found just under the rim and a doe was seen climbing slowly

from the brush below up over the edge of the canyon. Coming in sight of

me she bounded across to an aspen grove, where her brown form was seen

passing through the close stand of slender white trunks touched by sunlight

and shadow.

A second visit to the East Rim was made in company with two forest

rangers, who drove us from the V T over an emergency forest fire road to

North Canyon. In going through the forest they showed us where they

had fought the yellow-pine beetles that had infested and destroyed large

tracts of yellow pine. Pulling off strips of bark, they pointed out the

galleries of the beetles, filled characteristically with sawdust. When the

rangers had been working on the infested timber, flocks of birds had

followed them to get the small white-bodied larvae, bluebirds being con-

spicuous among them. The woodpeckers were as eager and active as the

foresters but oddly enough by their different methods of work excited the

enmity of their brother destroyers. The method of the foresters was to strip

off the bark and expose the larvae to the sunlight, which killed them; that of

the woodpeckers was to go in after them, digging holes that let in the air and

tightened the bark so that it was hard for the men to get it ofT. As the

rangers told us, the danger was that the woodpeckers would beat them to it.

At the outlook over North Canyon the men called our attention to a

ridge of six coxcombs marking the Kaibab monocline at North Canyon.

Then through their highpower glasses, looking down on the Marble Plat-

form near the Colorado River they finally located the herd of transplanted

buffalo. They also pointed out to us the range of the wild horses that

have to be shot to preserve the sparse feed of the valley.

When we first walked out to the rim we were covered by a swarm of

small winged ants, soon discovered by a flock of from fifty to a hundred

white-throated swifts which came coursing through the sky and in their

pursuit circled around so close to us that we could hear the rush of their
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wings. Sometimes one would screech by close to my ear. They flew with

wings held level, swerving with the whole body to change their angle of

flight. Here was seen their much discussed alternate flight, strikingly

different in appearance from the usual double wing movement and in

swiftness suggesting to the Young Observer, an expert swimmer, the con-

trast between the Australian crawl and the breast stroke. This alternate

flight was seen not only from the side as commonly, but also from the front

when the swifts came head on, and from the back when they flew from us.

Ten days before, just under the North Rim of the canyon on the Kaibab
Trail, the Young Observer attracted by the noise of swifts had discovered

a flock of a hundred or more.

4. BRIGHT ANGEL POINT CAMP
At last, having finished the zone mapping from our Cassin Gamp near

V T Ranch, we moved to our last camp of the season at the Bright Angel

Point Ranger Station. This was only a short walk by trail from the lodge

on Bright Angel Point, whose lights we had seen at night from El Tovar.

Standing on the rim, the picturesque stone lodge planned to command
the superb views outspread before it, afforded rare pictures. One enor-

mous window framed the ridge crest and the nobly carved peaks east of

Bright Angel Canyon in the foreground ; others framed pictures of the San

Francisco group of peaks in the far background.

After that, most unfortunately, the lodge burned down, but its high

standards of service were maintained from a temporary building until

rebuilt in 1937. At the time of our visit, in late August, great open fires

roaring and leaping up the huge chimneys of the lodge spelled comfort.

One day while we were there a near-cloudburst descended. In the 40 days

previous only 0.05 inch of rain had fallen but this storm brought 1.64

inches. As it happened the storm came during the lunch hour. Deafened

by the downpour of rain and hail the diners rushed to the big windows for

the view, but the canyon was a blank, filled with white cloud from rim to

rim. The ground was soon white with hail, which quickly piled so deep

that in cool places along the trails it lasted for days. Another hailstorm

showed what such storms mean to the nesting birds, for on Bright Angel

Point it destroyed the nest of a red-backed junco that a few days before,

when found by the Young Ornithologist, had contained eggs.

One of the interesting features of the life of the lodge was its Nature

Trail along which ranger-naturalists, followed by interested visitors,

pointed out the flowers and birds. On one of these walks, in August, a

bird new to the canyon list was found at Bright Angel Point, the black-

billed magpie, a number of which apparently were wandering about
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Figure 95.—kaibab mule deer, showing their handsome, velvet-covered antlers

IN JULY.

together after the nesting season. A Clark's nutcracker was also appro-

priately seen here, and a migrating kingfisher, far from water. White-

rumped shrikes, supposedly uncommon on the North Rim, in the fall mi-

gration of 1932 excited the interest of visitors, six being seen in one day at

Bright Angel Point and eight at Gape Royal.

From Bright Angel Ranger Station we drove to Far View and to the

head of the old Bright Angel Trail. After our many lookouts over the

canyon the name Far View seemed singularly well chosen, putting us in

fitting mood to let the eyes rest upon the far, enlarging landscape. As we
looked, the sincere uplifted notes of the hermit thrush rang out through

the stillness, seeming to interpret the far view in terms of human life—free

of all belittling earthly influence, urging a far, serene view of life.

At the head of the old Bright Angel Trail—commanding a beautiful

view down Bright Angel Canyon, its red wall on one side facing a line of

hazy peaks on the other—while the zone map was being colored in, I dis-

covered two birds that I was especially glad to find. Here in a thicket I

heard the familiar we-ah-wecp of the green-tailed towhee in its usual setting

of Transition Zone yellow pine and oak instead of the Lower Sonoran

cactus and mesquite of Phantom Ranch where it had stopped on its spring

migration. And high on an old yellow pine I discovered one of the alpine
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three-toed woodpeckers whose rarity ensures enthusiastic welcome. This

was a female without the yellow crown patch, stationed about 50 feet up

on an old tree trunk drilling in thick bark with powerful rapid blows that

announced her presence.

Another female three-toed was found in a surprising place, close to the

Bright Angel Ranger Station on a section of pine log lying out on the open

ground at a distance from any trees. Unconscious of onlookers she kept

at her work for part of 2 days, her low husky voice, as it was described,

markedly different from that of other woodpeckers, being occasionally

heard. Two years later two nests of the three-toed containing young were

found by the Young Ornithologist on the Kaibab, one in a yellow-pine

trunk about 60 feet from the ground, the other in an aspen trunk about

12 feet from the ground. The lower nest was carefully guarded by the

mother who, as its discoverer says, "kept up a continuous chattering and

fluttering from a distance to try to attract me away." Both nearly grown

young were banded, photographed, and returned to the nest, where in

spite of such strange interruptions, on the following day they were still

being fed by their faithful parents.

Near the ranger station, we were greatly interested to hear from Ranger

Laws, a pair of goshawks had spent the summer. He also told us that

during the spring two American ravens had fed from the food racks at the

station. A rare bird, the Rocky Mountain creeper, of which we saw only

one in the canyon region, had been collected near here the year before.

At this Bright Angel Camp our tents were pitched in a quiet place under

pines not high enough to attract lightning but just high enough for the

afternoon sun to make shadow pictures of twigs and clusters of pine needles

on the side of our tent, the shadow of a long-crested jay once adding a vivid

touch of life to the picture. An aspen grove with its slender white trunks

and whispering leafy tops bordered the gulch behind us, from which came

a flicker's call and down which many a bird family wandered, adding to

our interest as well as to our sense of seclusion. And only a moment's

walk away was a side canyon of the Grand Canyon with a bordering trail

leading to Grand Canyon Lodge that often tempted me to leave my work

to see what new picture was to be seen down in the chasm of manifold forms

and ever-changing colors and shadows. Once after a rain the white fog

that had filled our side canyon was rising here and there, giving hint of

warmly tinted architectural forms below.

At our Bright Angel Camp, some time after the aspen seeds had fallen and

sprouted in V T Park, the Mammalogist ran into an aspen snowstorm and

looking overhead for the cause found a flock of nine Cassin's finches picking
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off the capsules and throwing down the shells. In another place one of

the finches was discovered on the tip of a dead spire giving bright selections

from the spring songs enjoyed at Gassin Camp.

In the woods back of the recreation house one day the Young Observer

had the good fortune to find a cock dusky grouse walking along under the

aspens. As, according to her account, she kept scrupulously quiet, he was

unconscious of her presence. Two small gray juncos were picking about

under the trees and the big cock, feeding as he went, walked slowly toward

them. When within a foot or two of them, suddenly, as an irate hen ruffles

up her feathers in driving off an intruder, the irritable cock puffed out his

air sacs, threw out the feathers of his neck, and made a dive first at one and

then the other of the unoffending little gray birds. Then picking at the

ground a few times he calmly walked on, wholly ignoring a big mourning

dove that was feeding close beside him.

Two nests were seen near the ranger station, that of a chestnut-backed

bluebird in a stub, and that of an Audubon's hermit thrush, pointed out by

Ranger Laws in a remarkable location for the most retiring of birds. It was

only a few rods from a busy warehouse and across the road from a workshop

from which heavy blows on an anvil beat the air. Over the road automo-

biles and huge trucks rushed noisily by, almost touching the thick branches

of white fir that hid the nest. What distressing experiences must have

tempted the shy Audubon's thrushes to build in such a situation

!

Broods of young birds were met wherever we went—young Audubon's

warblers going about in their nondescript dress, speckle-breasted young

western robins being fed by their parents, and charming little families of

pygmy nuthatches, happily encountered at many a turn, filling the woods

and the camp with their sweet family talk and twitter. Some were seen

in the first morning sunlight fluttering their wings, teasing for an early

breakfast. Two, lately from the nest, were found cuddled close together

on a branch in the sun, and a family were found on the ground, one of the

parents hunting for food, hopping to right and left with the preoccupied

air of one full of business.

A handsome Natalie's sapsucker, reminding us of the one whose nest we
had found on the Walhalla Plateau, so often came to the young yellow

pines close to camp that we hung out suet for him. Two years later the

Natalie was found by the Young Ornithologist a fairly common resident

of the Kaibab, nesting frequently in aspens throughout the pine, fir and

spruce belts. Six nests that he found late in June and early in July all

contained young birds, two of which he was able to catch and band. Three
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of the nests were discovered in one day in aspens, and two had violet-green

swallow nests in the trunk above them.

Long-crested jays were seen by us at times near camp taking big hops over

the grass. When pinon nuts were put out at the foot of the trees to

entice the Kaibab squirrel near enough for photographs, a family of the

jays, six at any rate, discovered them and, as if having found a rich mine,

came again and again, carrying off the nuts in their bills. As we sat under

the trees at lunch one day a Kaibab squirrel, showing his big white brush,

ran across to the foot of a tree and sat up showing his black underparts as

he ate what was presumably one of the nuts we intended for him. A long-

crest flashed around nervously as if wanting to dispute the meal and white-

brush soon went loping back over the pine needles to his own especial

bailiwick. In the quiet of early morning he was sometimes seen running

over the ground on the edge of camp, climbing the trees and throwing

down tips of branches and cone scales. Sometimes two were seen in chase.

The nest tree having been finally located, the Mammalogist climbed it

and was amused to find a big stick nest lined with shredded burlap. Four

Kaibab squirrel nests, described by Ranger Naturalist Redburn in Nature

Notes, contained a total of 16 young, 5 of which were seen being moved by
their mother to a new nest.

The most commonly seen and enjoyed of our animal friends were the

famous Kaibab mule deer. They were not delightfully familiar pets like

the members of the small tame herd on the South Rim, nor timid onlookers

as were the deer at our Walhalla Gamp, for they had been made nervous

and ready-to-run by admiring photographers, as had the deer at V T
Park. Nevertheless, they responded to unobtrusive interest and proffers

of appetizing food. They were often seen when we were walking quietly

through the woods. One morning an old buck, discovered lying beside a

log chewing his cud, its lump showing drolly on the left side of his jaw, was

so comfortable and so pleasantly occupied that he did not think it necessary

to get up when he saw me; a second also lay still at the foot of a big yellow

pine; but beyond, a timorous yearling fawn gave me a look and ran, giving a

flash of its white chin patch. In another place a buck met in the woods,

although ready to run, at gentle, quiet words stood still and looked at me.

The fawns were born with protective dark, white-spotted coats that toned

with the brown earth and the dappling lights and shadows when they lay

motionless in hiding while their mothers browsed at large. But now, during

the first week of August, they were going about with their mothers, and their

first coats, which would have been conspicuous when moving about, were

becoming modified, the brown lightened, the white spots dulled, the white

rump patch becoming buffy.
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The rump patch of the adults is commonly known as of directive value,

but the additional use of the short, black-tipped white tail as a directive

mark surprised me one day when I was looking into a dark gulch. A small

white object made me raise my field glass and there was a browsing mule

deer! The wiggle of the white fly-brush had caught my eye. When the

deer came into the woods encircling our camp, the tone of their summer

red coat suggested the tone of the pine needle carpet. Their well-grown

velvety horns were still knobby at the tips though some of the large antlered

bucks were already making passes at each other. Small rubbing trees with

patches of bark rubbed off showed where the deer had been trying to get

rid of the loosening velvet.

In the quiet of our camp sometimes at mealtime we saw many a beautiful

picture and unconscious pose. Once a large buck, walking away, turned

his handsomely antlered head to look back over his shoulder at us. Others

were seen standing on their hind legs to reach above the already browsed

level of aspen and locust. The most interesting pose of all was that of a

hungry determined buck who raised his head so high to reach the leaves

that his antlers almost rested on his back. He would have made a striking

photograph.

While we were enjoying the mule deer, a German animal lover who was

studying mushrooms, attracted by those that the Mammalogist was testing

out as deer food, stopped at camp, eager to learn their English names.

Finding our interest in animals, he told us of an odd method he had worked

out to prove to the deer that he was a friendly brother. On meeting a

buck feeding in the woods, he would copy the mouth motions of one chewing

his cud, working his jaws and putting out his tongue as a deer often does.

The surprised buck, after looking at him intently a moment, would give

a little reassured shake of the tail, put his head down and go on feeding

as much as to say, "You're all right. I'm not afraid of you." So this man
of quiet, forceful personality would go about among deer and other wild

animals as among friendly human beings, taking no rude liberties but

meeting them on their own ground and receiving friendly recognition.

To attract our mule deer within easy photographing distance, a variety

of camp foods were put out—potato peelings, cabbage leaves, cantaloupe

shells, and most to their liking, their own natural habitual foods, mushrooms

and aspen leaves. A yearling fawn first discovered the small piles of aspen

and when the antlered bucks came to browse in the woods bordering camp
led them out in the open to the piles. They fell upon the fresh green food

hungrily but showed such small gratitude to the little brother who had led

them to it that he quickly capered out of their way. Once after that,
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toward night when I sat writing by the campfire, a fawn and a spike buck

came to enjoy some fresh branches that had been put out for the morning

meal when there would be good light for photographing.

Then from among the trees came one of the largest antlered bucks, trotting

eagerly across the open for leaves that were now difficult to reach on the

trees. Wanting the meal to himself, he made passes at the two younger

deer. One of them cringed before him, comically lowering its body on

bent legs, after which the two walked away down by the khaki tents that

pleasantly suggested their own color, and found another small pile of twigs

for themselves. But before long big brother came trotting down to find

what they had discovered there, and they left precipitately. By this time,

feeling secure in our good will, the old one fed quietly even when some

passersby to the rim stopped to talk only a few rods away.

Closer yet the mule deer were brought by putting food near the tents.

Early one morning an occupant of a sleeping bag watched a big antler pick

up half a cantaloupe shell. On being startled he made a droll picture,

walking off with it over his nose and held securely in his teeth. During our

breakfast, several of the band stood close by watching us as we ate. Many
choice moving pictures were taken of them as they wandered about camp

and among the sunny trees. As the days went by, our handsome neighbors

became so trustful and friendly that when it came time to break camp we

were indeed loath to leave them.

Two years before a pet fawn, "Pal," raised near here, became so tame

that he once followed his master, the Park Ranger, to the hotel for milk,

drawing the interested attention of all in the hotel lobby and dining room

as he passed through on the way to the kitchen. Most unfortunately this

tame little fawn met with a tragic death, being killed and partly eaten only

a short distance from the ranger station by a mountain lion.

At the Bright Angel ranger station camp, our North Rim study of zones,

mammals, birds, and plants came to an end except for a final airplane trip

made by the Mammalogist and Zone Mapper 2 weeks later, just before

leaving the canyon. By this he not only found the latest condition of deer

food on the Kaibab but also obtained a generalized view of the canyon to

help in connecting the zones mapped from point to point along the two

rims. This trip of half an hour each way compared favorably with the 2

days by mules from rim to rim, or our journey of 230 miles by automobile

across the Painted Desert.

Although I lacked this great climax to our 4 months spent in the Grand

Canyon country, I carried away many enlarging memories. Who can

forget the friendly, facing lights of El Tovar and Grand Canyon Lodge
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Grant Photo.

Figure 96.—view to the south across the canyon from grand canyon lodge, show-

ing DEVA, BRAHMA, AND ZOROASTER "TEMPLES" BEYOND BRIGHT ANGEL CANYON.

joining the North and South Rims 10 miles apart across the dark depths of

the canyon? And who can forget the marvelous pictures of the great abyss,

those from the South Rim delighting by their indescribable complexity of

form and beauty of color; those from the heavily forested North Rim, a

thousand feet higher, leading the mind across the waterworn canyon and

the vari-tinted Painted Desert to the line of extinct volcanos on the horizon,

all profoundly stirring the imagination and adding an enriching chapter

to the geologic history of this unparalleled region

!

Looking far across the stupendous landscape, standing face to face with

the great abyss, the years of whose geologic history count back through the

ages, the sense of human littleness might well overwhelm one. But is there

nothing more? Let us look further. Listen to one of the wise men. The
shortness of man's span, while the merest infinitesimal fraction of that of the

rocks that hold the lower forms of life, is outweighed by reason of his evolution

from those lower forms and by his developed mind and spirit. These in-

herent qualities of man dominate the work of the ages, triumphantly reaching

on toward the richer evolution of body, mind, and spirit still to come.
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Chapter XX.—Remote Corners and Canyon Bottoms

By Vernon Bailey

The well-known camps, the frequented trails, the glorious viewpoints, may
satisfy the hurried tourist, but to the eager field naturalist, the veteran

explorer and experienced camper there are far away corners of the park

where a quiet journey on foot with back pack or pack mule brings richer

returns in nature lore. Some of these corners, known variously as research

reserves, wilderness areas, and sacred areas, can be visited on permit from

the Park Superintendent, but others are so inaccessible or difficult to reach

that they need no special protection. They are rarely visited and the

various forms of wildlife show little wildness or fear of man.

Tanner's Trail, Tanner's Crossing, the McCormick Mine, and Chuar

Creek in the eastern part of the Grand Canyon National Park are now little

known and seldom visited, but they have a real and vivid history, much of

it unwritten.

The McCormick Mine, a prospect hole in the base of a cliff opposite the

junction of Chuar Creek with the Colorado River and a few miles below

the mouth of the Little Colorado River, now shows a trace of copper stain,

just enough to excite the old-time prospector and keep a passable burro trail

worn down the long dry side gulch to the Colorado River. But back of

sporadic prospecting days, no one knows just when and where, was the lure

of a possible crossing of the Colorado, a short stretch of quiet water where

a man or horse or any number of horses could safely swim across and pick

their way out on the other side or remain securely hidden in little basins or

valleys safe from pursuit.

Thanks to the automobile, stealing horses is no longer a profitable

industry, but Tanner's Trail and Tanner's Crossing, the mouth of the

Little Colorado River, and Marble Canyon beyond are names to thrill the

old timers and to fling a challenge to the young and athletic explorers of

today. No more picturesque or interesting part of the canyon could be

found, no safer or more tiresome exploration need be desired. Ask some

of the old Park Rangers about the trip, but do not go without their per-

mission, advice, and directions.

The Park Naturalist and I, with packs on our backs, spent a few wonder-

ful days early in September 1931 in that end of the canyon. We made
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camp under a spreading mesquite tree near the McCormick prospect hole,

and from this camp explored both sides of the Colorado River for the mam-
mals, birds, reptiles, and plants, the living things that the early explorers

of the canyon did not have time to discover.

Traps were necessary for determining what small mammals were there,

but the larger kinds, the deer and mountain sheep, coyotes, foxes, bobcats,

skunks, and ringtails, had left their tracks along the trails, on sandy shores,

or on dusty shelves of cliffs and caverns. Woodrats, mice, and bats were

abundant in favorite spots, and our failure to find pocket gophers and kan-

garoo rats by no means proved their absence in other basins where more

suitable soil and foods were available.

The birds were not numerous, and many of those seen were fall migrants,

tourists on their way to southern winter quarters. They might have thought

they were already near the equator, for on September 1 at 3 p. m., by my
pocket thermometer, the temperature in the shade was 110°, on the rocks

124°, and on the sand 144°. The arid bottom of the canyon at this season

offered little variety of bird food and nothing to drink but muddy river

water and alkaline or saline seepage along the beds of ephemeral streams

until Kwagunt and Nankoweap Creeks come in with clear water from the

West.

Only Lower Sonoran Zone vegetation is found in the bottom of the canyon,

mesquites, catsclaw, desert willow, river willow, a few cottonwoods on the

creeks, shadscale and salt bush, two kinds of shrubby arrowweeds near the

river and creeks, Mormon tea, thamnosma, yuccas and century plants,

rabbit brush, snake brush, other desert shrubs, and many different kinds of

cactus. Most of the herbaceous plants and the little annual grasses were

dried up and the coarse evergreen saccatone grass along the alkaline seepage

of Chuar Creek offered only a possible but not palatable food for grazing

animals. There were few flowers and few insects at this season.

A small flock of half a dozen cinnamon teal were seen in one of the saline

pools back of the river bank a mile below our camp, and as we passed they

flew to one of the few quiet places in the river where a duck can rest even if it

is too muddy for good fishing or drinking. 22 In several places the long-toed

tracks of Treganza's herons were seen on sandy bars, but the opaque

river water could offer little attraction to these expert fish spearers. A few

toads and lizards might have been speared on the sand flats where their

queer lines of tracks were often recognized. Sandpipers were seen along the

shores but were not positively identified, though their tracks suggested

22 A dead green-winged teal was found November 1928 on the bank of the Colorado at the foot of Tanner's

Trail by G. E. Sturdevant, but may have been brought there by the river.
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more than one species. These small autumnal visitors might fare better

than the ducks and herons for they would find some flies and insects on the

sandy shores and many minute crustaceans in the brackish pools.

Evidently the summer residents had moved to other quarters. An Arkan-

sas kingbird was found, dead and dried up, on the river bank just below

camp, probably the victim of some tragedy in the early summertime when
flowers were in blossom and insects abundant. A little flycatcher, new to

the Grand Canyon bird list, was collected in the mesquites near camp, where

two green-tailed towhees, on their way down from their cooler nesting

grounds, a few gnatcatchers, and one of the orange-crowned warblers were

also seen. Rock wrens, canyon wrens, a mourning dove, and a desert

sparrow hawk were noticed along the trails at middle levels but not down
near the bottom of the canyon.

A migratory band of sparrows were found along Ghuar Greek, where the

birds were scattered through the rabbit brush and snake brush of the creek

bottoms, and were seen drinking at the little seepage rills and pools of the

rocky creek bed. Among them were numbers of Brewer's sparrows, some

western chipping sparrows, a few western vesper sparrows, and a few northern

sage sparrows, from the higher sagebrush country above the canyon rim or

from the sage plains farther north. But this was the arid and least hospit-

able part of the canyon bottoms and even the migrants could not compare in

numbers with those of well-watered creek valleys where clear water, shade,

flowers, and insects still attracted the birds. 23

Previously, in June 1929, another side trip of keen interest was made to

Havasu Canyon in the westernmost corner of the park. This is one of the

side canyons that lead down to the Colorado River between great walls and

sheer cliffs. It has been cut out by ages of floodwater, but for most of the

year is dry and barren until halfway down to the Colorado, where a big

creek boils out of the rocks and roars and tumbles over cliffs and steep

slopes in beautiful falls and cascades of clear, cool water on its way to join

the turbid river far below. Near the source of the creek an alluvial flat

nestles between the huge cliffs and here the Havasupai Indians occupy their

original homes with little change of habits since the days of their cliff-

dwelling ancestors. Their small patches of corn, beans, squashes, and

melons may be of better varieties than those their ancestors raised, and their

apricots, while probably not more nutritious, were to us more palatable than

the fruit of the native prickly pear. Wheat and potatoes have taken the

M In Tanner's Canyon, April 6-8, 1935, Technician Grater added some spring records. At an elevation of 2,800

feet, three black-chinned hummingbirds, one broad-tailed hummingbird, eight Cassin's purple finches; at 2,900 feet,

one sage thrasher, one western yellow-throat, four desert sparrows.
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Photograph by B. H. McKee.

Figure 97.—havasu (moonev) falls, 140 feet high, in havasu canyon, one

OF THE "SACRED AREAS" OF GRAND CANYON NATIONAL PARK.
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place of mesquite beans and mescal, but both of these old-time food plants

grow in the canyon and could be used in case of emergency. The original

meat supply of mountain sheep and mule deer from above the cliffs is

mostly gone, but there are various rabbits and prairie dogs above the canyon

walls and plenty of rock squirrels and woodrats around the fields for a local

meat supply when needed.

The Indians are few in number but keep many of their original cuscoms,

living in part in brush huts and open-sided sun shelters. Notched pole

ladders lead to the house tops, where fruit and vegetables are sun-dried for

winter supplies. These primitive ladders also lead up to ledges of the cliffs,

where grain, vegetables, and next year's seed are stored in well-plastered

stone-walled vaults and oven-like clay caches, not very different from those

seen in many canyon walls of the region.

Some of the cliff ruins and caches show no great antiquity, and are actu-

ally being used today, suggesting that the ancestors of these simple sturdy

people were the cliff dwellers of the Grand Canyon region. They still make

good baskets of native materials and original designs, but cannot be classed

as basket makers as they are of Yuman rather than Pueblo stock.

They now have horses and some domestic animals and with the help of

the agent may live in more comfort than did their ancestors. But their

ancestors in this mild and well-sheltered nook of the canyon, with an ample

food supply and comparative safety from enemies, may well have lived a

comfortable and enjoyable life.

To the Mammalogist one unanswered question of importance was the

origin of the dogs belonging to these Indians. They were numerous and

of the varied appearance of Indian dogs in general over the West, mostly

of the long-legged type. They may have been hunting dogs in the hunting

season, but during our stay were used mainly for the more domestic pur-

pose of guarding the fruit trees. Under each tree of ripening apricots a dog

was fastened with a stake and chain to protect the fruit from its three visible

enemies, the big rock squirrels, which carried away the fruit for the seed

inside, and the raccoons and foxes, both fond of ripe apricots. As white

visitors were rare the dogs were not expected to extend their watchfulness

to fruit thieves and they showed no hostility as we passed by.

Any old skulls of these dogs and more especially very old specimens from

cliff dwellings or burial places might throw important light on the origin

and relationship of aboriginal canines, a branch of archaeology until re-

cently neglected.

Here in Havasu Canyon, with abundance of water, trees, and varied vege-

tation, a wealth of berries, seeds, and insects, birds as well as bats were
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abundant. Golden eagles and red-tailed hawks soared above the cliffs,

desert sparrow hawks were seen farther up the canyon, and a duck hawk

was reported by the Young Ornithologist carrying food, supposedly to

young in the towering walls of the canyon. Red-shafted nicker feathers

were found among the cottonwoods. The queer two-front-and-two-back-

toed tracks of the roadrunner were seen along the trail leading down to the

canyon, and one of these droll birds was seen by the Park Naturalist, strut-

ting about among the rock ledges, with long tail high in the air. Their rela-

tive, the big California cuckoo, was seen but more often heard in the willow

thickets near water.

GambePs quails were common near water and even in the agency door-

yard and around the Indian houses, usually in pairs, calling and crowing.

One pair was seen on June 20 with a brood of 14 small young. Occa-

sionally a nighthawk boomed overhead or came to the still pool to drink,

and dozens of white-throated swifts circled and zigzagged along the face

of the cliffs or came low over still pools on set wings to drink, skimming

close over the surface and scooping up big mouthfuls of water, then gliding

swiftly upward to go on catching insects in midair at high speed.

By the time of our visit, June 20, the birds should have been still breeding,

but in the few days at our disposal no nests were found, and only a few

broods of young were seen. A family of Lucy's warblers, typical Lower

Sonoran desert birds, were found in the mesquites and catsclaws, and others

often came by our camp at the foot of the cliff. Hummingbirds were busy

among the flowers in the dry wash and along the creek banks, Say's phoebe

and the ash-throated flycatcher were seen in the open not far from water,

but the black Phoebe and a small flycatcher were more common in the

mesquites and willows close along the streams. Long-tailed chats were

often heard, and western yellow-throats were seen in bushes close to Havasu

Falls. Yellow warblers were gleaning insects in the apricot trees and west-

ern mockingbirds were singing in their usual friendly way from the tops of

trees or bushes among the houses at the agency. Canyon wrens and rock

wrens were seen or more frequently heard along the cliffs, both being cliff

dwellers, though the canyon wren is by choice a cave dweller where caves

are to be found.

Among the trees and houses at the agency house finches were common,
singing and chattering overhead and undoubtedly breeding, though we were

too busy to look for nests. In the lower field close to the creek and ditch

banks dark-colored song sparrows were living in the tall grass and feeding

full-grown young of the year. A breeding colony of these variable birds in

Lower Sonoran Zone is worthy of careful all-year study, especially to deter-
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mine whether any of the birds are migratory or whether all are permanent

residents. Such studies also would apply to many species of birds found

here in this warm sheltered nook of the canyon where living conditions are

comfortable for all of the inhabitants for all or most of the year.

The few days available for our stay in Havasu Canyon gave us only the

most superficial reconnaissance, but it was a great satisfaction to find such

a rich field for study of wildlife under the care and protection of the National

Park Service as a permanent wildlife laboratory.
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FIELD COLOR KEY
to some of the

ADULT MALE PERCHING BIRDS
FOUND IN SPRING OR SUMMER IN THE

GRAND CANYON COUNTRY 24

(Not including ducks and other water or shore birds, vultures, hawks, eagles, grouse

quail, pigeons, doves, owls, goatsuckers, swifts, hummingbirds, woodpeckers)

First group.—Largely or wholly blue.

Second group.—Partly or wholly black.

Third group.—Partly yellow.

Fourth group.—Partly or wholly red, reddish brown, or rose pink.

Fifth group.—Largely gray, brown, green, or greenish.

FIRST GROUP.—LARGELY OR WHOLLY BLUE

a 1
. Length 25 10-14 inches.

b 1
. Crested. Yellow pines, firs and spruces.

Long-crested jay, p. 108.

b2
. Not crested. Nut pines and junipers.

c 1
. Tail short. Dull grayish blue. Large flocks.

Pihon jay, p. 4.

c2
. Tail not short. Dull blue and gray. Not in

large flocks Woodhouse's jay, p. 14.

Figure 98. a2
. Length 5-8 inches.

b 1
. Length 5—6*4 inches. Plumage marked with brown.

c 1
. Length 6}i inches. Upper parts dark purplish

blue and brown; chest dark brown. Tele-

phone wires and openings in pine woods. Figure 99.

Chestnut-backed bluebird, p. 87.

c2
. Length 5 inches. Upper parts turquoise or greenish blue; chest

light brown. Thickets of Indian Gardens.

Lazuli bunting, p. 71.

b2
. Length 6^-8 inches. Plumage blue, unmarked. Nests often in

holes in Kaibab aspens Mountain bluebird, p. 159.

SECOND GROUP.—PARTLY OR WHOLLY BLACK

a 1
. Length over 20 inches. Wholly black. Mainly among cliffs in canyons.

American raven, p. 2.

24 Localities given apply to the nesting season, not to the spring migration.
25 Length measurements (from tip of bill to tip of tail) are approximate.
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i
2

. Length under 14 inches. Partly black.

b 1
. Length 12-13 inches. Body pale gray. Mainly higher

parts of Kaibab Clark's nutcracker, p. 113.

b2
. Length 6-8 inches. Body mainly black, or largely black

and brown.

c 1
. Body mainly black; belly white.

Bright Angel Canyon, Havasu
Canyon, etc. . . . Black Phoebe,

p. 43.

d. Crown red. Mearns's Wood-
pecker, p. 10.

d 1
. Crown not red.

c2
. Body largely black and brown.

Oaks, junipers, and nut pines.

d 1
. Body black and brown. Bill large.

In trees and bushes. Rocky

Mountain grosbeak, p. 8.

d2
. Body black above, brown and

white below. Bill medium. On
ground or not far above.

Spurred towhee, p. 6.

Figure 101.

Figure 103.

Figure 100.

Figure 102.

Figure 104.

Figure 105.

THIRD GROUP.—PARTLY YELLOW

a 1
. Length 4%-5% inches. Underparts black, white, and yellow;

crown, rump, and throat yellow. Coniferous forests.

Audubon's warbler, p. 32.

a2 . Underparts wholly or largely yellow.

b 1
. Underparts wholly yellow.

C1
. Length 6-7 inches. Head partly red; black back.

Yellow pines Western tanager, p. 8.

C2 . Length 4 inches. Head not partly red; back olive

green or yellow.

d1
. Head marked with black.

e 1
. Face with black and gray

mask. Thickets in bot-

tom of canyon. Western

yellow-throat, p. 31

.
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Figure 107.

e 2
. Face without black mask.

f !. Wings and tail black, bill conical.

g
1

. Black greenish olive.

Green backed goldfinch, p. 32.

g
2

. Back yellow.

Pale goldfinch, p. 33.

f 2
. Wings and tail not black, bill slender.

Pileolated warbler, p. 31.

d2
. Head not marked with black, yellow body faintly

streaked with brick-red. Mesquites and cotton-

woods Yellow warbler, pp. 30 and 33.

b2
. Underparts largely yellow.

c1
. Length 6)^-8^ inches.

Figure 709.

d 1
. Length 6^-7^ inches. Bill

very thick. Body olive and

greenish yellow. North

Rim firs and spruces.

Western evening gros-

beak, p. 158.

Figure 708.

d2
. Length 8-8^ inches. Bill slender. Body ash gray

and sulphur yellow below, brown above; cotton-

woods Ash-throated Flycatcher, p. 52.

c2
. Length 4}^-7 inches.

d 1
. Back olive-green.

e 1
. Length 4^—5 inches. Head and

neck bluish slate.

Macgillivray's warbler, p. 31. r
Figure 777.

Figure 770.

e2 . Length 6-7 inches. Head olive-green marked with

white. Canyon bottom Long-tailed chat,

pp. 30-72.

d2
. Back gray streaked with black, line over eye yellow.

Mainly yellow pines Grace's warbler, p. 90.
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FOURTH GROUP—PARTLY OR WHOLLY RED, REDDISH-BROWN OR
ROSE-PINK

a 1
. Bill crossed. Dull red. Firs and spruces Mexican crossbill, p. 140.

a 2
. Bill not crossed.

b 1
. Length 4*^-7 inches. Body yellow and black, or largely greenish.

c 1
. Length 6—7 inches. Body yellow and black; head partly red. Yellow

pines Western tanager, p. 8.

if^
c 2

. Length 4 J/2 inches. Body largely greenish; crown patch bright

red. Firs and spruces Ruby-crowned kinglet, p. 157.

b 2
. Length 5-6^ inches. Body brown and white, partly washed with

rose-pink, orange-red, or reddish.

c 1
. Head with squarish crimson crown patch; figure 77Z.

back pinkish brown, sharply streaked.

Canadian zone, North Rim.

Cassin's purple finch, p. 160.

c 2
. Head without squarish crown patch; foreparts and

rump washed with rose-pink, orange-red, or red.

r^. m Sonoran zones, South Rim and in canyon.
tigure 773. 7

House finch, p. 62.

FIFTH GROUP.—LARGELY GRAY, BROWN, GREEN, OR GREENISH

A. Largely gray or bluish gray.

a 1
. Length 6-8^ inches. Unmarked.

b 1
. Length 6 inches. Crested; light gray; tail normal length. South Rim.

Nut pines and junipers Gray titmouse, p. 78.

b 2
. Length 7-8% inches. Not crested; slate gray; tail short. Bright Angel

Creek, Thunder River, etc Water ouzel, p. 48.

a 2
. Length 4-6 inches. Marked with black or brown.

b 1
. Upperparts bluish gray, marked with black and white.

c 1
. Tail short, largely white. Coniferous trunks and branches.

d 1
. Length 4j^-6 inches. Top of head black. Walks head down tree

trunks.

e 1
. Length 6 inches. Side of head white.

Rocky Mountain nuthatch, p. 111.

e 2
. Length 4^ inches. Side of head with black

line through eye.

Red-breasted nuthatch, pp. 13, 14.

d 2
. Length 4-4^ inches. Top of head olive. Feeds Figure 774.

often among pine needles.
Figure 775. Black-eared (pygmy) nuthatch, p. 74.

c 2
. Tail long, mainly black. Length 4-5 inches. Blackbrush of Tonto

Platform, etc Western gnatcatcher, p. 61.

b 2
. Upperparts gray, marked with black or brown.

Top of head black.
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d 1
. Length 5]4 inches. Cheek and line over eye white.

Pines, firs, and spruces. Mountain chickadee, p. 78.

d 2
. Length 4)4 inches. Cheeks black

between white lines. Largely nut pines

and junipers. Black-throated gray

warbler, p. 79.

Figure 777.

;
2

. Top of head gray. Black brush of Tonto

Platform Desert sparrow, p. 57.

Figure 776.

d 1
. Length 6 inches. Upperparts ash gray, back with red-

dish brown patch; chest and sides ashy white.

Feeds on ground Red-backed junco, p. 122. Figure 778.

d 2
. Length 4-4^ inches. Upperparts light gray; underparts whitish.

Feeds in trees and bushes.

e 1
. Crown and base of tail brown. Mesquites and bushes in bottom of

canyon Lucy's warbler, p. 29.

e 2
. Sides of head brown. Flocks in undergrowth of rims.

Lead-colored bush-tit, p. 6.

B. Largely brown.

a 1
. Length 10-11 inches. Underparts reddish brown Western robin, p. 1.

a 2
. Length under 83^ inches. Underparts not reddish brown.

b 1
. Head marked by black horns.

Horned Lark, p. 16.

b2
. Head marked by brown cheek

patches ... Lark Sparrow, p. 41.

Figure 779.

c 1
. Length 6}£-

Figure 720.

inches. Tail black, or unmarked reddish brown.

d 1
. Tail black; underparts largely buffy brown. South Rim and in

canyon Say's phoebe, p. 45.

d 2
. Tail unmarked reddish brown; underparts white, breast spotted. Firs

and spruces Audubon's hermit thrush, p. 180.

c 2
. Length under 6 inches. Tail not black nor unmarked reddish brown.
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d 1
. Tail conspicuously marked with black.

d 1
. Tail grayish brown with black crescent.

Rock wren, pp. 56, 58.

d 2
. Tail rusty brown, narrowly barred with black.

Canon wren, p. 39.

g 2
. Tail not conspicuously marked with black.

Figure 122.

e 1
. Body streaked with dusky brown; wings and

tail with yellow patches. Firs and spruces.

Northern pine siskin, p. 157.

e 2
. Body white below, brown streaked with

black above; crown reddish brown. Both

rims.

Western chipping sparrow, p. 38.

P*-
Figure 121

.

C. Largely green or greenish.

a 1
. Upperparts green and violet. Length 5J4 inches. Violet-green swallow, pp. 3, 43.

a 2
. Upperparts not green and violet.

b 1
. Length 43^2-5^ inches. Upperparts greenish; underparts whitish.

c 1
. Crown with bright red patch. Firs and spruces.

Ruby-crowned kinglet, p. 157.

c 2
. Crown without color patch; long gray line

over eye. Cottonwoods.

Western warbling vireo, p. 80.

Figure 123 b 2
- Length 6-7 inches. Upperparts olive-gray,

bright green on wings and tail; crown red-

dish brown; chin white.

Green-tailed towhee, p. 31.

F̂igure 124.
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LIST OF BIRDS ALREADY RECORDED FROM
THE GRAND CANYON REGION 26

Treganza's heron: Ardea herodias treganzai [194c].

Brewster's egret: Egretta thula brewsteri [197a].

Black-crowned night heron: Nycticorax nycticorax hoactli [202].

Wood ibis: Mycteria americana [188].

White-faced glossy ibis: Piegadis guarauha [187].

Common Canada Goose: Branta canadensis canadensis [172].

Lesser snow goose: Chen hyperborea hyperborea [169].

Common mallard: Anas platyrhynchos platyrhynchos [132].

Gadwall: Chaulelasmus streperus [135].

Green-winged teal: Nettion carolinense [139].
27

Blue-winged teal: Querquedula discors [140].

Cinnamon teal: Querquedula cyanoptera [141].

scaup duck: Nyroca (sp.?).

Hooded merganser: Lophodytes cucullatus [131].

Red-breasted merganser: Mergus senator [130].

Turkey vulture: Cathartes aura septentrionalis [325].

Eastern goshawk: Astur atricapillus atricapillus [334].

Western goshawk: Astur atricapillus striatulus [334a].

Sharp-shinned hawk: Accipiter velox velox [332].

Cooper's hawk: Accipiter cooperi [333].

Western red-tailed hawk: Buteo borealis calurus [337b].

Swainson's hawk: Buteo swainsoni [342].

Ferruginous rough-leg: Buteo regalis [348].

Golden eagle: Aquila chrysaetos canadensis [349].

Southern bald eagle: Haliaeetus leucocephalus leucocephalus [352].

Marsh hawk: Circus hudsonius [331].

Osprey: Pandion haliaetus carolinensis [364].

Prairie falcon: Falco mexicanus [355].

Duck hawk: Falco peregrinus anatum [356a].

pigeon hawk: Falco columbarius (sub-sp.?) [357?].

Desert sparrow hawk: Falco sparverius phalaena [360a].

26 The sequence and nomenclature followed are those of the 1931 American Ornithologists' Union Check-list

of North American Birds.

27 One found dead on the bank of the Colorado that may have been brought there by the river.
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List of Birds Recordedfrom the Grand Canyon Region

Dusky grouse: Dendragapus obscurus obscurus [297].

Gambel's quail: Lophortyx gambeli gambeli [295].

Ring-necked pheasant: Phasianus colchicus torquatus [309. 1].
28

American coot: Fulica americana americana [221].

Killdeer: Oxyechus vociferus vociferus [273].

Long-billed curlew: Numenius americanus americanus [264].

Spotted sandpiper: Actitis macularia [263].

Western solitary sandpiper: Tringa solitaria cinnamomea [256a].

Greater yellow-legs: Totanus melanoleucus [254].

Avocet: Recurvirostra americana [225].

Wilson's phalarope: Steganopus tricolor [224].

Northern phalarope: Lobipes lobatus [223].

gull: Larus (sp.?).

tern: Sterna (sp.?).

Band-tailed pigeon: Columba fasciata fasciata [312].

Western mourning dove: ^enaidura macroura marginella [316a].

Mexican ground dove: Columbigallina passerina pallescens [320a].

California cuckoo: Coccyzus americanus occidentalis [387a].

Road-runner: Geococcyx californianus [385].

Flammulated screech owl: Otus flammeolus [374].

Grand Canyon screech owl: Otus asio mychophilus [373?].

Pacific horned owl: Bubo virgimanus pacificus [375d].

Western horned owl: Bubo virgimanus pallescens [375a].

Western burrowing owl: Speotyto cuniculana hypugaea [378].

Mexican spotted owl: Strix occidentalis lucida [369b].

Long-eared owl: Asio wilsonianus [366].

NuttalPs poor-will: Phalaenoptilus nuttalli nuttalli [418].

Howell's nighthawk: Chordeiles minor howelli [420e].

Pacific nighthawk: Chordeiles minor hesperis [420d].

White-throated swift: Aeronautes saxatalis saxatalis [425].

Black-chinned hummingbird: Archilochus alexandri [429].

Broad-tailed hummingbird: Selasphorus platycercus platycercus [432].

Rufous hummingbird: Selasphorus rufus [433].

Calliope hummingbird: Stellula calliope [436].

Western belted kingfisher: Megaceryle alcyon caurina [390a].

Red-shafted flicker: Colaptes cafer collaris [413].

Western pileated woodpecker: Ceophloeus pileatus (picinus?) [405c?].

Mearns's woodpecker: Balanosphyra formicivora aculeata [407c].

Lewis's woodpecker: Asyndesmus lewis [408].

28 Introduced in 1923 but after some months disappeared.
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Among the Birds in the Grand Canyon Country

Red-naped sapsucker: Sphyrapicus varius nuchalis [402a],

Natalie's sapsucker: Sphyrapicus thyroideus nataliae [404a].

White-breasted woodpecker: Dryobates villosus leucothorectis [393.1]

Batchelder's woodpecker: Dryobates pubescens leucurus [394b].

Cactus woodpecker: Dryobates scalaris cactophilus [396b].

Alpine three-toed woodpecker: Picoides tridactylus dorsatis [401b].

Eastern kingbird: Tyrannus tyrannus [444].

Arkansas kingbird: Tyrannus verticalis [447].

Cassin's kingbird: Tyrannus vociferans [448].

Ash-throated flycatcher: Myiarchus cinerascens cinerascens [454].

Black phoebe: Sayornis nigricans nigricans [458].

Say's phoebe: Sayornis saya soya [457].

Little flycatcher: Empidonax trailli brewsteri [466].

Western wood pewee: Myiochanes richardsoni richardsoni [462].

Olive-sided flycatcher: Nuttallornis mesoleucus [459].

Desert horned lark: Otocoris alpestris leucolaema [474c].

Violet-green swallow: Tachycineta thalassina lepida [615],

Bank swallow: Riparia riparia riparia [616].

Rough-winged swallow: Stelgidopteryx ruficollis serripennis [617],

Barn swallow: Hirundo erythrogaster [613].

Northern cliff swallow: Petrochelidon albifrons albifrons [612].

Long-crested jay: Cyanocitta stelleri diademata [478b].

Woodhouse's jay: Aphelocoma calij"ornica woodhousei [480].

American magpie: Pica pica hudsonia [475].

American raven: Corvus corax sinuatus [486].

Western crow: Corvus brachyrhynchos hesperis [488b].

Pinon jay: Cyanocephalus cyanocephalus [492].

Clark's nutcracker: JVucifraga columbiana [491].

Long-tailed chickadee: Penthestes atricapillus septentrionalis [735a].

Mountain chickadee: Penthestes gambeli gambeli [738].

Gray titmouse: Baeolophus inornatus griseus [733a].

Lead-colored bush-tit: Psaltriparus minimus plumbeus [744].

Rocky Mountain nuthatch: Sitta carolinensis nelsoni [727c].

Red-breasted nuthatch: Sitta canadensis [728].

Black-eared nuthatch: Sitta pygmaea melanotis [730b].

Rocky Mountain creeper: Certhia familiaris montana [726b].

Dipper: Cinclus mexicanus unicolor [701].

Western house wren: Troglodytes aedon parkmani [721a].

Baird's wren: Thryomanes bewicki eremophilus [719b].

Canon wren: Catherpes mexicanus conspersus [717a].
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Common rock wren: Salpinctes obsoletus obsoletus [715].

Western mockingbird: Mimus polyglottos leucopterus [703a].

Sage thrasher: Oreoscoptes montanus [702].

Western robin: Turdus migratorius propinquus [761a].

Audubon's hermit thrush: Hylocichla guttata auduboni [759a].

Chestnut-backed bluebird: Sialia mexicana bairdi [767a],

Mountain bluebird: Sialia currucoides [768].

Townsend's solitaire: Myadestes townsendi [754].

Western gnatcatcher: Polioptila caerulea amoenissima [751b].

Western golden-crowned kinglet: Regulus satrapa olivaceus [748a].

Western ruby-crowned kinglet: CorthyHo calendula cineraceus [749c].

American pipit: Anthus spinoletta rubescens [697].

Bohemian waxwing: Bombycilla garrula pallidiceps [618].

Cedar waxwing: Bombycilla cedrorum [619].

White-rumped shrike: Lanius ludovicianus excubitorides [622a].

Gray vireo: Vireo vicinior [634].

Plumbeous vireo: Vireo solitarius plumbeus [629b].

Cassin's vireo: Vireo solitarius cassini [629a],

Western warbling vireo: Vireo gilvus swainsom [627a].

Orange-crowned warbler: Vermivora celata celata [646].

Calaveras warbler: Vermivora ruficapilla ridgwayi [645a].

Virginia's warbler: Vermivora virginiae [644].

Lucy's warbler: Vermivora luciae [643].

Myrtle warbler: Dendroica coronata [655].

Sonora yellow warbler: Dendroica aestiva sonorana [652a].

Audubon's warbler: Dendroica auduboni auduboni [656].

Black-throated gray warbler: Dendroica mgrescens [665].

Townsend's warbler: Dendroica townsendi [668].

Hermit warbler: Dendroica occidentalis [669].

Grace's warbler: Dendroica graciae graciae [664].

Grinnell's water thrush: Seiurus noveboracensis notabilis [675a].

Macgillivray's warbler: Oporornis tolmiei [680].

Western yellow-throat: Geothlypis trichas occidentalis [681a].

Long-tailed chat: Icteria virens longicauda [683a].

Northern pileolated warbler: Wilsonia pusilla pileolata [685a].

English sparrow: Passer domesticus domesticus [688.2].

Western meadowlark: Sturnella neglecta [501.1].

Yellow-headed blackbird: Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus [497].

Nevada red-wing: Agelaius phoeniceus nevadensis [498j].
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Among the Birds in the Grand Canyon Country

Scott's oriole: Icterus parisorum [504].

Bullock's oriole: Icterus bullocki [508].

Brewer's blackbird: Euphagus cyanocephalus [510].

Nevada cowbird: Molothrus ater (artemisiae?) [495b].

Western tanager: Piranga ludoviciana [607].

Hepatic tanager: Piranga flava hepatica [609].

Rocky Mountain grosbeak: Hedymeles melanocephalus papago [596a].

Lazuli bunting: Passerina amoena [599].

Western evening grosbeak: Hesperiphona vespertina brooksi [514b].

California purple finch: Carpodacus purpureus californicus [517a],

Gassin's purple finch: Carpodacus cassini [518].

Common house finch: Carpodacus mexicanus frontalis [519].

Rocky Mountain pine grosbeak: Pinicola enucleator montana [515a],

Gray-crowned rosy finch: Leucosticte tephrocotis tephrocotis [524].

Black rosy finch: Leucosticte atrata [525].

Northern pine siskin: Spinus pinus pinus [533].

Pale goldfinch: Spinus tristis pallidus [529a].

Green-backed goldfinch: Spinus psaltria hesperophilus [530a].

Bendire's crossbill: Loxia curvirostra bendirei [521 d].

Mexican crossbill: Loxia curvirostra stricklandi [521a].

Green-tailed towhee: Oberholseria chlorura [592.1].

Spurred towhee: Pipilo maculatus montanus [588a].

Canon towhee: Pipilo fuscus mesoleucus [591].

Western vesper sparrow: Pooecetes gramineus confinis [540a].

Western lark sparrow: Chondestes grammacus strigatus [552a].

Scott's sparrow: Aimophila ruficeps scotti [580a].

Desert sparrow: Amphispiza bilineata deserticola [573a].

Northern sage sparrow: Amphispiza nevadensis nevadensis [574.1].

Slate-colored junco: Junco hyemalis hyemalis [567].

Shufeldt's junco: Junco oreganus shufeldti [567b].

Pink-sided junco: Junco mearnsi [567g].

Red-backed junco: Junco phaeonotus dorsalis [570a].

Western chipping sparrow: Spizella passerina arizonae [560a].

Brewer's sparrow: Spizella breweri breweri [562].

White-crowned sparrow: ^onotrichia leucophrys leucophrys [554].

Gambel's sparrow: ^onotrichia leucophrys gambeli [554a].

Lincoln's sparrow: Melospiza lincolni lincolni [583].

Mountain song sparrow: Melospiza melodia (fallax?) [581b].

Desert song sparrow: Melospiza melodia (saltonis?) [581a].
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Aeronautes saxatalis, 2.

Agave, 29, 62, 68.

Agave Flats, 68.

Altar, Indian, 48.

Anita, 134.

Antelope, 70, 71.

Antelope squirrel, 60, 71.

Arenaria, 168.

Arrowweed, 23, 25, 188.

Ash-throat, 52, 53, 54.

Aspen, 156, 159.

Avocet, 42.

B

Baeolophus inornatus inornatus, 78.

Bailey, A. M., xiii.

Bailey, Vernon O., xii, xiii.

Barberry, 129.

Bats, 50.

Bee Spring, 177.

Beetle, yellow-pine, 178.

Big Saddle, 161.

Big Springs, 28, 161, 167.

Bird Banding, 118.

Birds, list, 200.

revised check-list, xii.

Blackbird, Brewer's, 41, 81.

red-winged, 39, 41.

Blackbrush, 25, 68, 71.

Blickensderfer, Clark, xiii.

Bluebell, 167.

Bluebird, 87, 88, 89, 115, 178.

chestnut-backed, 1, 77, 83, 86, 87, 88

101, 152.

mountain, 39, 152, 159.

Bobcat, 26, 129, 170, 188.

Borell, A. E., 82.

Bright Angel Canyon, 12, 25, 45.

Bright Angel Creek, 23, 39, 41, 42, 49, 169.

Bright Angel Lodge, 4, 8.

Bright Angel Point Camp, 179.

Bright Angel ranger station camp, 185.

Bright Angel Trail, 57, 70, 153.

Brooks, Allan, 96.

Brooks, James P., xiii, 26, 27.

Bryant, Charles A., 82.

Buffalo, 178.

Buggeln Tank, 62, 135, 142.

Bugler, scarlet, 19.

Bunting, lazuli, 71.

Burro, 62, 69.

Burro Springs, 61, 68.

Burrobrush, 62, 68, 69.

Bush-tit, lead-colored, 6, 7, 77, 115.

Cactus, 25, 27, 28, 66, 188.

Cameron Bridge, 149.

Cameron Bridge Road, 144.

Cammerer, Arno B., ix.

Campbell, Ian, 72.

Canon Spring, 135.

Canyon Tank, 62.

Cape Royal, 173.

Cat, house, 65.

Cataract Creek, 27.

Catsclaw, 25, 29, 62, 188.

Cedar Ridge, 19.

Century plant, 28, 188.

Chat, long-tailed, 30, 72, 192.

Chickadee, long-tailed, 80, 81.

mountain, 14, 77, 78, 79, 1 1 1, 112, 131.

Chief ranger, xiii, 82, 100.

Chipmunk, Gila, 87, 102, 105, 106, 131.

Wasatch, 153.

Chordeiles minor minor, 84.

Chuar Creek, xii, 166, 187.

Chuckwalla, 36, 37.

Clark's Nutcracker, 112, 113, 116, 170.

Clear Creek, 49.

Cliff-rose, 129, 130.

Coconino Plateau, 146.

Coconino sandstone, 3, 19.

Color key, field, 194.
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Colorado River, 20.

great bend, 16.

inner gorge, 24.

suspension bridge, 21

.

Coot, American, 16, 81.

Cottonwood, Fremont, 37, 62, 188.

Cougar, 170.

Cowbird, 167.

Coxcomb, 178.

Coyote, 136, 149, 188.

Creeper, Rocky Mountain, 81, 82, 170, 181

.

Crockett, Harry Linton, xiii.

Crockett, Ruth Matchett, xiii.

Crossbill, 39, 82, 102, 115, 139, 140, 152.

153.

Bendire's, 81.

Crotalus confluentus abyssus, 63.

Crow, western, 16, 81.

Crystal Creek, 27.

Cuckoo, California, 192.

Curlew, long-billed, 137.

D

De Motte Park, 155.

Deer, mule, 89, 100, 103, 124, 125, 126,

153, 168, 169, 170, 178, 180, 183, 184.

Desert View, 16.

ranger station, 128.

Dog Canyon, 161.

Dove, Mexican ground, 82.

western mourning, 45, 82, 114, 136,

137, 141, 142, 153, 189.

Drinking basin, 100, 102.

Eagle, golden, 20, 70, 138, 172, 173, 192.

southern bald, 17, 172.

Echo Cliffs, 172.

Egret, Brewster's, 42.

Erigeron, 168.

Falcon, prairie, 10, 15, 60.

Far View, 166.

Feeding station, 129.

Finch, black rosy, 16, 80.

California purple, 15.

Finch, Cassin's purple, 80, 1 02, 152,153,156,

160, 181, 189.

common house, 57, 62, 80, 137, 146,

152, 192.

gray-crowned rosy, 80, 81.

Finley, William L., 36.

Fir, Douglas, 8, 66.

subalpine, 168.

white, 17, 159, 168.

Flax, blue, 168.

Flicker, red-shafted, 2, 94, 137, 141, 160,

176, 192.

Flycatcher, ash-throated, 38, 52, 53, 63,

64, 132, 192.

little, 189.

olive-sided, 159, 170, 176.

Fox, gray, 47, 129, 188, 191.

Frittilaria, 168.

Fuertes, Louis Agassiz, xii.

Gadwall, 166.

Game survey, 172.

Gilmore, Charles, 20.

Gnatcatcher, blue-gray, 61, 176, 189.

Goldfinch, 10, 32, 33, 152.

green-backed, 15, 17, 32, 35, 62, 82, 167.

pale, 32, 71, 159.

Goose, Canada, 41, 152.

lesser snow, 83, 85.

Gordon, Kenneth, xiii.

Gorge, inner, 16, 23, 24.

Goshawk, 175, 181.

western, 152, 154.

Grand Canyon bird files, xii.

National Monument, 136.

National Park, map of, i.

Village, 150.

Grand View, 16, 17.

Grandeur Point, 17.

Grater, Russell K., (Technician), xii, xiii,

20, 39, 41, 42, 68, 72, 82, 136, 175.

Grosbeak, Rocky Mountain, 8, 19, 38, 103,

141, 142, 161, 162.

Rocky Mountain pine, 152, 154, 161.

western evening, 81, 143, 156, 158, 166.

Grouse, dusky, 170, 172, 175, 177, 182.

Gull, 41.
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H
Hackberry, 26.

Hastings, Russell, xiii.

Havasu Canyon, xii, 27, 29, 189, 190.

Creek, 27.

Falls, 190.

Havasupai Indians, 70.

Hawk, Cooper's, 59, 60, 91, 103, 136, 141,

176.

desert sparrow, 15, 189, 192.

duck, 176, 192.

ferruginous rough-legged, 72, 150.

goshawk, 152, 154, 175, 181

marsh, 167.

pigeon, 15.

sharp-shinned, 10.

sparrow, 33, 36, 62, 136, 149, 167.

squirrel, 150.

western red-tailed, 16, 17, 18, 50, 72,

135, 167, 170, 176, 192.

Hermit Basin, 3, 167.

Camp, 18, 27.

Creek, 18, 49.

Rest, 16, 18.

Heron, black-crowned night, 42.

Treganza's blue, 41, 42.

Hilltop, 134.

Hogans, 77.

Hopi House, 77.

Hopi Indians, 73.

House Rock Valley, 134.

Hull Tanks, 138, 142.

Hummingbird, 1, 25, 29, 38, 138, 192.

black-chinned, 28, 60, 63, 89, 143, 189.

broad-tailed, 17, 19, 143, 153, 177, 189.

calliope, 143.

rufous, 3, 19, 143, 177.

I

Ibis, white-faced glossy, 136.

wood, 136.

Indian altar, 48.

dogs, 191.

Gardens, 4, 30, 70, 71.

paint brush, 168.

relics, 48.

sweat house, 65.

Indians, Hopi, 73,

Jacob's Ladder, 150.

Jacob's Lake, 139, 152.

Jay, 82.

long-crested, 1, 2, 101, 102, 103, 107,

108, 115, 136.

pinon, 4, 15, 20, 62, 67, 102, 115, 116,

117, 128.

Woodhouse's, 14, 20, 102, 131.

Jenks, Randolph, xii, xiii.

Johnson, Ranger, 75.

Junco, 15, 79, 104, 116.

gray, 182.

pink-sided, 80.

red-backed, 80, 102, 121, 179.

Shufeldt's, 3, 80, 81.

slate-colored, 80.

Juniper, 25, 73, 129.

K

Kaibab, Forest, 155, 159.

Plateau, 12, 25.

Trail, 19, 23, 57, 70.

Kanab, 32, 38, 62.

Kangaroo rat, 136.

Key, field color, 194.

Killdeer, 39, 81, 146, 164, 165, 166.

Kingbird, Arkansas, 134, 175, 189.

Cassin's, 65, 162.

eastern, 39.

Kingfisher, belted, 47, 135, 180.

Kinglet, ruby-crowned, 157.

western golden-crowned, 82, 159, 172.

western ruby-crowned, 158, 159, 161.

Kolb, Emery C, 33, 150.

Lark, desert horned, 69.

horned, 16, 19, 167.

Larkspur, 168.

Laws, Ed. (R. E.) xiii, 42.

Lily, Mariposa, 66, 141.

sago, 168.

List of birds recorded, 200.

Little Colorado River, mouth of, 187.

Little Saddle, 177.
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Lizard, 36, 188.

big scaly, 34.

nuptial dance, 36.

Locust, 6, 176.

Lupine, 168.

M
Magpie, black-billed, 179, 180.

Mallard, common, 42, 134.

Mammalogist, (Vernon O. Bailey), xiii,

27, 29, 38, 43, 48.

Manzanita, 169.

Maxson, John, 72.

McCormick Mine, 187.

McKee, Barbara Hastings, xiii.

McKee, Edwin, D., xii, xiii.

Meadowlark, western, 82, 149.

Merganser, hooded, 16.

Merriam, C. Hart, xii, 10, 16, 20, 28, 32,

62, 68, 79, 82, 109, 116, 135, 167.

Merriam, John C, 19.

Mescal, 29, 62, 191.

Mesquite, 25, 29, 51, 188, 191, 192.

Migrants, spring, 39.

Mills, Laura Ethel, xiii.

Mistletoe, 129.

Mockingbird, eastern, 46.

western, 25, 45, 137, 192.

Moencopi, 149.

Mohave Point, 17.

Monkeyflower, yellow, 45.

scarlet, 38.

Mormon, tea, 135, 188.

Mountain, lion, 170, 173, 178, 185.

mahogany, 174.

sheep, 71, 188, 191.

Mouse, grasshopper, 136.

pocket, 63, 136.

Mud puppies, 136.

Mushroom, 168, 184.

N

Nankoweap Canyon, 172.

Navajo Bridge, 150.

Navajo, huts, 77.

Mountain, 172.

Niedrach, R. J., xiii.

Nighthawk, 83, 84, 137, 142.

Howell's, 81.

North Rim, 154, 159.

Nut pine, 25, 73, 86, 100, 117.

Nutcracker, Clark's, 112, 113, 116, 170.

Nuthatch, black-eared (pygmy), 39, 73, 74,

76, 77, 92, 93, 114, 115, 121, 182.

red-breasted, 13, 14, 81, 166, 175.

Rocky Mountain, 83, 98, 104, 110, 111

112, 130, 131, 132.

Oak, 55, 176.

Gambel's, 142.

Oriole, Bullock's, 38, 81.

Scott's, 39.

Ornithologist (Young), 39, 68, 93, 141,

154, 175, 177, 192.

Osprey, American, 16.

Ouzel, water, 18, 48.

Owl, flammulated screech, 32.

great-horned, 135, 147, 148.

long-eared, 19.

Mexican spotted, 72.

screech, 34, 81.

western burrowing, 134.

Pack, Arthur Newton, 36.

Painted Desert, 16, 144, 172.

Panorama Point, 57.

Park naturalist (Edwin D. McKee), xiii,

3, 19, 20, 32, 39, 42, 114, 134, 137.

Pasture Wash, 134.

Patraw, P. P., 69.

Pentstemon, 19, 66, 168.

Pewee, western wood, 89, 92, 142.

Phalarope, northern, 135, 172.

Wilson's, 166.

Phantom Ranch, xi, 23, 26, 28, 37, 41, 48,

50, 71, 141.

Pheasant, ring-necked, 27.

Phlox, 168.

Phoebe, black, 43, 44, 192.

Say's, 45, 68, 135, 146, 192.

Pickwell, Gayle, xiii.

Pigeon, band-tailed, 81, 82, 173, 175, 177.
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Pine, nut, 25, 73, 86, 100, 117.

Transition Zone yellow, 55.

Upper Sonoran nut, 55.

yellow, 20, 96.

Pifion nuts, 106.

Pipe Creek, 55, 61.

Canyon, 57, 63, 66.

Spring, 58.

Pipit, American, 82.

Pittman, H. and E., xiii.

Point Imperial, 173, 174.

Point Sublime, 175.

Poor-will, Nuttall's, 50, 51, 67.

Porcupine, 17.

Pottery, 48.

Powell, Major, 23.

Monument, 16.

Saddle, 139, 175.

Prairie, dog, 136, 191.

falcon, 10, 15, 60.

Presnall, C. C, 116.

Prickley pear, 189.

Q
Quail, Gambel's, 25, 26, 50, 192.

R
Rabbit, 191.

cottontail, 17, 114, 115, 173.

Rabbitbrush, 188.

Raccoon, 191.

Rain tanks, 134.

Ramsay, D., 77.

Rasmussen, D. Irvin, 152.

Rattlesnake, 63.

Raven, American, 1, 2, 4, 115, 128,

141, 167, 170, 181.

Red bud, Arizona, 66.

Red Butte, 137.

Redwall, 19.

Red-wing, Nevada, 167.

Reid, Russell, xiii.

Research reserve, 187.

Ridgway, Robert, xii.

Ringtail, 26, 188.

Road-runner, 15, 16, 192.

Robin, western, 1, 18, 100, 101, 103,

159, 162.

132,

104,

Rock, falls, 150.

squirrel, 47.

Roosevelt (Theodore) Camp, 37.

Rubber plant, 167, 176.

Rust (Dave) Camp, 37.

Ryan (Ariz.), 27, 167.

Saccatone grass, 188.

Sagebrush, 71, 136.

Sago lily, 168.

Salamanders, 136.

Saltbush, 188.

San Francisco Mountains, xi, 137.

Sandpiper, spotted, 47.

western solitary, 134, 166.

Sapsucker, Natalie's, 16, 152, 161, 170, 171,

182.

red-naped, 142.

Williamson's, 152.

Sceloperus magister, 34.

Scheffer, Newt, 57.

Serviceberry, 141.

Seton, Ernest Thompson, xii.

Shadscale, 188.

Shields, Mrs. Clara M., 38.

Shirley, Earl, 26, 27.

Shrike, white-rumped, 41, 166, 180.

Siskin, northern pine, 79, 152, 156, 157, 158.

Skunk, 26, 188.

spotted, 47.

Skunkbush, 62.

Slate Creek, 27.

Snakebush, 58, 188.

Solitaire, Townsend's, 3, 17, 177.

South Rim, 144.

Sparrow, Brewer's, 82, 166, 189.

desert, 39, 57, 61, 67, 189.

English, 1, 79.

Gambel's, 81, 82.

Lincoln's, 10, 39, 82.

northern sage, 189.

Scott's, 20.

song, 192.

western chipping, 38, 83, 103, 112, 142,

152, 189.

western lark, 15, 39, 41, 68, 134.
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Sparrow, western vesper. 134, 136, 189.

white-crowned, 38, 82.

Spruce, 25, 159.

Douglas, 8, 66.

Engelmann, 162, 168.

Squirrel, Abert, xii, 90, 97, 98, 99, 100, 104,

106, 107, 115, 121.

antelope, 60, 71.

Kaibab, 121, 154, 183.

rock, 191.

Sturdevant (Park Naturalist), 75.

Supai Village, 27, 71.

Swallow, bank, 43.

barn, 43.

cliff, 147.

rough-winged, 166.

violet-green, 3, 43, 93, 166, 176, 183.

Swarth, H. S., 154.

Swift, white-throated, 2, 3, 14, 17, 20, 60,

68, 70, 98, 166, 167, 175, 178, 192.

Tanager, hepatic, 96.

western, 8, 31, 94, 96, 154, 168.

Tanner's Crossing, 187.

Tanner's Trail, 167, 187.

Tappan Spring, 144, 145.

Taylor, Frank J., xii.

Taylor, Walter P., 116.

Teal, blue-winged, 166.

cinnamon, 41, 188.

green-winged, 134.

Technician, Grater, xii, xiii, 20, 39, 41, 42,

68,72,82, 136, 175.

Temple, Brahma, 186.

Deva, 186.

Zoroaster, 186.

Temples, 14.

Thamnosma, 188.

Thistle, 138, 177.

Thrasher, sage, 39, 189.

Thrush, 152.

Audubon's hermit, 18, 19, 160, 170,

180, 182.

Grinnell's water, 42.

Thunder River, 32, 49.

Trail, 62.

Tillotson, M. R., xii, 41.

Titmouse, gray, 18, 77, 78, 105, 112.

Toad, 38, 65.

horned, 36, 37.

tree, 38.

Tonto Platform, 25, 68, 69, 70.

Toroweap Valley, 136, 166.

Towhee, canon, 1, 81.

green-tailed, 31, 82, 180, 189.

spurred, 17, 78, 132, 142, 176.

Townsend, Charles W., 16.

Transept Canyon, 3.

Trash Tank, 136.

V
Veatch, Victor, 69.

Vermilion Cliffs, 144, 150, 172.

Vireo, Cassin's, 79.

gray, 79.

plumbeous, 83.

western warbling, 38, 80, 156, 161.

Vorhies, Charles T., 116, 152.

V. T. Lake, 166.

V. T. Park, 155.

V. T. Ranch, 32, 167.

Vulture, turkey 4, 70, 141, 142, 167.

W
Walhalla Plateau, 169, 172.

research reserve, 172.

Warbler, Audubon's 29, 32, 92, 153, 154,

161.

black-throated gray, 15, 77, 79, 131.

Calaveras, 39.

Grace's, 88, 90, 91, 154.

hermit, 17.

Lucy's, 29, 192.

Macgillivray's, 31, 71.

myrtle, 39.

northern pileolated, 30, 31, 32.

orange-crowned, 19, 189.

Sonora yellow, 10, 30, 31, 192.

Townsend's 10, 81.

Virginia's, 30.

yellow (?), 10, 30.

Water ouzel, 18, 48.

Waxwing, Bohemian, 1.

cedar, 1.
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Wetmore, Alexander, 72, 80.

White, David, 19.

White's fern quarry, 19.

Wilderness areas, 187.

Wild horse, 178.

Willow, 23, 192.

desert, 188.

river, 188.

Woodpecker, 178.

alpine three-toed, 162, 181.

Batchelder's, 19, 71, 80, 82.

cactus, 68.

California, 11, 139.

Lewis', 68, 82, 139, 172.

Mearns' 10, 12, 97, 136, 139, 140, 142.

pileated, 175.

red-headed, 116.

white-breasted, 39, 81, 93, 94, 104, 110.

Woodrat, 188, 191.

Wren, Baird's, 132.

canon, 39, 40, 67, 177, 189, 192.

Wren, Common rock, 14, 20, 56, 58, 60,

67, 146, 149, 175, 189.

western house, 30, 141.

Y
Yaki Point, 3, 19.

Yavapai Museum, 20.

Yavapai Observation Station, 3, 14, 15, 16,

23, 70.

Yavapai Point, 15, 167.

Yavapai Trail, 14, 94.

Yellow-legs, greater, 136, 166.

Yellow-throat, western 10, 30, 47, 189, 192.

Young ornithologist, 39, 68, 93, 141, 154,

175, 177, 192.

Yucca, 188.

Zone, Canadian, 25, 152, 161, 173.

Lower Sonoran, 25, 55, 71, 152, 188.

Transition, 25, 55, 161, 173.

Upper Sonoran, 25, 55, 71, 152, 173.
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